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Part it Accornplisliment Reporting) 11,M=1.1.11.....On=1.M.M....

A. All grantees, except for those with awards under 13.443 arc
to respond to this Section A. Grantees under 13,4:43 go to
Ft of Part II.

All grantees with awards under 13.444 except tho!e sup-
ortcdsolely for "Outreach" activities are to follow the

organization of categories listed below in presenting their
performance reports. The categories arc based on activities
common to all Early Childhood projects with the exception
nOt:d above fur projects solely supported for outreach
activities.

(I) Direct and Supplementary Services for Children's
Services

(2) Parent/ Family Participation
(3) Assessment of Child's Progress
(4) lnscrvice Traininf: for Project Staff
(5) Training for Personnel from other Programs or

Agencies
(6) Demonstration and Dissemination Activities
(7) Coordination with other Agencies
(3) Continuation and Replication

The g:ant application for programs 13,445, 13.446, 13.450.
and 13.520 provided for the following functions or activi-
ties as categorical headings in the budget and narrative
sections:

Research and Development
Demonstration/Service
Evaluation

Dissemination
Preserice/I nservicc
Training

Programs 13.451. and 13.452 do not usually require a
breakout since the primary function or activity Is intrinsic
to the respective propram.

)E FORM 90374, ens

For each of the above pro rams. functions, or act. a ls lactwit as those of special import for certain ;roue"";s:
replication, adrisory councils, parent !nrohenictii
the objectives and subobjectives presented in the approved
application (in narrative format) in terms of:

(a) Accomplishments and milestones met.
(b) Slippages in attainment and reasons for tits slippas.

Refer back to your application and utili7e your ouarait..ai-.-.!
quarterly projections, scheduled chronological °Ric, it1;1
target dates, and data collected and =int:lined 25 is ell is
criteria and methodologies used to esaluate resalt7 tot tat
and (b). For grantees under 13.444, in tr.:ming
or personnel from other pros rams. induJe dc5...; sit
types of training. institutmns or oreanieat ions !rt
numbers of trainees and hours of training receivcci.

Also highlight those pleases of 11'. 3.-..:ion
in your application that proved most suc,..sstul. wet; 0,
those that upon implementation did not ird;!at.
NOTE: Outreach grantees ate to discuss accumph;',,,wnts
and slippages in tern:, of rell;L:aiitiri and stiniuluti:o of
services. resources provided and field testing and
Lion and training in terms of types of person:it I r;L-,.esving
training and the number of hours involved.

Grantees finishing this portion of Part II. fp to C of Part 11.

B. Reporting for Grantees under 13.443 (Research and Dem.
onstration).

Discuss major activities arried out. major dop.niti:es front
the original f i. problems cn;olintered.
inarylindings. results. and a description and e%111,alr ri iii
any !Ina! product. Either ircludc copies of. or ,j):, .11-

formation materidls releaNed reports in
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ak;es, journals, etc.; papers prepared for professional meet-
ings; textual and graphic. materials; completed curriculum
materials and instructional guides, or drafts if in a develop-
mental stage, special methods, techniques and models de-
veloped; scales and other measuring devices used.

When finished with this portion of Part II, 13.443 grantees
to to C of Part /I.

C. All grantees are to respond to this section C. Discuss the
following:

(I) Unanticipated or anticipated spinoff developments (i.e.,
those which were not part of your originally approved
subobjectives. but which are contemplated within the
purpose of the Education for the Handicapped legisla-
tion, such as new coopenrtive inter-agency efforts, a- de-

dsion by volunteerts) to pursue a career in special edit.
cation, new public school policy to integrate handl-
capped dyadic,: into regular classrooms, enactment (1
mandatory or other State leg:station affecting early edu-
cation, relevant new course offeringsat universities.
etc.).

(2) Where outputs are quantified in response to any por him
of Part II, relate quantifications to cost clot ;; for
tation of unit costs. Analyze and explamitti:h.com arils.

(3) Indicate other matters which you would like OE to
know about (c.g., community response to the prokc t,
matters COncerning the project's worl.ing rciatiqr.5,11:p
with OF, techniral assistance of or: staff, or any other
relevant subject.)..10

Part 111

All grantees with s Demonstration/Service function or activity,
except for 13.444 grantees who are solely supported for "out-
!each" activities, are to complete Tables IA, I13, and IC.
All grantees under 13.451, as well as those under _ other handi-

capped programs with a Preservice/Inservice Trainirq. actin pty
are to complete Table 11. All grantees under exrcig
those who arc supported solely for "outreach" act win.:
to complete Tables 111A and 11113.

Table IA Demonstration/Service Activities Date
Cnildren

Enter actual performance data for this report period into the
appropriate boxes. Use age as of the time of the original ap-
plication, or the continuation application, whichever is later.
On lines above line 11, count mull thandic:apped individuals
only once, by primary handicapping condition, and indicate

Mina .111111,111

the number of multihandicapped in line 12. Data for lint., 1

throup.lt II are for those directly served: i.e., services to
enrolled or receiving major services. and not thi.,-
screened, referred or g.rven minimal or occasional

Type of Handicap Ages

0-2

1. Trainable Mentally Retarded
411.01/10.

2. Educable Mentally Retarded

2

Numoer of Handicapped Selaed by Age

Ages I Ages Aries
3.5 1012

Aries I-1rj" t

13.18 ,.j CrJ,

2

3. Specific Learning Disabilities
11

4. Deaf-Eliod

E. DeafiHard of Hearing

6. Visually Handicapped

7. Seriously Emotionally Distvrbad

8. speech Impaired- - _ _a- - - _ _ - ^
9. Other Health Impaired

10. Orthopedically Impaired

11. Total

3

6

12

11

48

3

5

12. Mir1tiliandicapped
4 3

T

L,lf the data in the above table differ by more than 10 percent from thedata originally presented in your approed applicattoit.please explain the difference.
.4104NelltfOar ...1001,aat ,
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Projt staff Providilig St I V11= to Recipient.: in Table IA
ii....}NowfirManowlerboarerri it- -a'----- et.r.saua

Ty i= Ci Staff

l'ootmsional i'civont,c1
(rx.cluding te-xh,h-s)

learlit.13

Paraprofessional

If applic.al.ile:

Full-time

2

N'-itYlbtr

Pat t-tirrN7

(As full-rhrt,..

1

Table IC

Scrvic-.% tr., Those liandpped Not included in Table

Service

Stru-ricd

Diagnutic and Evaluative

Found to Need Special Help

Other ROLIMP-Assistance

Ara of
Primary Cooccraton

Multihandicard
. .

Adrninislratio1

Early Childhood

Trainable M.entaily Retarded

Number of Handicappbrd
_

6.....wonso Ayr... la was......

Table 1

Pres-zrvicellnservice Training Data

Nurf:')er Cf
Pc-re. Rccivcd

Trn;ning

Number ci Pece,% rr%

P. service Trair.;:),., by Otlgrve

- - _ _
BA I MA

, 3 3

Educable Mentally Retarded

Specific Learning Disabilities

Deaf/Hard of Hearin!,

Visually Handicapped

Seriously Emotionally Disturbed 5 3

Speech Impaired

Orthopedically and Other Health Impaired
2

TOTAL

If data in Table II above differ by mare than 10 percrAt from those lc your pproved plum.

OE FORM 90371, 8176
,

3

5
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Tab lilA
Placement of Chi!drzn Pa:tic-ipziting in

Early Childhood Program During F.:gin:ling Pciiod

indicate the Flero Of dolirt-n left your prnject ciurin:! coveiz.C. by 111:s rzpoit fN07E: Courit thi,V only prin:ary t)[)C pl2rem,?1(

TYPE OF PLACrMENT

INTEGRATED l'i.ACEM,ENT (i.e., in ref."-
ido.r with r11ildr.2:7 44e7o art NOT
trandic,-Ippedi

Nu:ivy school%

Heart Start
1-

NUMBER CIF- CHlLOREN

FULL--71%,SE

1

Prr-kinderearten

Kinztergarten

Primary Gra6et

First

Sr-zor.c1

r-

Other

1

8

SPECIAL EDUCATION PLACEMENT
(i.e., in cbm:es onl" for 1)0nd:capped
children but sitimird in tegular private or
public se.hool)

Pre-kinderstartan

Kititiatist tin

Pr;rnit,y

first

Second

Other

3

1

II0STITUTIONAL PLACEMENT

Scht,c%ited rc tarrmin in Early Chtldho.-..,C
Prc.,.-rom in corning year

Cr.hrr (specify)

Table MB

Cumulative numb NUMBERl:r of children entered into Estimated rezenrior. rate of curno-
integrated placen-icnt (if known) prior to this Iaiiv numbcr in integcated pTaGe
report period rnent
1.01.3.411100.11141111W .217MIMMIIMMR1.110

4

PERCLrsT

4:,

as C.C.FINIT .1,MMT.115.717



The report has been written by several people over ten months time.
Cynthia Eberber was responsible for collecting, recording and organizing
the data that is reported. Donna Karl wrote the section on Staff Training
and compiled the training catalogue in the Appendix. Martha Niebanck con-
tributed the case study and annotated the interventions that are included
in the Appendix. Anne Coolidge wrote the Project Evaluation and edited the
rest of the report. Sheila Botein wrote the remaining sections and was re-
sponsible for organizing the whole effort. Dorothy Donovan-Kaloust typed
several drafts. Since everyone who staffed NSSI during the period of the
federal funding has contributed to the development of the model it is im-
protant to acknowledge their roles and the period of their involvement.

Sheila Botein, Director, 1976 -
Donna Karl, Pediatric Nurse Practitioner, 1976 -
Martha Nir)anck, Occupational Therapist, 1976 -
Anne Coolidge, Project Evaluatior, 1978 - 80
Victoria Leonard, Administrative Assistant, 1977 1978
Cynthia Koerber, Administrative Assistant, 1978 - 1980
Dorothy Donovan - Kaloust, Parent Coordinator, 1978 1980
Patricia Lane, Core Nbther, 1976 1979
Catherine Skiffington, Core Nbther, 1976 - 1979
Barbara Regan, Core Nbther, 1976 - 1978
Frances Guidella, Core Nbther, 1976 - 1978
Bonnie Di Orio, Core Nbther Alternate, 1976 1977
Martha Boteiho, Core Nbther, 1976 - 1977
Maria Arruda, Core Nbther, 1978 - 1979
Jean Hiltz, Core Nbther, 1978
Barbara Lavey, Core Mother, 1978
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INTRODUCTION

This is the final report submitted to the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped about Neighborhood Support
Systems for Infants, an HCEEP demonstration project in
Somerville, Massachusetts, which officially ended on June
30, 1979, although unexpended carry-over funding supported
some work until December 31, 1979. Federal funding was not
used here to develop auxiliary services but instead to
develop a completely new and independent program. Happily,
NSSI services continue after federal dollars have stopped
although the search for local funding has taught us why new
demonstration projects may be regarded with suspicion by health
and human service providers as well as by clients.

The report that follows describes how efforts to respond
tc the needs of both providers and clients in our community
influenced the development and the delivery of our services.
Of course, we were unable to respond to all their needs;
initially, we were unprepared for the variety of requests
that would be presented to a small, flexible staff with new
federal funding. Since few services existed for infants and
their families, NSSI was expected to respond to a large but
incompletely identified need. This report details our efforts
to balance innovation and responsibility; our own priorities
and our perception of the government's; documentation of a
model and provision of a service.

Central to the NSSI model are mothers who are hired and
trained as home visitors to families which include a handicapped
child under three. Many education programs, notably Headstart,
had demonstrated some of the advantages of paraprofessional
staffing and NSSI's experience also shows the particular
strengths that non-professional women can bring to a home-
based, family focused early intervention program. In this
report we describe how we defined an autonomous and flexible
role for NSSI home visitors, called Core Mothers, which
combines support for their own insights and intuitions with
professional supervision. The process of defining staff roles
in a program where services are individualized and responsive
has been neither speedy nor clear-cut. It has, .however,
yielded many insights about the nature of early handicapping
conditions, about their impact on families and about the
purposes of early intervention. New projects aiming to serve
unfamiliar clients must view their initial efforts as explora-
tory and subject to revision. NSSI staff have certainly
learned as much as the designated target group, and we hope
that the story of our work with families and children may
inform BEH about the latitude that new programs need.

9



The organization of the report is straightforward; it
introduces the sponsoring agency, the clients and the staff
before discussing the training, the services and the evalua-
tion We have tried to balance concrete details about the
day to day implementation of NSSI's services with discussion
of the broader questions to which we have often returned and
which we hope are of concern to anyone who is interested in
supporting parents and their very young children.



I. Project History

A. Programmatic Precursors

Paraprofessional staffing has been a central component
of Neighborhood Support Systems for Infants from the time
the initial application for funding was made to the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped. Thus, we have decided
to review briefly the reports of social service programs which
have hired indigenous paraprofessionals because their exper-
ience suggests themes that are relevant to ours.

Many programs initiated during the War on Poverty in the
1960s saw paraprofessional staffing as a cost-effective means
to simultaneously reduce unemployment and reach previously
unserved clients. Their planners assumed that workers from
the targeted community are not only more accurate than
professionals in assessing the community needsl but often are
more successful in soliciting utilization of available
resources.

For instance, an immunization program in Oklahoma reported
in 1967 that indigenous paraprofessionals brought in 2:000
patients per month to the clinic as opposad to the three
public health nurses who had, three years priors only been
able to recruit an average of 900 patients per month.

In this and in other programs, the 1...araprofessional
wor;:ed as auxiliaries to individual professionals, like
nurses or social workers, and were primarily responsible for
discrete tasks such as weighing and measuring babies. In
this respect they are quite different from Core Mothers in
NSSI, who have considerable autonomy although they are
supervised by an .::linistrative staff that is professionally
trained.

Clearly, characterizations of paraprofessional style
a:'e, at best, suggestive. Our own experience with nine
different Core Mothers has pointed out how difficult it is
to distinguiF,h which behaviors reflect an individual's own
style and wh:.ch are more generally characteristic of the
role. Forewarned, we can review current assumptions.

1
Charles Crosser', 'Role of non-professional in the

Manpower Development Plogram,' Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C., 1966.

2
James Stewart, Employment of Indigenous Personnel and

Strategy for Increasing Immunization Rates in Hardcore Areas,"
Norman, Oklahoma, U. of Oklahoma Press, 19,67. 11

A1.
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It is often hypothesized that paraprofessionals can be
effective "bridgemen" between professional staff and thecommunity because they establish and maintain contact moreeasily than educated middle-class professionals. Theassumption is that professionals and low-income clientsboth have biases about each other that may inhibit aworking relatiornthip. The literature frequently reportsthat, in contrast to the professional, the ?araprofessionalseems "less formal" in dress, language and interpersonalstyle.3

In assessing a client's needs, a paraprofessional mayreact more to external than internal factors. Thus, asituation perceived by the professional as "neglectful"
may be interpreted by th:3 indigenous worker as a reaction
to "depressed conditions."4 It is surmised that parapro-fessional workers are less impressed with underlyingpsychological problems because they identify more readilywith the client, and may see him as a victim of forcesbeyond his contra), who is unable to maneuver within themedical, educational or social welfare system.

In "A New Approach to the Social Work Technician,"George Brager describes the unique potential of para-professionals!

The non-professional has no need to validate
his presence in the community. Because of
what the indigenous non-professional is,
there are things he can do which the pro-
fession::) is not able to do and should not
do...Even professionals who have excellent
relationships skills are limited by the
value of their functions as an "expert."
This definition of role, which they and the
poor both hold, prevents the development of
a fully rounded everyday relationship...The
indigenous worker can play a more flexible
role because there is no set definition of
how he must act. When a professional will
'suggest' and 'enable,' the non-professional
is 'in the center' of activity...trair4ng by
demonstration and providing direction.--)

3
Robert Cohen, New Careers Grows Older: A Perspective

on the Paraprofessional Experience, ITE Press, Baltimore, 1976.

George Brager, "Mobilization for Youth: The Low-IncoLe
Non-Professional: An Overview of this Role in the Program,"HEW, Office of Education, New York, 1964.

5
Social Work, April, 1965.
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Clearly, some employers and planners have chosen to
employ non-professionals as adjuncts to individual pro-
fessionals. Their contacts within a community help bring
new clients to the professionals they work alongside.
Others, including Mr. Brager, above, suggest that non-
professionals can have a more comprehensive rule in service
delivery, and that much of the strength of the rule rests in
its flexibility and its lack of professional definition.
Two educational intervention programs that used non-
professional indigenous workers apparently combined structure
and independence in their role. Both Ira Gordon's program
in Gainesville, Florida and Alice Honig and Ronald Lally's
Syracuse program used teaching assistants who spent some
time in a classroom alongside a teacher and some time in
homes working by themselves with mothers and their children.

Our impression is that evaluation of programs that
use paraprofessionals is scarce and inconclusive. Problems
with the use of para- ;rofessionals frequently cited are non-
acceptance by out -,ide professional community, inadequate
reimbursement foc their services at all levels but particularly
for those who choose to remain in programs, nd the lack of
the development of an adequate career ladder° within the
program so that the paraprofessional is not stuck in an
entry level position. An important question relating to
concerns about motivating non-professional workers is whether
tenure in a program diminishes or, at least, changes one's
non-professional status. Should programs which hire non-
professionals develop training components that are competency-
based and that award college credit so that workers' job
mobility is not entirely based on their experience?

At NSSI we have not developed satisfactory answers to
many of these questions, although they have provoked us
continuously. In this report, we describe the essential
characteristics of our service delivery during the period
of federal funding, but since our program will continue, we
look forward to resolving the more enduring questions as we
gain more experience.

6 Cohen, op. cit.

r
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B. Agency Sponsorship

Neighborhood Support Systems for Infants was established
in Ju'y, 1976 after the local Head Start director, a program
planner from the sponsoring community action agency, and
a guidance counselor submitted a successful application for
demonstration funding to the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped.

In retrospect, it may be worth noting that none of the
authors of the original proposal were parents, none of them
had experience with infants or with specialized educational
services, and only one, the guidance counselor, had a role in
the actual project. She worked part-time for the first four
months.

The original proposal describes a decentralized, neighborhood-
based support system with Core Mothers working in their own
homes with their clients much of the time. Because they were
envisioned as the "core" of a neighborhood support system,
the hired parents were designated as "Core Mothers." The
proposal descred how, during the three years of demonstration
funding, NSSI would become integrated into the Somerville Head'
Start Program and would apply for Office of chile Development
monies in order to continue its services.

It is interesting to note that NSSI was the last large
grant awarded to Eastern Middlesex Opportunities Council
(EMOC), a Community Action Agency with a history of sloppy
financial administration. The instability of the agency
meant that th6 new project suffered from incomplete fiscal
information during its first year of funding, but it also
meant that the project gained programmatic autonomy since
everyone in the agency and on the board was preoccupied with
EMOC's survival. Their efforts failed and EMOC was defunded
by the Community Service Administration (CSA) in August 1977.
At this point, NSSI staff separated from the Head Start.
program and sought sponsorship from the Mental Health and
Retardation Center of Cambridge and Somerville, Inc. (Center,
Inc.). Aff5.1iated at the area level with the Massachusetts
Department of Mental Hec,.1th, this small agency offered orderly
fiscal management and closer connections with clinical staff
of the preschool program for children with special needs.

4
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II. Project Population

A. Referral Sources and Growth of Caseload

NSSI has accepted a substantial number of se1I-rvforraA:;
in addition to referrals from individuals affiliated with
20 different institutions aimed to improve the health,
education or social welfare of their clients. Since initially
we did not record referrals who were not accepted, we can
only say that from more than one hundred and thirty-two
families referred between 12/76 and 6/79, we have accepted
eighty-seven children from eighty-four referrals (two twins
and one pair of siblings were referred simultaneously). A
complete list of referral sources may be found in the appendix.
We can divide the accepted referrals into categories as
follows:

Referral Sources for Accepted Cases,
NSSI, 12/76-6/79

Social Service/
Mental Health

Medical Educational
Providers Self Programs

28 25 19 12

So, one-third of our accepted referrals are from public or
private social welfare agencies of hospital Social Service
departments; 30% of our clients are referred by physicians
and nurses (25% from Somerville Hospital and its affiliated
clinics); 27% of NSSI families can be characterized as self-
referrals and 14% of our referrals are from preschools and
neighboring early intervention programs.

More than 90% of the accepted referrals were made by
service providers or individuals in Somerville, Cambridge,
or Medford; 73% from citizens and providers in the city of
Somerville itself.

We are frankly surprised by the number of self-referrals
we have received, although it is not surprising that the number
has risen slightly each year. In order to assess our outreach
efforts we have tried to find out where people who called
to refer themselves had learned about NSSI. For instance, NSSI
staff have periodically visited the city halls of Somerville
and Medford to stand alongside baby photographers and diaper
distributors copying down the names on the new birth records.
A congratulatory letter and a copy of our brochure was sent
to the parents of 1500 new babies in the two original target
cities. Sometimes, families who received the letter told a
friend.



Year I
(12/76-6/77)

Year II
(7/77-6/78)

Year III
(7/78-6/79)

The Source of Self-referrals

Neighbor/ I'1SSI Flyer, nows-Total LetterFriend Parent paper article

4

8

3 1 0

0 4 1

4 1 2

2

1

Most (60%) of the self-referrals reside in Somerville,
although it is interesting to note that a substantial portion
(41%, or five out of twelve) of the Medford families in NSSI
were self-referrals.

-f
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B. Residence Criteria

Between December, 1976 and June, 1979, NSSI has provide
services to 87 children in 82 families in five cities. Most
client families live in Somerville, a densely populated (21/2
sq. miles, 88,000 people) working class suburb of Boston,
Heavily Catholic, largely white, and historically Irish and
Italian, the city's population has recently been augmented
by a substantial Portuguese community (12%) and a smaller
Haitian and Spanish community. NSSI has served a scattering
of families in the adjacent cities of 'Mefordo Malden, Everett
and Cambridge--many of whom are referred by Somerville health
and social service providers. The first three cities are
smaller, somewhat more affluent and without a network of
services, while Cambridge is larger and more heterogeneous
economically and socially.

The chart below illustrates that both the number and the
proportion of Somerville families has risen, We assume this
reflects a more active referral network, the presence of our
office in that city, and, perhaps, greater need, It also
reflects how much a new program is dependent on the satisfaction
of referral sources since many of the Somerville families were
referred by one source, Somerville Hospital.

City of Residence of NSSI Families

Project
SomervilleYear

I

12/76-6/77 12

II
197/77-6/78

III
327/78-6/79

Total 63

Medford

4

6

1

11

Cambridge

1

2

2

5

Malden

1

1

2

Everett Total

18

28

J. 36

1 82
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C. Characteristics of FaMilies Who Have Received Services

In this section we are relying on information collected
between 12/77 and 6/79, during our initial contacts with 82
families (including 87 children).

Most families in NSSI can be characterized as "working
class." Of the 82 families accepted for services between
December, '76 and June, '79, 44 (54%) are supported by the
Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare. Of the others,
almost 10% have had their jobs terminated and are collecting
unemployment. When family members do work, their wage-
earning capacity is often seasonal, insecure, or in jobs
which have no benefits. Less than 15% have jobs that are
stable, such as university maintenance work, postal work,
restaurant management.

Most NSSI parents are American-born (86%), and are
Caucasians of Italian or Irish origin (91%). They include,
however, a varied ethnic minority with mothers and fathers
who were, born in Portugal, Puerto Rico, Italy, Costa Rica,
Haiti, Argentina, El Salvador, Uruguay, Greece, Honduras,
Korea, and Hungary. Racially, the group is less heterogen-
eous, with 5% Hispanic parents, 2.8% Black parents (Haitian
and Afro-American), and 1.4% Oriental parents.

NSSI mothers have ranged from 15 to 43 years when they
had their NSSI child, with an average age of 25 years. 18%
of the mothers were age 19 or younger. Eighty-five percent
of this subgroup were supported by public welfare and over
seventy-five percent of the young mothers were unmarried.

We have only collected data on mothers' educational level
sJ.nce that is often seen as predictive of childrens' develop-
mental level.

NSSI Mothers' Education

Grad Completed

6th 7ti-1-9th 10th-l1th 12th 12th+
No. of Mothers 5 16 25 33 3

% of the total
group of mothers 6% 20% 30% 40% 4%
they represent

More than a quarter of the mothers did not enter senior
high school which begins in the tenth grade and almost half
of the group that entered did not graduate. Our impression
is that departure from school does not coincide with child-
bearing--the average NSSI mother had her baby when she was

I (;)
-a. c21



in her early twenties. School dropout does, however, reflect
widespread disaffection with local secondary education
facilities.

We have been impressed with the high percentage of
women who are solely responsible for their young children.

NSSI Mothers' Marital Status

Married
Single Single

Never Married; with Partner
separated or
divorced

# of mothers 43 33 6

% of total
52% 40% 8%mothers

We assumed that a resident man might provide some direct
assistance with child care and might also provide emotional
support to the mother that would make it easier for her to
nurture her children. We know, however, that relationships
between married and non-married partners were often uneven
and disappointing, but since our records are impressionistic
and anecdotal we do not know what effect relationships between
adults had on children's development in NSSI families.

While many women may be offered both emotional and
tangible assistance from extended family, especially from their
own mothers, others may be unable to acknowledge or accept
this support. The discrepancy between what was anticipated
and what is experienced in child-rearing can be troubling and
new mothers may be reluctant to share negative feelings with
their own parents. Occasionally, however, mothers lived with
extended family. Our impression is that this was most helpful
with very young mothers and new babies. Sometimes, too many
resident extended family members are confusing and draining;
in one family, two adolescent sisters were alternately helpful
and competitive, supportive and then undependable while in
another family the NSSI mother was responsible for her two
adolescent brothers as well as her husband and two small
children.

Current efforts that are underway in other programs (Uri
Bronfenbrenner, Cornell; Michael Berger, Georgia State) to
assess, record, and, perhaps, effect extended family supports
may be useful. In retrospect we wish we had had access to a
methodology for collecting this data since our impression
remains that available family support can make a difference
in how easily a mother is able to negotiate both developmental
and environmental crises.



In the discussion of characteristics of our referrals,
we noted that during the first quarter of the second year
NSSI received an increasing number of referrals for parenting.
Given our resources and assessment of the families' motivation,
we decided that we could offer a short term, finite involvement.
Short-term cases have accounted for one-quarter of our accepted
referrals and more than half of the families assigned to
Category III, environmental risk. Since many of the families
referred for support had multiple problems and were familiar
to the social service agencies in Somerville, NSSI set goals
that would focus involvement on the young child in the family.
Initially, we planned ten weekly visits, or a 21/2 month inter-
vention. By the third year we had become convinced that four
to six months was a more realistic timetable for short-term
involvement. In short-term cases, we may focus on connecting
a family with other resources, as well as providing information
to mothers about child development and childcare options and
our experience suggests that two and a half months is too short
and gives us little opportunity to see whether a mother can
follow through with our recommendations.

Using the same characteristics that we identified above
for the entire caseload, short-term clients seem more apt to
be isolated, poor and less well-educated.

Short-term
Clients

Long-term
Clients

NSSI Mothers' Marital Status
Short-term ;and Long-term Clients

Single Single
Married Never Married; with Partner Total

separated or
divorced

8 (36%)

37 (57%)

12 (55%)

22 (34%)

22 (100%)

65 (100%)

It is not surprising that a significantly higher percen-
tage of mothers whom we designated as short-term clients are
single parents since we know that the caretaking and dependency
needs of an infant or toddler are demanding and apt to be
stressful for a single adult.

If we consider that lack of education adds an additional
stress that makes it more difficult for a young woman to find
employment, it is noteworthy that seven of these mothers (39%)
have not gone beyond junior high school and thirteen of them
(72%) have not completed high school. These two categories
are 50% larger than they are in the overall population of NSSI
mothers.



Two-thirds of the client families in short-term cases
are supported by public welfare compared to just under half
of the long-term clients. In addition, the mothers tended
to be younger when they had their NSSI child; the average
age for NSSI mothers is 25 years, while short-term mothers
average 23 years at the birth of their NSSI child. These
mothers may acknowledge that behavior problems their children
present may be a result of their uncertainty about how to
respond to them; the children in short-term cases are typically
first-born, only children and as such present more anxiety
to their inexperienced mothers than the children in long-term
cases. They also tend to be somewhat older (16 months) at
referral than the long-term children. whose average age at
referral is just under a year.

Indeed, most of the early short-term cases seemed to be
young, isolated mothers who had managed adequately for the
first year of their child's life but who found the indepen-
dence of a young toddler impossible to cope with. The content
of the short-term cases will be described later in the dis-
cussion of program services.

One additional way of learning about NSSI families is to
consider the subgroup who have been reported by the filing of
a 51A* to the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare
(DPW) because they are suspected of abusing or neglecting
their children.

Seventeen families which include nineteen children have
received 5:.A's; thirteen of these were filed before the family
became involved with NSSI. NSSI staff filed one of the four
51A's that were registered after our involvement with the
family because there was no other way for the mother to
receive social service counselling from the agency of her
choice.

Overall, parents who have received 51A's are poorer, more
isolated and less well educated than other NSSI parents.
Fourteen of the seventeen families (82%) are supported by
AFDC from the Department of Public Welfare; ten of the
families (59%) ax separated and the mothers live alone with
their young childi 1. Seven of the seventeen (41%) mothers
had no formal educa-ion beyond junior high school and ten
(59%) have not completed high school. The mothers ranged
in age from 17 to 38 years at the birth of their NSSI child;
their average age was 23 years, which is two years younger
than the average age of mothers in the total NSSI population.

* Sect. 51A of Massachusetts Public Law Chapter 119 mandates
certain reporters and enables all citizens to refer such
allegations to the state Department of Public Welfare.
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Seven of the mothers had older children and the average age
at which mothers in this group had their first child is 21
years but, if we exclude the one mother in her thirties, the
average age at which the remaining sixteen mothers had their
first child is just 20. Almost two-thirds (63%) of the chil-
dren in this group were first -born compared with 39% of the
children in the total NSSI population.

Four of the families who received 51A's were also ini-
tially designated short-term clients, so there is some over-
lap between the two subgroups. Considering the profile of
each subgroup, it is not surprising that the group who
received 51A;s appear needier according to these external,
relatively objective criteria: they are younger, poorer,
and more isolated. Although we did not collect and compare
data about mothers' memories of their own childhoods, our
impression is that this information would be quite different
for the two groups and that the mothers who received 51A's
would have experienced significantly more deprivation
themselves.

We have assigned thirteen of these families to Category
III, environmental risk and we have also considered thirteen
to be long-term clients while four were designated short-term.
Perhaps because of the 51A, families are entitled to certain
supportive services that will be paid by the department of
public welfare, it is not surprising that NSSI functioned
as an intermediate service for nine of the children who
ended up in some kind of day care and also for five who
were finally placed'in temporary foster care.
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D. Child Criteria

Between December 1976 and June 1979, we have altered our
criteria for children, first in response to federal recommenda-
tion and later in response to pressure from local referral
sources. NSSI's initial application proposed services to
children who were handicapped or who were at risk for emotional
and developmental delays because their parents were drug
addicted, alcoholic, mentally retarded, psychotic, chronically
criminal, or abusing. However, at the orientation meeting for
new project directors, several BEH representatives stated
clearly that children served by demonstration projects must be
identified handicapped. In addition, the responsibility for
documenting each child's handicap was presented as an essential
component of the evaluation of each projecc_ls services to chil-
dren. It may be worthwhile to record the reaction of NSSI's
administrator to the confusion about who was eligible for
federally-funded intervention services. Had NSSI staff been
more experienced with either federal grants or handicapped
infants, we might have felt the Bureau's recommendation could
be discussed and possibly revised on a program by program basis.
As it was, however, like many inexperienced recipients of
federal grants, we felt obliged to disregard our initial criteria,
in order to comply with BEH's dir,:ctive and accept only children
with identified handicaps--either sensory deficits, physical
anomalies, or clear developmental delays. Either the clinical
impression of the referral source or the results of our initial
assessment would provide documentation.

Our resolution to accept only children with intrinsic
disabilities or documented delays was tempered by several
different experiences. First, as we found out more about the
etiology of various handicapping conditions, we learned that
many disabilities that handicap development during the preschool
years are not obvious during infancy. 'Soft' signs like per-
sistent irritable crying, difficult feeding, or failure to
maintain eye contact may trouble an experienced mother or may
raise questions in the mind of an observant pediatrician but
they are unlikely to prompt a referral to an early intervention
program. Since such soft neurologic signs rarely appear in
isolation but rather combine to form unusual behavior patterns
that may make nurturing difficult, a home visitor can, at the
very least, support the mother and observe the baby.

Second, we became aware of longitudinal studies (e.g.,
Werner's Children of Kauii) which suggest that low socio-economic
status may exacerbate a high medical risk and increase the
likelihood of an undesirr:Dle outcome. Although we knew that
the majority of high risk babies develop normally. there is
clinical evidence that supports offering services to families
which include difficult, high risk infants. Third, during
the second year of our funding, BEH not only supported more
infant programs but funded several that plainly characterized
their target population as high risk for developmental disorder.

e".,
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Added to the clinical evidence, longitudinal studies and
the Bureau's flexibility were the requests of referring insti-
tutions in our area. Once they had accepted our project, made
referrals, and experienced satisfaction, they wanted to refer
other families with very young children. They characterized
these families as temporarily or chronically unable to nurture
their children because the parents were either developmentally
delayed themselves, or stressed and unable to cope. Health
providers and social workers wanted to know why we could not
intervene preventively. Except for a very limited number of
family day care slots, there were no services in our area for
tnese families. As a new program, we felt some obligation to
respond to these pressures. Soliciting "appropriate" referrals
had rit-,,t been easy. Not only had potential referral sources
articulated the traditional hesitation to label infants as
handicapped but they also expressed confusion and uncertainty
about our innovative model. We were dependent on local sources
since intensive care units in Boston hospitals were even more
reluctant to refer a new early intervention program that was
sponsored by a Community Action Program and staffed by para-
professional mothers. In sum, problems in certifying handicap
in very young children combined with requests from local re-
ferral sources as well as our own readiness to provide a 'useful"
community service resulted in our enlarging our criteria to
include some families in which parents were unable to care for
their children appropriately and in which children were at risk
of developmental delay, abuse or neglect.
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E. Characteristics of the Children Who Have Received Services

We have divided our caseload into three major categories
according to information we learn about the child at the timo
of referral. Each major category includes five or six sub-
groups which represent a more detailed classificaton based on
the target child's diagnoses. Category I comprIseF, those
children who are referred with fixed diagnoses. while Category
II includes children who are in need of service_ because of
perinatal events or because of subsequent developmental ano-
malies and Category III includes children who are primarily at
risk because of their home environment. According to the
useful criteria recently developed by the Massachusetts Early
Intervention Consortium, the children in Category I'are at
"established risk," those in Category II are at "biologic risk,"
and those in Category III suffer from "environmental risk."
Children have been placed in groups according to how they have
been serred by NSSI. Therefore, Group III includes a few
children with serious physical disabilities who may have re-
ceived physical therapy from another source but who were re-
ferred to NSSI because they were at risk for abuse or neglect.
The changing character of the caseload during the demonstration
phase is reflected in this chart:

Children Who Have Received Services
Bv_Category of Ris:K

Total
I

Established
Risk

II
Biologic

Risk

III
EnVironmental

Risk

Year I 19 7 5 7

Year II 31 8 8 5

Year III 37 4 4 19

Total 87

In the chart above we group children who were accepted
through June, 1979 whereas in the next.chart we divide the
caseload in subgroups through March, 1979. In subsequent
sections of this report, we have compared the groups in terms
of selected demographic characteristics and also in terms of
their utilization of NSSI services.

In retrospect, it must be said that we have real reser-
vations about the usefulness of these particular groupings.
While they categorize information about the children that was
available to us at our initial contact, the groupings fail to
convey what we learned about the families which often in-
fluenced the kind of program we developed. Our reservations
about the utility of the groups reflects both the complexity
of developing a home-based program for 1L,,v-income, high risk
infants and also the characteristics of our model. These
categories might be sufficient if the children were attending

,



Grouping and Subgroups of Children Enrolled 9/76-3/79

Sub- NO of
cftildrengroup in group Definition

7 Congenital anomalies: includes severe hemangioma, metatarsus
abductus, severe congenital heart problems, multiple congenital
anomalies.

D 1 Visually impaired: undiagnosed origin.

C 4 Diagnosed CP.

J 2 Genetic syndrcmes: Downs' syndrome, Hurler's syndrome.

K 4 Brain dysfunction: blind/microcephalic, brain damage,
congenital brain dysfunction.

Total 18

94.7%

A 8 Abnormal muscle tone: hypotonicity, spasticity, tight hips,
tight femoral abductus, scoliosis.

C 4 Prematurity and related complications: 26-34 weeks, occipital
encephalitis, hyaline membrane.

E 3 At risk secondary to neonatal complications: apnea, post-viral,
.-- high risk.

F 4 Failure to thrive (FTT).

'131.1 H 1 Motor delay/undetermin.:,J origin: neurological problem.6 _

N______4__ Seizure disorders: in2antile seizures.
-H,

Total 25

33%

1-1
rid
4J

I 10* Language delay: referred as language delay, confirmed by an
assessment, non-organic origin.

11** Abuse and neglect: referring agent suspects a/n, all had 51a's
filed, referred as preventive measure, help in defining what
other services Family may need.

O 6 Parenting/support: referring agent questions parents' caretaking
ability, 51a may be filed on Sibling but not client child,
less chronic family dysfunction and family support.

P 4 Parenting/focus on toddler negativism: parent overwhelmed by
toddler behavior.

O
Q 2 Medical coordination for translation: response to referral

Total 33

% 43%

* Includes 6

** Includes 8

source unable to provide translation service to medical facility.

5 short-term.long-term,

long-term, 2 short-term.
v.

,t)
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a center-based program. Whether a center-based program would
be appropriate is a different matter. A different set of
groups that related more closely to NSSI's actual programming
and that would have been useful in future planning would have
categorized families according to the needs the adults pre-
sented. In other ords, in NSSI the program is differentiated
and individualized almost as much according to the perceived
needs of the adults, specifically the mother, as according to
the child's presenting diagnoses. Useful categories might
differentiate families according to levels of organization,
according to capacity to cope with stress, according to the
degree to which the parents' needs appear to be in conflict
with the child's (assessed perhaps by whether the referral
source mentioned abuse and neglect) and according to the
predictability of the mothc.L's behavior. Clearly, it is more
difficult to even begin to assess needs if a family is dis-
organized, in conflict, and if the mother appears emotionally
unstable and has a previous psychiatric history.

Although NSSI children's age at referral decreased be-
tween 12/76 and 6/79, the average age at referral, 12.7 months,
is higher than we had anticipated. Presumably, referring
agents defer calling NSSI because they are not sure if there
is a problem, because they think the problem will get better
without intervention, or because they do not know how NSSI
works. We assume that when we began to accept mother-child
pairs who were at risk of maladaptive interaction, referral
sources felt less constrained to specify the etiology of the
problem they were concerned about. Health providers especially
may assume that referral to an early intervention program
constitutes labelling of a deficit which they are reluctant to
do themselves and which they may be extremely reluctant to
discuss with a parent. Clearly, all early intervention
programs aim to prevent secondary handicaps as well as to
remediate primary ones; NSSI extended the preventive focus
further by accepting children whose parents were delayed or
emotionally unavailable. In the process, we became aware tat
if the child's delay is of unknown etiology and if the child's
need is not absolutely clear-cut, referrals to early intervention
programs depend as much on the provider's assessment of the
parent's functioning as on their assessment of the child. What
we have observed is that when providers feel unable to meet
adult clients' apparent needs because of time, style, or
institutional setting, they may want to refer them. If the
provider is concerned about his rel;ctionship with the client,
she may also be dissatisfied. Sometimes providers seem so
impressed with the inappropriateness of a caretaker that they
may overlook unusual behavior in an infant. It has been
fascinating to follow a small group of client children who
were referred because their mothers needed "support- or
"parenting instruction" and who turned out, after they had
received services from NSSI, to have identifiable risks.
Presumably these had not been identified because of the
child's age, and because of infrequent contact with the
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referral source, but it is also tempting to speculate that,
having identified the risk as intrinsic to the parent, the
provider was especially reluctant to alter his diagnosis and
to idintify the child as having a problem.

Dividing our caseload into the three categories described
above, we find that the children in Category III (environmental
risk) are older (average 18.7 months) at referral than those
in Category I (established risk) whcse average is a little
under a year and more than twice as old as those in Category
II (biologic risk) whose average age at referral is 6.76 months.
It is interesting to note that the children in Category III
whom we would assume to be at the peak of toddler negativism
have, on the average, the youngest mothers (23 years). Mothers'
age for I and II are 25 and 27 years.



IIT . NSSI Staff

A. Changes in Staffing Pattern

The chart below illustrates how NSSI staffing patterns
changed during the three years of federal funding.

NSSI Staffing Patterns 1976-79

Year

Nurse Practitioner

Occupational Therapist

Administrative Assistant

Parent Coordinator

Core Mother

Core Mother

Core Mather

In the original proposal, full-time staff consisted of
four Core Mothers and one coordinator who was responsible
for recruiting and assessing clients and complying with
federal reporting requirements in addition to hiring and
training Core Mothers. Although a substantial portion of the
personnel budget had been allocated for clinical consultation,
NSSI's early efforts would have been assisted by clinical
staff who were regularly available, who had full access to
client records, and who were supportive of the program model.
Initial lack of administrative support staff meant that neither
data collection nor financial record systems were well estab-
lished by the end of the first year.

Major reorganization began in the middle of the first
year when the quarter-time Director waz, terminated by the



agency; the coordinator assumed her role and began working
with the pediatric nurse practitioner and the occupational
therapist as a supervisory team with joint administrative
and clinical responsibilities, even though boththe therapist
and the nurse worked part time. Hiring part-time staff
sometimes means that scheduling is difficult, and that working
relationships take longer to develop but for a small project
it offers a cost-effective alternative to using consultants,
with the additional benefit of continuing commitment.

At the end of the first year a two-thirds time adminis-
trative assistant was hired and the system for collecting
clients' records and developing their Individual Program Plans
was completed. The administrative assistant position became
full-time at the end of the second year, so .:hat data for the
final report could be collected and proposals for continuation
of the project's services could be completed. At the end of
the second year, when CETA funds became available, we were
able to hire a full-time parent coordinator who worked with
administrative staff and Core Mothers and client families.

The need to increase the time the nurse practitioner
and the occupational therapist worked at NSSI was not anticipated
in the original application and reflects both the complexity
of the clinical work and also the number of administrative
decisions that characterize a new program. The continuity of
the administrative team through NSSI's early years has facili-
tated this process. Clinical responsibilities which are
shared by the nurse, the occupational therapist and the educator
include assessing client children, acting as case managers for
particular client families, and supervising Core Mothers. The
shared administrative responsibilities include outreach to
potential referral sources, dissemination of information about
the NSSI model, allocation of cases to individual Core Mothers
and decisions about changes in the design of the service
delivery system.

All of the staff are white women, and except for the ad-
ministrative assistant, they are all mothers.

From the beginning, it was assumed that Core Mothers would
be parents; however, having administrative staff who are also
mothers has been an unanticipated asset. Maternity increases
supervisory staff credibility with NSSI clients and with Core
Mothers, providing some common experiences for staff training
-end for supervision. In addition, we may reassure each other
that we are not neglecting our own children at the expense of
our NSSI clients. Except for the occupational therapist, all
staff live in communities served by NSSI. Educational back-
grounds vary from completion of llth grade to Master's level--
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seven of the women who worked as Core Mothers have completed
high school, while the remaining staff have completed college.

Both the Director, who is an Early Childhood Educator,
and the Nurse Practitioner had worked with the Headstart
program in Somerville before joining NSSI, while the Occupa-
tional Therapist had worked with both handicapped and able-
bodied children under three in both home visiting and center-
based programs.
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B. Hiring Core. Mothers

Hiring the right people to be Core Mothers in NSSI
requires experience, common sense, luck and time. Hiring
carefully is crucial since, although we know that pre-
service training helps candidates acquire skills that are
useful in their work with families, we also know that much
of a Core Mother's impact depends on personal qualities that
we hope to assess during the hiring process and that we are
unlikely to be able to change.

During the demonstration phase the structure of our inter-
views changed from two separate meetings--one in the office
and one in the candidate's home--to a single, lengthy office
interview and, finally, to two office interviews. Most
recently, veteran Core Mothers have participated in the final
interviews because their assessments are acute and also be-
cause applicants are curious to meet them. NSSI's director
has been accompanied at all final interviews by another admini-
strative staff member, most often the nurse practitioner.

Core Mother applicants have sometimes come to NSSI
through newspaper ads but more often after a personal recom-
mendation by a teacher, co-worker, supervisor or friend who
knew both the program and the potential applicant. We have
interviewed former clients, employees in center-based child-
care programs, homemakers, day care mothers, waitresses, and
factory workers as well as women who were not working outside
of their home.

Five of the nine Core Mothers we have hired have raised
children with identified handicaps (mental retardation, aphasia,
cleft lip and palate, severe dyslexia, emotional disturbance);
two others have children with minor learning disabilities
requiring extra help in school. Two women have had extensive
experience with infants--as a day care mother and as a foster
mother. The original proposal had stated that "successfully
raising a handicapped child" was a prerequisite for Core
Mothers. We were not able to meet this requirement and we
have become less convinced of its merit. The assumption that
raising a handicapped child is an essential common experience
from which one gains particular sensitivities and skills
overlooks the enormous variety of parents, children and handi-
capping conditions. Surely, there are other routes to the
acquisition of the relevant personal qualities. Some parents
of handicapped children whom we interviewed said, after they
learned more about the job, that they were not interested-
they wanted work to be diverting rather than a continual re-
minder of a painful part of their life. On the other hand,
the mothers of handicapped children whom we did hire talk
about how their own experience motivates them when they have
clients who are resistant or frankly negative.

In the interview we hope to uncover strong values about

.1. 4-,
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child-rearing and we want to learn from the candidate whatpersonal and occupational experience she has had that mightbe relevant. After describing the program and some of the
typical events in a Core Mother's day, the interviewers askabout the candidate's own family (what's been hardest for
you about being a mother?) as well as her experience in her
family of origin. In the course of their work at NSSI, CoreMothers often reflect on their own childhood. Our impression
is that when their reflections are predominantly conflictedand unhappy, their work in NSSI is more difficult. Inter-viewers are interested in whether someone who wants to help
others as a Core Mother has experienced situations where shehas been helped, because we feel that it is a predictor of
better work. One Core Mother told us as she resigned that
she had never been helped by anyone outside her family and was
always uncomfortable representing a helping agency. How
reflective and self-aware does a candidate appear? Is she
able to describe how she learns? Has she tried to learn
something new recently?

Interviewers always want to learn if a Core Mother
applicant has had experience with young children who have
special needs and with children who have been abused or
neglected. NSSI staff have relied on a combination of open-
ended questions and hypothetical situations to elicit a
candidate's assumptions. (What would you say to a mother
if you were concerned that her child's diaper rash had been
seriously neglected? and How do you think a mother would feel
after a 51a was filed?) Finally interviewers want to learn
how candidates feel about supporting independence in both
able-bodied and handicapped children; for instance, they may
raise questions about feeding, toilet training, and discipline
in order to learn if a candidate uses a developmental framework
and how much she emphasizes individual differences.

At the second meeting, we return to the aspects of the
job that are particularly difficult, such as working alone,
confronting the unexpected, and having to build relationships
with women who are not "good mothers." At the end of a year
and a half with NSSI, the four initial Core Mothers all described
working with mothers as the part of their job they found hardest.
They had applied for the job because they had enjoyed their
children and because they felt comfortable as mothers. The
inservice training focused on child development. They were
particularly excited about children's progress. However, in
their first year on the job, they had spent more time talking
with NSSI parents than interacting independently with NSSI
children. Commitment to building a relationship with program
mothers seems key to job satisfaction in NSSI; indeed, Core
Mothers who over-identified with client children sometimes
felt angry, depressed and frustrated by client mothers when
they were not appropriately nurturing. On the other hand,
we have not hired candidates who indicated exclusive interest
in mothers and who suggested that the child's development was
incidental.

1



A series of discussion interviews may take ten to fifteen
person-hours but we have learned that careful hiring saves
time later on. Not surprisingly, it has also become easier
to identify qualified candidates with experience. From the
women we hired initially we have learned not only who is
suitable for the job but also what the job involves.
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IV Staff Training

NSSI's staff training began with participation in courses,
seminars and other presentations normally associate. with in-
service education but rapidly grew to encompass a broEder
range of experiences. As we became aware that staff had
individual needs depending cn prior experience, their own
learning style, and their current caseload, we tried to be-
come more flexible about what constituted an appropriate
staff development activity. Planned inservice training con-
tinued throughout the three project years. Many inservice
sessions were carried out by outside resource persons who had
been identified by the administrative staff around program
needs. NSSI's training sometimes reflected what was locally
available. If it was free of charge, the likelihood of our
participation increased. A typical example was an introduc-
tory course in identifying and referring alcoholics offered
by the local alcoholism rehabilitation program. It was ac-
credited by a neighboring community college. There was no
fee. It provided a vehicle for NSSI to establish a referral

'relationship with another agency, and it focused on a problem
found in the NSSI population. In what follows we return
repeatedly to several characteristics that seem especially
important in describing NSSI's staff training: whether it
was planned in advance, whether it was organized just for
NSSI staff, how many sessions it involved, whether it was
ongoing or time limited and where it took place. In addition,
we have tried to describe the informal interactions that allow
all staff to be both teachers and learners. Finally we have
suggested questions about training that remain perplexing
and that we are currently trying to address.
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A. Planned Inservice Training: A Brief History, 1976-79

A brief history of inservice training offered in NSSI
follows, divided into three program years. Each year covers
September to June, because these months represent both the
program's period of most active service, and the time when
Boston-area universities and teaching hospitals made more
offerings available. During the summer months, the admini-
strative staff took advantage of reduced service demands to
evaluate and plan the program. Each new year tended to repeat
this pattern. Appendix 1.1 includes a catalogue of all training
activities engaged in by NSSI staff between July, 1976 and
June, 1979.

Inservice during the first program year (September
1976 to June, 1977) was basic and general, addressing the
inexperience of the majority of the staff with early develop-
ment and early intervention. For Core Mothers it began with
an introduction, 'Infant and Toddler Growth and Development,"
taught by the administrative staff. The first year inservice
primarily focused on children, starting with normal develop-
ment and later covering special needs.

NSSI administrative staff sought in-service training
about special needs children and about program development
and infant assessment. The director and nurse practitioner,
for instance, both participated in a short practicum on ad-
ministering the Bayley Scale of Infant Development.

During the second year (September, 1977 to June, 1978),
most Core Mother training was given by persons outside of the
NSSI staff. In addition, as opposed to year one, when their
inservice for Core Mothers was defined by administrative staff,
they began making more choices about what they wanted to
learn, either individually or as a group. For instance, two
Core Mothers elected to participate in a five-session course
presented by another local early intervention project.,
Another Core Mother requested an independent consultation
with .:.he trainer of the "Death and Dying" seminar which all
Core Mothers had attended the previous year, because she felt
she needed additional help with a family whose child had a
poor prognosis.

The administrative staff largely continued to elect
training in program development and special needs areas.
Interestingly, however they participated in several
seminars dealing with parenting and family dynamics, a clear
expansion from the earlier focus on children and a reflection
of the program's beginning shift from exclusive emphasis on
the child to a focus on the parent or the parent-child
interaction.

6u



The third and final year (September, 1978 to June, 1979)
presented NSSI with a new set of inservice needs. Three Core
Mothers were hired to join the two who already had two years
of work experience in the program.

Those newly-hired received what had by that time become
a basic inservice package: normal growth and development,
homevisiting, written communication skills, and instruction
in writing interventions. In addition, they observed a series
of home visits made by experienced Core Mothers.

Experienced Core Mothers elected a variety of outside
training and participated in inservice sessions planned for
the entire staff, though no 'advanced level" package was
developed for them.

Inservice relying on outside experts who had come to the
attention of NSSI administrative staff became more common in
this third year. For example, TADS agreed to support Dr.
Rose Bromwich's trip from Los Angeles and she spent two days
describing and demonstrating the use of her 'Parent Behavior
Progression." Dr. Daniel Rosen, who has both clinical and
research experience with failure-to-thrive children at
Children's Hospital in Boston, discussed the issue and
responded to questions in a one-morning session.

In addition, a week-long orientation for the entire staff
to Project Hope, the adjunct program, aimed at teenaged mothers,
was conducted primarily by outside speakers who were local
experts. In summary, the format was new and the content
focused on the parent or on the interaction between the
parent and the child.

The program evaluation provided another important in-
service experience. For administrative staff, it involved
exhaustive discussion about every facet of the program's
development, giving them valuable insights and leading to
further improvements. For Core Mothers, it was useful
not only for concrete feedback on their home visits but
also for recognizing the importance that was placed on that
role and the experience of conceptualizing it.

In the third year, when NSSI administrative staff dis-
cussed training with the evaluator, they realized that the
major portion of ongoing inservice training was actually
taken care of on an informal basis.

It seemed appropriate to characterize as inservice edu-
cation the spontaneous, client-oriented problem-solving dis-
cussions which occurred naturally, and on a daily basis, among
the project staff. In addition, the NSSI library became an
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increasingly useful resource for individual education.
Including standard medical references as well as child
development texts and infant curriculum outlines, the library's
growth reflected new interests and needs. Some readings were
consciously circulated among staff, others suggested or
simply made available for use.
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B. Staff Attitudes Toward Learning and their Influence on
Tnservice

The two primary groups making up the NISI staffr admini-
strators and Core Mothers, are different with respect to edu-
cation, class background, and life experience. Influenced by
these, they had different responses to learning, which were
illuminated most clearly in reactions to inservice training
sessions; that is, decisions about what to expect from it
and what form and content were most useful. Understanding
these differences is extremely valuable in planning for staff
development.

While there were minor individual differences within
groups as well, it is the difference between groups we will
discuss here.

As mentioned in Section III of this report, the adminis-
trative staff was college-educated, and possessed well-developed
reading and writing skills. They tended to integrate academic
pursuit into their lives and nearly all had had recent
graduate school experience.

On the other hand, Core Mothers had not gone beyond
the twelfth grade. They had been raising families and had not
had formal educational experience for years. However, they
were active learners and so any training which might presume
to teach them routine child care was considered gratuitous.
They already knew how to bathe a baby or take a toddler's
temperature. We have identified three general characteristics
of Core Mothers as learners.

1. Core Mothers expected a simple formula for
"How to be a good Core Mother.'

2. Core Mothers found little use for academic
credentials.

3. Core Mothers were action-oriented.

1. Core Mothers expected inservice to be job training.
Their assumption about knowledge seemed to be that it was
complete, and that learning was a simple task of taking a
finished body of information and directly applying it to
work. They expected concrete, skill-oriented teaching from
which they would learn the "right" way to be a "good Core
Mother.'

However, the role of the Core Mother was not defined as
it was virtually unprecedented. Administration was flooded
with requests for "Just-tell-me-what-to-do.' Training for
comparable professionals' roles although incompletely de-
fined, tended to be process rather than skill-oriented. During
NSSI's first year this was not appropriate for Core Mothers,



although they had to be reminded often that no one, including
the administrative staff, had a simple formula. Later they
talked about their initial anxiety and how disturbed they hadbeen by the notion that there were no simple steps to follow.
During the program's third year, a Core Mother asked the
Director, "I just want to know one thing. Were you (adminis-
trative staff) as scared in the beginning as we (Core Mothers)were?"

Administrative staff, on the other hand, were somewhat
more relaxed about job definition. Being more familiar with
the incompleteness of knowledge, they had less impatience
with partial information and a process of synthesis overtime. They were also somewhat more comfortable with the idea
that the project was developing a model, and, therefore, had
no pre-existing blueprint. They primarily expected inserwce
to provide them with new ideas and information they could ase
for program planning and clinical application.

2. Core Mothers and adMinistrative staff also looked
differently at credentialling: accruing academic credits for
inservice training. Administrators were eager to collect
credits because they considered credentials valuable additions
to their resumes and useful for their careers, of which working
at NSSI was only a part. Core Mothers saw their work in the
program as a job which had unclear value for future employment,
and therefore the notion of "credentials" had dulious value.

During the spring of the third year, for example, the
Director and Nurse Practitioner spent two afternoons a week
at the Cambridge Hospital newborn nursery achieving reliability
on the Brazelton Neonatal Behavioral Assessment Scale. This
was a project they undertook not only because of the tech-
niques it offered for the assessment of very young infants
but also because it was an attractive addition to their
resum6s.

Core Mothers, on the other hand, did not always apply
for the credits which were offered for a number of inservice
courses through the Open College Program of a local community
college. Credits could be applied toward an A.A. degree;
however, the uncertain value of that credential and the fact
that course completion was seen as a verification of personal
accomplishment made the credits not worth their purchase
cost.

3. Over a period of time, Core Mothers clarified their
need for inservice to be skill-oriented in content and
succinct and action-oriented in form. Their definition Of
work was action: making home visits, talking with mothers,
working with children. :hey responded least favorably to
lengthy theoretical presentations. They had difficulty



identifying sitting and listening as work or relating it to
their action-oriented point of reference.

Though theoretically aware of these training needs from
the beginning, the administrative staff persisted in designing
inservice with which Core Mothers were dissatisfied. Core
Mothers criticized whole day sessions for being too long, and
didactic presentations as too 'lectury" and abstract.

In response to this persistent criticism, formal in-
service was gradually offered in sessions lasting no longer
than two hours, with more emphasis on Core Mother participa-
tion. Core Mothers continued to be notified of day-long lecture
conferences and encouraged to attend but on site that format
disappeared from the program's inservice planning.

Over time, the administrative staff did develop a sense
of what Core Mother training entailed, and while 'administrators
found inservice that was useful to themselves as well, they
were often disappointed.

Because most of the staff did not have a strong back-
ground with children under three, an important task was to
uncover information about early intervention programs.
Initially we believed that because many such programs existed
extensive knowledge existed, and NSSI simply needed to locate
and then apply this extensive knowledge. To accomplish this
godl, NSSI staff exhaustively solicited materials from other
programs even remotely resembling its own. We visited sites
of similar programs and asked those programs to visit our
office. We religiously attended any conference whose content
touched even a single aspect of our own work. Through both
TADS and local contacts, we actively sought out other pro-
fessionals for the purpose of discussing early intervention
and s related to it. We judge all of this to have con-
ti_Luuted a modest amount to our program, and certainly a
great deal less than the amount of effort NSSI devoted to
these activities.

In addition, NSS1 was attempting to develop a unique
model, with a transdisciplinary approach. Also it wished to
acknowledge that a paraprofessional possessed the integrity
to go beyond a simple carrying out of prescriptions devised
by professional staff. In other words, the issues which were
presented to NSSI by its population and the resulting ques-
tions by the program were substantially unprecedented in past
programs, and/or practice, and existing programs were of
a sufficiently different naturP that they too offered
unsatisfactory answers.

For example, the Nurse Practitioner wanted information
about the effect of various chronic medical condi.tiT,ns
on a child's developmental progress, such as how a severe,
congenital cardiac anomaly might affect the physical capa-

,
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cities of a two year old; or, in planning a cognitive inter-
vention, what was a realistic expectation for a nine month
old who had broncho-pulmonary displasia secondary to a pre-
mature birth? The available literature on these conditions
described life-saving techniques for the high-risk neonate
in rich detail but did not predict or follow the progress of
the child after hospitalization when he or she is living at
home. Clinical information was also too sparse for our
purposes. Most pediatricians are aware of development in
only the most general terms. For a few child progress was
defined as weight gain and being illness-free. It was a rare
conference in which a health care provider integrated medical
and developmental information.
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C. Informal Inservice Training

Several factors, both planned and unplanned, were re-
sponsible for the development of informal inservice within
NSSI. The project staff was composed entirely of women.
Secondly, it never exceeded ten in number and therefore
there was a possibility for high interaction among all staff.,
Thirdly, the physical layout of the office lent itself to
impromptu staff discussion. Early space limitations forced the
program into one room with a single large table rather than
individual desks for its primary work area. As this arrange-
ment proved advantageous, it was continued even when additional
space became available.

The program's responsiveness to Core Mothers' questions
and their difficulties with formal training e:gperiences led
to ongoing informal exchange of information which later was
defined as training. To give the reader a flavor of this kind
of interaction, we will describe a typical office situation.

The NSSI office is a lively place, with several conver-
sations going on simultaneously. One Core Mother, for example,
can be planning with a more-experienced Core Mother how to
best present an intervention to a client. At the same time,
a third Core Mother is talking to the Case Manager about her
observations of a home visit. The Occupational Therapist may
be asking another Core Mother how well the toy she suggested
the previous week for a child had been received in the home.

In the beginning of the project, these interchanges were
seen as a chance for Core Mothers to "blow off steam" after
home visits, and thereby reduce their own anxiety. They
were gossipy. The administrative staff viewed them as an
irritation and a deterrent to constructive program work. In
an attempt to limit the time they consumed, a weekly meeting
was instituted to be used by Core Mothers to relate information
about families, exchange ideas about their work with families,
and problem-solve difficult situations. The meetings were
a success, occurred regularly, and Core Mothers looked
forward to them. However, their need to talk immediately fol-
lowing home visits persisted and occurred as it always had.
Administration realized that these sorts of discussions could
not and, finally, should not be contained.

Over time, the way in which families were discussed
changed, Increasingly, this informal discussion became more
focused on observations and medical or case management ques-
tions. As Core Mothers gained self-confidence, they were
less anxious about their home visiting, and, simultaneously,
the administrative staff gained clarity about their respon-
sibilities and scheduled two more structured interactions
with Core Mothers: case management and supervision. Designed
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to help Core Mothers to direct and organize some of their
information to specific persons at specific times they hoped
to reduce the phenomenon of talking about problems to whom-
ever might be in the office to listen. By the third project
year, however, administrators had recognized that spontaneous
exchange was, in fact, a necessary and valuable form of
training; they tried to use it to channel and respond to Core
Mother needs.

Sometimes, planned inservice training grew out of infor-
mal exchanges. For instance the presentation about "Failure
to Thrive" children was the result of many spontaneous dis-
cussions and questions about client children who were labeled
as such.

Informal inservice also encouraged a two-way flow of
teacher-learner roles which the program considered desirable.
At times administrative staff were teachers, and at other
times Core Mothers were. Once, for instance, when a client
called to get help with her child's sleeping problem and her
Core Mother was out of the office, the Nurse Practitioner
took the call. After hearing a description of the problem,
the nurse asked several Core Mothers who were in the office
to suggest some solutions to her, from which she made some
suggestions to the mother. "Though I knew what the literature
would suggest,'' she later recalled, hadn't had this problem
with my own son, and I wanted to get ideas f7om more exper-
ienced mothers."

As with all new programs whose staffs are encouraged to
be self-reflective, NSSI was able to ask many more questions
than it ultimately answered. Consequently, several issues of
staff development remained unsolved after the third year.

Four questions are outlined here because they provide
insights into NSSI but also may prove valuable for other new
or similar programs.

1. What role does client advocacy play in a program?

2. What supports are necessary in high-stress programs?

3. Can highly trained Core Mothers retain their
closeness to families?

4. Should staff be encouraged to seek training outside
NSSI?

1. The importance of Core Mothers' client advocacy role
became increasing_y clear during NSSI's operation. As de-
scribed in Section V (parts 3, 4, 5), Core Mothers spend
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significant amounts of time accompanying clients to medical
appointments, or taking them to the welfare or leased housing
offices. In each case, the Core Mother's goal was to assess
the client's needs, help her to meet them, and ultimately to
help her meet them independently.

Initially, NSSI grossly underestimated the complexity
of client advocacy and believed it to be a 'natural" skill
of Core Mothers. No training in advocacy was offered, and
we have only recognized the necessity for it in retrospect.
During the final year, administrative staff did address ad-
vocacy, but it occurred inadvertantly. Initially, some Core
Mothers took a course 'Working with Difficult Families"
about which they chronically complained in the NSSI office.
Project administrators encouraged them to voice their
dissatisfaction, but they declined to do so and unhappily
suffered through the course to its completion. A few
months later, a home visiting course was offered by a local
training agency, and three Core Mothers elected to take it.
In order to fend off the possibility that it also would not
address their needs, one administrative person also enrolled.
Consciously, she decided her role would be to advocate for
Core Mothers in much the same ways they were expected to
advocate for their clients. Administrative staff believed that
Core Mothers would become better client advocates as they
experienced its benefits themselves. Administration was never
explicit' about modeling advocacy techniques in this situation,
nor were the similarities between this and Core Mother
advocacy ever discussed. As a result, we are unsure whether
this technique is effective. However, we believe advocacy
training is a strong need in programs like ours and remains
one for us.

2. Although work in NSSI is interesting and dynamic, it
is often depressing and emotionally draining as well. Any
work situation, to be productive, obviously requires staff
members to maintain a fairly constant level of interest
and excitement about their jobs. Experience nroved that
when a staff members ceased to be stimulated her work
she could quickly spiral into a 'burnout" state which might
lead her to consider leaving the program. Administrative
staff thought Inservice could serve a nurturant, motivating
function and could offer a respite from demanding work. They
tried to use it to excite Core Mothers about their client
families, to keep them growing and learning, experimenting
and evaluating, looking at families in new ways and using
different approaches with them.

The question that arose was whether, in fact, Core
Mothers shared that view of its uses or saw it as an additional
burden that required special scheduling.



3. In struggling with the question of whether NSSI's
basic inservice training for Core Mothers was sufficient or
whether a more advanced component should also be designed',
we wonder whether the acquisition of more sophisticated skills
might distance them from clients. Administrators' own view
of their advanced educational training was that the "profes-
sionalization" they acquired sometimes meant forfeiting their
own personality in order to relate to clients in a prescribed,
"objective" way. It involved learning a new "therapeutic"
language to use with clients.

NSSI's staff were wary of "professionalized" relation-
ships. Many of our clients had been unable to relate to
or be helped by professionals in the past. We assumed that
one of the reasons they developed a realtionship with a Core
Mother, which they might experience as therapeutic, was
that the Core Mother was seen as a peer. Clients knew that
individual Core Mothers each had distinct personalities and
styles, and were seen as peers.

The remaining question, however, is whether it is pos-
sible to separate skill training from a process of "profes-
sionalization." Can Core Mothers become more competent in
the areas of child growth and development, family dynamics,
and home visiting skills, for instance, and still retain the
strengths of their peer relationships? Or will the process
of acquiring more knowledge automatically produce "professional"
Core Mothers who are less effective in their work with
families?

4. A final puzzlement revolved around the usefulness of
inservice offered outside of the program. Initially most
Core Mother training was done by the administrative staff, who
felt that they knew best what Core Mothers needed to learn and
could therefore develop a more effective learning experience.
In part this happened because administrators were not well
acquainted with other training resources. As relevant out-
side courses were identified, Core Mothers took advantage of
ones that appeared to be useful to their jobs, but often these
did not focus on either what they wanted or needed. There
were benefits, however; these experiences gave Core Mothers
an exposure to other social service personnel and an opportunity
to present and compare themselves to them. They also became
familiar with a variety of teaching methods.

Whether these benefits justified the investment of time
and money they involved is an open question.



V. NSSI Services

There are many sorts of services that have been offered
by NSSI to families since children were first accepted in the
program in December, 1976. We will describe these followed
by some data about their utilization.

NSSI families do not receive the same services, equal
amounts of service from week to week, or remain active in
the program for the same length of time.

All families do receive some combination of the following
program elements:,

Initial Assessment and Individual Program

Home Visits

Transportation to and Support at Medical
Appointments

Respite

Parent Group Activities

A. Initial Assessment and Individual Program Plans

a) Two NSSI administrative staff make the first home
visit together. During this visit they describe program
services and complete a short family history. One of this
administrative team evaluates the target child by admin-
istering the Bayley Scale of Infant Development (BSID) and
the Sewell Early Education Development (SEED) Inventory.

The BSID is a standardized, widely used infant assessment
instrument which yields a developmental score in both mental
and motor areas. The mental scale has twice as many items as
the motor scale and although we intend to administer both fully
we do not always bring the stairs and walking board that are
necessary for the motor test after one year. Depending on the
age and cooperation of the child, test administration takes
between twenty and forty-five minutes and requires a suitcase-
full of standardized material including blocks, cups, bells,
and rattles. Parents usually watch quietly, apparently fascinated
by the materials and by the visitor's efforts to engage their
children. Basically we used this test because it is the most
widely used infant test.

We use the SEED in addition to the BSID because it has
more items which seem to better assess the child's functional
behavior. The format divides a child's performance into four
areas: motor, adaptive, social and language. This allows us
to understand how a child functions in areas which seem more



usual in his natural life at home, such as playing patty cake,
responding to music and climbing into adult-sized chairs.

We had hoped to use the BSID as a measure of program,
effectiveness. We have had two different sorts of problems
with the Bayley. First, our data did not have the benefit of
inter7tester reliability; sometimes, a child was tested by
different examiners while som.: child-en only experienced one
tester; the time between successive administrations of the
instrument varied as much as a month across children and were
scheduled according to the child's age at entry into NSSI. As
a result, we have a group of non-comparable scores because
they are at different ages.

Second, there are problems with the Bayley itself. Since
it was standardized on .a normal population, it over-eruohasizes
motor performance, and presumes that early development is con-
tinuous. Its results are vulnerable to the mood and psychological
state of the infant. For these reasons, we have found Bayley
results useful for impressions about.developmental changes and
for decisions about the goals of any fine motor interventions,
but we have not found them useful as a way to assess program
impact on child progress.

The most consistent and complete information is available
on the mental scores of the long term cases. We have included
this information in Appendix F along with the motor scores when
they were available. In an attempt to identify some gross
patterns across our children's Bayley scores, we selected a
few sub-groups that are representative of the NSSI target popu-
lation, as to attempt a comprehensive review of the entire
child population was impossible for the reasons cited pre-
viously. Three groups were chosen for this purpose. They
are: A (abnormal muscle tone), B (congenital anomalies),
and F (failure to thrive). See Appendix F .

Both groups A and B show a slight trend to elevated scores
after they participate in the program for four to eight months.
It is difficult to interpret group F's scores as they show no
discernable pattern. Possibly this reflects the diversity of
children with a failure to thrive, or the fact that they were older
and more difficult to test.

The data from both the Bayley and the SEED is used to set
the child's goal in the individual program plan (IPP), revised
every four months. During the period of federal funding we
simplified the process of developing the IPP. For the first
year and a half, following an assessment alL three administrators
met with the Core Mother who was assigned to the family to
discuss appropriate developmental and non-developmental goals.
Together we drafted a description of the child's present func-
tioning and a series of developmental objectives, which the



Core Mother shared with the parent. At first these covered a
three month period but we decided that four month intervals
were more practical. We invited parents to amend these but
few responded.

By the end of the second year, NSSI's caseload had grown
and it seemed important to clarify administrative responsibility
for individual clients. Also administrative time needed to be
used more efficiently. The Director, the Nurse Practitioner
and the Occupational Therapist divided the caseload and each
became "case manager" for some portion of it, assessing chil-
dren, developing the IPP with the Core Mother, and reviewing
her weekly home visits with the family.

By the third year NSSI wanted to stress the involvement of
parents in the IPP. As a result, the case manager and Core
Mother began writing IPPs with client parents in their homes
or in the NSSI office. We felt if parents participated in
setting objectives for themselves and their children, perhaps
they would be more interested in achieving them. Although the
rates at which children achieve objectives have not been com-
pared, the participation of parents in the plans for their
children seems to result in objectives which are more individ-
ualized and concrete. Examples of IPPs are included in
Appendix 8

How to review the attainment of objectives in each IPP
was not clearly established in the early stages of the program,
although they were reviewed at the time of re-evaluation.
Consequently, there is insufficient and inconsistent infor-
mation on the achievement of objectives. It is possible,
however, to examine the kind of objectives set for individuals
and subgroups, although this reflects as well the staff's
ability and bias in setting objectives. We find that, on
the average, each IPP includes sixteen objectives, two-thirds
of which are developmental tasks for the child and one-third
of which are objectives for the parent and the NSSI worker.
The number of objectives on IPPs has ranged from six to
forty-two and how we develop one depends on the amount and
the clarity of the information we have about a family. The
case study in the Appendix suggests several different roles
that an IPP may play in NSSI's relationship with a family.
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B. Home Visits

When a family is accepted by NSSI, it receives regular
home visits; most often scheduled on a weekly basis, usually
lasting between an hour and an hour and a half. The most
variation occurs in the number of visits per week which can
range from twice a week to once every two weeks.

The Home Visit includes discussion of the child's develop-
ment and the presentation of activities or what we called
interventions. Usually written instructions were left with the
mother to remind her of the activity after the home visit.
Some time, however, during the home visit is frequently spent
listening to mothers describe other concerns. Our understanding
of the function of the interventions has changed over,time.
Initially we were influenced by what we thought was acceptable
to BEH. We were eager to measure results, and confident
about our intended and fairly exclusive focus on the child.
Core Mothers thought of interventions as remedial activities
and adapted them from published, behaviorally oriented infant
curricula. Although Core Mothers were able to successfully
present these activities to children, teaching parents to
do so was more complicated. In our experience, unless the
Core Mother demonstrated the interventions with enthusiasm
and unless the client mother enjoyed the particular inter-
vention, it would not be implemented regularly by the mother
when she was alone. Adapting and developing any interventions
consumed an enormous amount of staff time in the NSSI office.
It appeared both more practical and effective to abandon
these efforts and encourage Core Mothers to introduce acti-
vities whose main characteristic woul'..d be that mothers would
find them fun to do, that mothers would do, and that therefore
would encourage more interaction between mothers and their
children. We thereby adapted our initial notion of what
constituted a remedial program when we encouraged Core
Mothers to change interventions by observing what the baby
and the mother liked to do in order to plan for the next
visit. Sometimes we tried to incorporate a recommendation
from the consulting physical therapist. The Appendix C.
includes a selection of sample interventions compiled and
annotated by NSSI's Occupational Therapist. Because of her
experience and her professional training, she assumed most
responsibility for helping home visitors develop interventions.

We thought it would be useful to include here an obser-
vation of a home visit which we cannot label "typical" as
none can be described this way, but which wiles give the
reader a flavor of this part of our program.

This particular home visit is to a woman we shall call
Mrs. Mandeau. She has a husband who manages a branch of a



chain food store. Her four children range in age from 15
months to 10 years. She has moved to a new apartment which
is larger. She has been a client of Ruth Path's for nine
months. During this time period the family has had several
crises involving suspected child abuse, marital problems, the
husband's job loss, chronic housing difficulties, and periodic
concerns about the mother's health. Ruth Path has seen the
mother and child on the average about once a week.

The observer has visited once before, near the beginning of
the family's relationship with NSSI. This time, Mrs. Mandeau's
front door .rust be unlocked 1-117 her. It is a sweltering summer
day, but her house has a steady breeze. When she opens the door,

' we see that her neck is encased in a Thomas collar. She.is a
woman who is definitely overweight. She smiles at the observer,
but begins to chirp at Ruth Path, holding her hands and fingers
forward to show them to Ruth, who grabs a few fingers of Mrs.
Mandeau's left hand in an impulsive, affectionate grasp. Ruth
moves her forehead to rest on Mrs. Mandeau's looking into her
eyes, mock-scolding her that she never wears the collar enough
so that she cannot sufficiently reduce the swelling to her
hands. Mrs. Mandeau resp'nds very affectionately. We all go
inside and she immediately gets her baby, Denny. Ruth prepares
by sitting on the floor and lighting a cigarette. She talks to
Mrs. Mandeau aoout her own impending move to New York state.
Mrs. Mandeau says "I called your house at 9:30" but she is in-
terrupted by the phone ringing. She answers "Can I call you
later? Yeah, Ruth's here. What's the matter? What's the
matter? Oh, he's always got a virus." She then turns the
receiver away from her mouth, looks at Ruth and fires, "Lost a
tooth in front. Will he get another one?" Ruth answers. When
Mrs. Mandeau's call is over, Ruth makes one. Mrs. Mandeau
begins to dramatically and humorously lecture Ruth about the
equipment she brings from NSSI. "Don't leave nothing! I still
can't find the shape thing you gave me. I found the box, but not
the shape. I don't want to be responsible for things that aren't
the kids." A child comes to the window. Mrs. Mandeau sees it
out of the corner of her eye. She immediately barks "Chris! Go
play!" "Is mail delivered today?" Ruth asks Mrs. Mandeau and the
observer. Mrs. Mandeau answers immediately "Checks. Oh, I got
that big check. Paid all the dental bills and there's $40 left.
Supposed to be $100 in there." Ruth comments on the baby and Mrs.
Mandeau responds "He won't let go of those blue ones" in reference
to a toy Denny is playing with. Ruth now takes off her shoes and
she and Mrs. Mandeau discuss glasses. "I still have trouble with
that head doctor" Mrs. Mandeau complains.

Ruth: Gibson?

Mrs. M.: The baby's covered by medical. They're all
covered by medical. I don't know why I keep
gettin' these bills.

Ruth: (to Denny) Got your finger in the wrong end,
love! Blue your favorite color? (Mrs.
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Mandeau begins to move in to help Denny perform
the stacking toy task better.) Leave it! I

want to see if he'll do it!

Mrs. Mandeau observes her baby for a minute. "Want to
do it myself, he said. Want to do it myself." she repeats in
an imitation of a babyish voice. She praises Denny continuously
as he works with the toy. The baby sneezes once, very softly
"Bwess oo!" Mrs. Mandeau says solicitously. She then turns to
Ruth again, who has mentioned her weekend. Mrs. Mandeau says.
"What did you do all weekend?" Ruth goes into an explanation
of what her husband is doing to put their house into good
condition for the new owner. "Oh, that's nice" replies Mrs.
Mandeau. "You should see the holes the plumber made in my
basement." Ruth turns to the observer and says, "Oh, you
missed that" referring to something the baby has done. Mrs.
Mandeau immediately explains that the baby had tried to bite off
a ring on the stack toy when he could not get it off any other
way. Ruth talks to the baby. "What you gonna do when I put .

this away and give you something else? You gonna be mad at
me? Why don't you look at this?" The baby pats some pull toys
Ruth has brought. Mrs. Mandeau laughs. "You gonna beat it,
huh?" Ruth pulls the toy. The baby hangs on and pulls back.
Ruth looks at the mother and says "You know that muscle
weakness we used to talk about? Guess what? It's gone."
The baby cries when the toy is taken away and then screams.
"No' Mrs. Mandeau says in a soft solicitous voice and touches
him on the nose with the tip of her index finger. She holds
the baby's hand, walking him into the kitchen, where three
adults are eating breakfast without talking. Ruth continues,
"Usually, when kids start walking, it takes them a month to
carry anything. He was doin' it in a week! He's got such
great balance!" Ruth pushes a toy lawn mower full of bobbing
toys toward the baby. "Everything goes in the mouth," Mrs.
Mandeau comments, half disgustedly. The baby falls. "Get up!'
Mrs. Mandeau barks immediately. "Come on. Get up! Don't be
a lazy heifer." She tries to stop the baby from putting the
knob at the end of the handle into his mouth. Ruth does not
intervene in any way nor even appear to give this her full
attention. After the baby lies on the floor for a while and
Mrs. Mandeau has turned her attention away from him, Ruth
pulls him gently by the ankles over to her. He squeals with
pleasure. "Don't get rambunctious" comments Mrs. Mandeau.
She holds her hand out to the baby. "Up?" she invites. The
baby tries to push the toy and Mrs. Mandeau tries to encourage
him. "You have to keep it in front of you" she says. He
screeches softly but with objection at her intervention.
"Don't tell me no!' she yells. He screeches again. "Take it
to Ruth. Go on. Take it to Ruth," she says disgustedly.

This is only a E:c.trtial account of the visit but contains
elements which are common to many Core Mo,ther family interactions.



The Core Mother frequently acts as a friend, an instructor,
and a support especially to the primary caretaker--in almost
all cases, the mother. Though the agenda is the baby and its
developmental progress other aspects of the family's life,
especially crises, can :;.nterfere with and divert, necessarily,
the focus of the work. Core Mothers will frequently assist
families with services which address other needs than those
medical/developmental ones necessary to the child.
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C. Hospital and Clinic Visits

Next to home visits, the service NSSI provides most
frequently is transportation to and support at medical
visits. In medical settings, our families may have regular
contact with pediatric nurse practitioners, pediatricians,
and with pediatric specialists such as pediatric neurologists
and pediatric cardiologists and these are whom we mean by
health care provirs.

In addition, families see allied health personnel such
as physical therapists, occupational therapists and nutri-
tionists.

Health care providers, especially doctors, are impor-
tant to most mothers of young children and especially im-
portant to mothers of children whose development appears
unusual. Indeed, the doctors can either dismiss parental
concern or keep it alive.

Parents in NSSI rely on the health providers' inter-
vention when their child is sick and health providers are
also the most respected non-family source of information about
their child's early development. When the child's develop-
ment is atypical, families often hope that the health pro-
vider will notice improvement and identify signs of progress

Analysis of audiotapes of selected NSSI home visits in
the spring of 1978 confirmed that visits to medical facilities
were routinely reviewed by Core Mothers and client parents.

In addition to getting information about their child's
health and development, mothers may seek reassurance from
the health care provider about their parenting practices.
For first-time mothers, these visits are the most public
exposure for their maternal practices. Most children under
two have very limited institutional involvement; usually,
they do not attend schools, churches, or recreational
activities where they may be scrutinized by objective pro-
fessionals, Medical institutions provide the first stage
for parents to practice how they will represent themselves
and their child's interests. In addition to what they may
learn about their child, parents may be nervous about what
they will expose about themselves. They often appreciate
the companionship and support a Core Mother offers. Some
parents need more support at initial appointments, while
others who may have had unsatisfactory encounters with
health providers need on-going support. Dissatisfaction may
rsult from the information they received, from the provider's
interactional style with them or their baby, or from some
other source. For instance, a South American mother whose
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daughter's Cerebral Palsy required regular weekly physical
therapy was unable to tell the therapist which exercises her
daughter tolerated and which she refused. The therapist did
not speak Spanish, the hospital did not provide a translator,
and the mother did not always come to her appointments. With
the assistance of a bilingual Core Mother, however, the child
received therapy more regularly, the mother described prob-
lems she had with particular exercises and the therapist
recommended adaptations.

When Core Mothers accompany parents at medical appoint-
ments, thew usually provide transportation since few NSSI
families own cars and public transportation is unpredictable.
Before the visit, a Core Mother often helps her client recall
the questions she wants to ask (will Helen's stomach always
stick out? Why does the baby always look at my forehead,
never at my eyes? Why does she still seem stiff even though
I've been doing the exercises?) Since Core Mothers are
usually present during the discussion of the examination,
they have a second opportunity to remind the mother of the
questions she hasn't asked.

Clearly NSSI's role varies according to the mother's
needs and the child's medical involvement. If a 'child needs
a comprehensive medical workup or becomes seriously illy,
parents must communicate with many unfamiliar medical per-
sonnel, and must wait in order to arrange lab procedures,
see the specialists, and hear their findings. Companion-
ship and help with child care may relieve the waiting and
the Core Mother's presence during the discussion following
the examination means that she can help the mother remember
what the provider said.

When Core Mothers accompany parents to clinics they
describe NSSI's services to the nurses and doctors they meet.
Just as the hospital or doctor's office provides parents
with an opportunity to advocate for their child, so it
provides Core Mothers with a more public setting than a home
visit to demonstrate how NSSI works.

Core Mothers' outreach and demonstration may remind the
provider of another family who would be an appropriate NSSI
client. Although they may function more as participant-
observers than as teachers when they accompany clients, Core
Mothers' contact with medical providers may well be respon-
sible for NSSI's substantial number of medical referrals.
Locally, at the outpatient pediatric service sponsored by
Somerville Hospital, Core Mothers are familiar with nurse
practitioners and the pediatrician, and, in addition to
a steady flow of referrals, their support has clearly in-
fluenced NSSI's successful search for continuation funding.
In 1980-81, we will be working closely with the providers in
this system to provide support to families which include
children under three at risk of abuse or neglect.

t-. r
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D. Respite

During home visits Core Mothers may work alongside a
client parent modelling a technique or demonstrating the use
of a material with a child, or they may observe how the parent
interacts with the child; during respite, the Core Mother
replaces the client parent who is :ot present. Core Mothers
can offer from one to three hours respite care in their
own homes, in their client's homes or outside in a park or
a store.

Location depends on the age of the child, and the severity
of his or her special needs, as well as the convenience of
the Core Mother and the client parent. Clearly a Core other's
schedule does not allow her to provide respite care for each
of her clients weekly, so it is essential that new NSSI parents
understand That respite is not regular child care. How much
respite a _zamilv needs is discussed with the family each time
an IPP is developed but respite is rarely available weekly.

NISI staff 'are reluctant to have Core Mothers thought of
as "mere babysitters" (although, as parents, they are all aware
how valuable reliable, r'i!sponsible childcare is) and Core Mothers
hesitate to commit their weekly schedule completely in advance.
Initially, some Core Mothers felt parents should justify their
request for respite with a "worthwhile" activity; more recently,
Core Mothers have agreed that parents can spend their time
however they want and that the Core Mother should decide what
she can learn about the child when the parent is aroy. Although
initially somewhat resistant, Core Mothers are often Impressed
by what they can lean about a child and his environment when
the parent is not home. They may appreciate for the first
time how difficult a particular baby is to feed, or how irri-
table another child is when she wakes up. They also may be
disturbed by what they learn; for instance, one Core Mother
found an older sibling who was harnessed to her bed for a nap
and another was told confidently by a sibling that "mommy
never has time to do those exercises." On the other hand,
since it is often easier to plan and structure time for one
child than for a child and an adult, respite may also be re-
laxing for Core Mothers. When Core Mothers bring client children
to their own homes, they usually enjoy encouraging thAr own
children to play with them.

At the least, respite usually provides client children
and their parents a comfortable separation experience since
Core Mothers are familiar and trusted. This may be especially
valuable to parents whose children are at risk medically and
who may feel reluctant to let others share their responsibility.
It may also offer the children additional cognitive and social
stimulation when they are exposed to new situations and dif-
ferent styles of communication during their visits to Core
Mothers' homes.
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E. Social Service Coordination

When a family is referred to NSSI we ask whether other
agencies are involved in order to avoid Juplication and
coordinate delivery of services. If the parent agrees, we
contact the agency and describe what we plan for the parents
and child. Other agencies may need several explanations of
what a new program like NSSI can offer their client and
most often NSSI initiates successive contacts.

Less than a quarter of families in NSSI require ex-
tensive social service coordination whereas we have contact
with nearly all families' health providers. NSSI is less
likely to refer a family to a new social service agency than
to a different medical institution; more often, we work with
the services that are in existence by responding to their
questions about our role and by encouraging them to work
toward some of our goals for the particular family. Most
often we are in contact with agencies to express our concerns
about deteriorating conditions to see if the other providers
concur and to determine whether additional services (such as
home-makers, transportation vouchers, or family day care)
can and should be provided. Sometimes, it is necessary to
call a case conference when several agencies are involved
and either changes within the family or proposed changes in
the providers' involvement warrant group discussion.

We have recorded the number of institutions that NSSI
has contacted on behalf of client families. Representing
a range of human services, these agencies include hospitals
and clinics, legal services schools, and public housing
offices as well as social welfare agencies; and, although
most contacts relate to the needs of client children, a
substantial number involve services to their parents,
particularly their mothers.

Unfortunately, our initial data collection system did
not record the number of repeated contacts on behalf of
individual families with different institutions so the figures
we report in this section do not differentiate between agencies
NSSI contacted once and those contacted fifty times. Further-
more, we have only counted each institution once in each
category even if we contacted it on behalf of ten different
families. After this data was collected, we became aware
how incompletely our contacts with other agencies were
documented and we developed a new "agency contact form.'
This rllows a client family's Case Manager to keep track
of who she has spoken to about a family, and it will help
us learn which families and which.agencies require most
coordination. Given these limitations, the data confirms
our impression that we have many contacts with a few providers



in the Division of Community Health at Somerville Hospital,
but that other health providers are scattered.

Although NSSI contacted forty-three physicians, only
two worked with families in all three categories, and only
seven were responsible for children in two categories.
Clearly, this geographic area offers patients an impressive
variety of medical specialists.

Adjusting for the number of families, the number of
institutions involved with families in Categories I and II
is the same but the number of institutions involved with
families in Category III is less than two-thirds what
one would expect_ Actually, this is not surprising, con-
sidering that many of the children in this group are not
at risk medically and also that many of their families can
be characterized as multi-problem and, therefore, apt to
be more heavily involved with a smaller number of com-
prehensive, social welfare agencies. Similarly, the column
that differentiates categories according to the number of
referrals NSSI made suggests that families of children at
biologic risk were unfamiliar with the social service network
and also perhaps learning, by taking their child to a series
of specialists, whether the "at risk' status would be con-
firmed. It is also true, however, that the fact that families
in all categories have contact with an impressive number of
agencies and institutions suggests again that these cate-
gories differentiate the caseload less completely than we
had hoped.

The Range of Contacts
Between NSSI and Other Institutions

Total # institutions
contacted for
all families

Range of NSSI refer-
rals to institutions
for a family

Range of contacts
between NSSI & med-
ical personnel for a
family

Range of contact be-
tween NSSI & soc. or
educ. agencies for a
family

(2/76-3/79)

I

Established
Risk

(18 families)

50

0-6

1-9

0-7

II
Biologic

Risk
(24 families)

66

0-11

1-5

0-7

III
Environmental

Risk
(33 families)

38

0-6

1-4

G- 6
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In addition to contacting agencies about families. NSSI
staff are resources abut agencies for families. Not only do
they need to explain how systems work; for instance, what the
difference is between public housing and leased housing. how
one can apply for WIC coupons, foodstamps, and SSI benefits,
but they also help families decide what services they need.
For instance, Core Mothers have visited prospective family
day care homes and preschools with clients, and they have
learned what kind of counselling is offered by which agencies.
Some Core Mothers developed a personal network of contacts
in agencies who became their resources about service availa-
bility. These individuals may ask Core Mothers to contact
families since agencies often report that NSSI workers are
more persistent and more effective with families who are
inaccessible to more traditional providers.

Social Service coordination assumes more of a case
manager's time than had been anticipated. NSSI's intervention
with a mother and child can be more individualized, and more
focused when the goals and roles of other helping agencies
are understood. When a family consents, providers in another
agency can interpret the history of their assistance to a
family. Providers tell us that NSSI's information about the
relationship between the client mothers and their children
is unique in its specificity, its detail and its intimacy.
Since NSSI's involvement with a family is limited by the age
of the child, and because families may require social
services after their child becomes three, NSSI tries to
help families establish relationships with other providers.
Effective initial coordination helps families and staff plan
what families will need after they terminate their relation-
ship with NSSI.
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F. Activities for Parents

NSSI's planners, administrators and direct service staff
have hoped that offering group activities would decrease
parents' isolation, enlarge their social network and help
them to gain both confidence and skill in managing their
children's behavior.

Later, an additional goal which was advanced was in-
creasing parents' commitment to NSSI so that they would par-
ticipate in fundraising activities designed to insure con-
tinuation of services when federal demonstration funds ended.
However, anticipating and maintaining participation in parent
activities has been extremely difficult.

In retrospect, we can speculate about the sources of
some of the difficulties. First, some activities were poorly
conceived and aimed to satisfy too many goals at the same
time. Sometimes neither staff nor parents were clear in
advance about whether a particular event was recreational
educational, or therapeutic. Therefore, they did not know
what to expect from them and it was also hard to evaluate
the outcome.

Second, parent groups require ancillary services such
as child care and transportation that NSSI was not always
able to provide. Third, isolated parents have often played
an active role in their own isolation so that they were often
extremely shy about meeting other mothers. If parents were
depressed, accepting NSSI's services might confirm their
doubts about themselves or their children and make them feel
more vulnerable. Perhaps a home visiting program like NSSI
that offers long-term individualized relationships may rein-
force clients' reluctance to leave their own homes.

We have wondered what effect an NSSI drop-in center for
mothers and children would have had on clients' social
relationships. Initially, however, NSSI staff would not
have committed the time and money such a facility requires
since its goals seemed unfocused, and their attainment un-
measurable. Impatient to educate and effect change in parents,
we sought to organize their interactions.

Two phases have characterized USSI's services to parents.
From January, 1977 through June, 1978 we followed the plan of
our initial proposal and sponsored a weekly mothers' ,support
group. Conceived by the guidance counselor who served very
briefly as the project director and who had intended to lead
it, the group included both client mothers and Core Mothers.
When the Director was terminated, our consultants at the
Somerville-Cambridge Mental Health and Mental Retardation
Center recommended an experienced Community Mental Health



worker from the Preschool Unit as group leader.

Between January and June of 1977, we offere,2 clients
payment for child care in their own homes if they attended
mothers' group. We tried to find sitters and to reimburse
sitters taey knew. Our efforts to-generate both names for
a babysitting pool involved extensive outreach to area el-
derly centers and to the local high schools, and was largely
unsuccessful. One or two candidates from each group volun-
teered but then failed to appear at the NSSI office. Client
mothers were reluctant to have someone they didn't, know care
for their children. In fact, they often relied exclusively
on relatives for child care. During October, 1978 we spent
a week in the high school, introducing the students in a
tenth-grade home economics class to NSSI. One student from
a class of twenty volunteered to babysit but subsequently
was unavailable; we later discovered that the $1.25/hour
we offered was substantially less than students could make
at a regular, after-school job. Overall, our most reliable
source of babysitters has been Core Mothers' own children.
Often, for the support group two or three client children
were transported to a Core Mother's house where they were
watched by a team of her thirteen-year-old daughter, her own
neighborhood babysitter and, if necessary, her mother. Our
impression is that these particular persons volunteered be-
cause they had heard many stories about the client children
and were genuinely eager to meet them.

From September, 1977 through June, 1978, NSSI admini-
strative staff offered child care in a room adjacent to
the mothers' group, using the time as an opportunity to try
out activities, to play with children, to renew contacts with
parents and occasionally, to model for Core Mothers. Organ-
izing the group proved time-consuming: Core Mothers called
their clients each week to encourage attendance, to determine
who would attend, and whether they needed transportation and
child care. Administrative staff determined who would be
needed for child care. Attendance varied from five to four-
teen mothers, always including at least three Core Mothers.

The design of the group itself raised problems that were
never satisfactorily resolved, although since it had been
given a major role in the initial proposal the Director felt
obliged to continue it for a year and a half. The underlying
assumption that ongoing participation in the same support
group would increase identification between client mothers
and Core MoLhers overlooked the fact that although Core
Mothers offered a kind of peer support, they were also
salaried workers whose job with MSSI required them to build
relationships with designated clients and whose participation
in the group was a function of their job. Core Mothers saw
themselves as helpers who might function quite differently
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with individual clients and who were reluctant to expose
themselves to a group that included clients by asking for
help. The fact that they had been hired as Core Mothers
affirmed their success as mothers, whereas clients, by defi-
nition, needed support. Core Mothers did enjoy meeting each
other's clients at the group, and often their curiosity
was nourished by prior reports. The leader, however, saw
Core Mothers and Client Mothers as equal group members al-
though she reported that Core Mothers always sat next to
their clients and usually participated less.

The four to six clients who attended regularly said they
enjoyed having Core Mothers present; one related that the
group gave her Core Mother a chance to learn about her
clients in a different setting. None of the group members
had participated in a support group before and their
initial excitement and curiosity turned to frustration that
the leader was not more assertive and instructional; no one,
however, was willing to discuss her dissatisfaction with
the leader. The leader admitted that the group was difficult
to focus, perhaps partly because the clients were very
different, ranging from parents whose children had severe
physical handicaps to parents whose children were at risk
of abuse or neglect. Finally, in the spring of 1978, the
leader decided' to offer a short-term, focused group for
only client parents. Also for the first time she required
mothers to commit themselves to attend all of the six sessions.
A group of six volunteered but unfortunately the group was
never offered because the leader was subsequently injured
and unavailable.

In August, 1978, with funding from CETA, NSSI hired a
Public Service Employee as parent coordinator. Using the
former group leader as a consultant, she implemented a dif-
ferent kind of parent activities program for NSSI. A well-
attended pot luck supper in the spring of 1978 persuaded us
to separate social events from workshops which had educational
goals. We decided to offer parents several workshops and
workshop series whose content would be clearly identified
in advance.

Early in the Fall of 1978 we sent a needs assessment to
all NSSI clients inquiring about possible topics for future
workshops. The parent coordinator also introduced the idea
of a Parent Advisory Board (PAB) and solicited the partici-
pation of mothers. With her facilitations, the PAB had two
goals: first, to be a resource to the NSSI staff about what
parents wanted from the program and, second, to provide some
leadership for fund-raising activities. The workshops that
took place in the ensuing months were organized according to
the responses of the needs assessment as well as ideas generated
at PAB meetings. They are listed along with their attendance
in the table that follows. Parents. attended activities



that sounded more sociable and entertaining. Workshops pre-
senting information were less attractive. Transportation
continued to be a problem for many parents and often had to
be provided by NSSI staff who also always provided child
care. Staff felt that access to a van would have resulted
in transportation that was safer and more reliable. We
were impressed by the increasingly regular attendance at
all events by PAB members. It is not clear whether the
individuals who joined PAB were more gregarious to begin
with or whether the organizational identification it provided
prompted participation at other events. The parent coordi-
nator felt that scheduling PAB meetings in the evening at
private homes prompted attendance. The NSSI fair planned
by PAB, which took place in June, 1979, was an outstanding
success. Not only was it attended by more than 350 people
who contributed mere than $800, but it increased NSSI's
visibility in the community.

Hiring a parent coordinator who could devote time to
parent issues resulted in parent activities which were more
varied and numerous. She maintained contact with parents
by phone and through a monthly newsletter. What proved
more difficult was coordinating her contacts with families
with those of Core Mothers. Sometimes clients felt barraged
by calls from several different NSSI staff in one day. Un-
fortunately, the coordinator's time at NSSI was limited by
her CETA contract, so we were not able to redesign her role.
Membership in the Parent Advisory Board dwindled when the
coordinator's time was reduced and when two of the most
active parents left NSSI because their children no longer
needed intervention. Since June 1979, group activities
for parents have occurred less frequently, although we have
sponsored two social -vents and two toymaking workshops
for parents of children under one.



Summary of Parent Activities
Fall 197$ Fall 1979

Date Activity # Sessions ToLal # Av. Atten- PAB Member
in Activity Persons dance per Participation

Attending Session

Fall 78
Toddler Swimming 8 7 3-4 0
CP Workshop 1 6 NA 0
Toddler Discipline 5 4 3+ 3
Potluck Supper 1 25+ NA 0

Winter 78/9
Toymakinq Workshop 3 23 7+ 3
Coping w/Xmas Wkshp. 3 10 7+ 0
Xmas Party 1 35 NA 0

Spring 79
Potluck Supper 1 25 NA 4
Assertiveness Training 4 6 3 3
Toddler Swimming 5 6 4 4
PAB Fundraising Fair 1 350 NA 7

Summer 79

NOTHING OFFERED
Fall 79

Potluck Dinner 1 17 NA 4

Winter 79
Xmas Party 1 40 NA 5

C A
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VI. Analysis of Service Utilization Data

A. Service Utilization.

By individualizing services, NSSI staff aimed to be
responsive to clients' needs. However, with a population
that included a significant number of multi-problem, chroni-
cally dependent families, it was sometimes difficult for staff
to prioritize their clients' needs. Flexibility about service
delivery meant that we could be responsive to families in
crisis but it also meant that staff had to decide which families
needed what intervention. The absence of institutional rules
about service delivery sometimes prompted lengthy staff
consultation about what should happen to a particular family.
Should they get what they wanted? If what they wanted was in
conflict with what we offz.red, were we compromising their
values and promoting our own? Was it equitable for an agency
to offer different fmailies essentially different programs?
How different were individual Core Mothers? The implications
of our flexibility are discussed at greater length in the
evaluation section of the report but are introduced here to
suggest the questions we had when we collected service utili-
zation data. First we will present and discuss average utili-
zation of NSSI services by category and subgroup. Individual
service utilization data for each client family is included
in the Appendix, G. . Second, we will discuss variations in
service delivery by Core Mother.

At the outset it is important to outline what the figures
in the chart represent and what their limitations are. Within
each sub-group we first figured what the average monthly
utilization of each service was for each client, current or
terminated, as of March 31, 1979 and then we figured the
average of these averages for each group. Initially we
did not have a special medical visit report form and our
early client contact forms did not require home visitors to
routinely differentiate between respite and home visits. Thus,
in reviewing the individual files to compile utilization
data, we may inadvertently have counted a few respite or
medical contacts as home visits. Each sub-group includes
clients whom we see currently as well as clients who have
terminated their relationship with NSSI; presumably, the
average incidence of contacts is lowered by the client in
which we deferred fromal termination but decreased contact
substantially. On the other hand, average incidence may be
inflated by those families whom we began visiting most
recently, since we suspect that families have most intense
and varied involvement when they are first involved with NSSI.
Combining current and terminated families also means that
the numbers in the column which lists average length of time



NSSI DELIVERY OF MAJOR SERVICES TO FAMILIES,
AVERAGED BY MONTH

72/16-3/31/79

RISK
CATEGORIES

NUMBER
OF

CHILDREN

AVERAGE
NUMBER OF
MONTHS

IN NSSI

HOME
VISITS

AVERAGE
NUMBER/
MONTH

MEDICAL
CONTACTS
AVERAGE
NUMBER/
MONTH

RESPITE
AVERAGE
NUMBER/
MONTH

TOTAL
CONTACTS
AVERAGE
NUMBER/
MONTH

I. Established Risk

Brain Dysfunction 4 15 2.4 .24 .25 2.89

Congenital Anomalies 7 14 2.97 .29 .17 3.43

Diagnosed CP 4 13 2 .57 .28 2.85

Genetic Syndrome 2 15 3.95 .56 0 4.51

Visually Impaired 1 1 1 0 0 1

II. Biologic Risk

Abnormal Muscle Tone 8 8 2.85 .82 .17 3.84

Congenital Virus 1 24 1.6 0 0 1.6

Failure to Thrive 4 15 2.73 .39 .61 3.73

Motor Delay 1 17 2.94 .59 .82 4.35

Neonatal Complications 3 8 2.1 .93 .43 3.46

Prematurity 4 6 2.68 .05 .74 3.47

Seizure Disorder 4 9 2.26 .
i .85 3.25

III. Environmental Risk

Abuse or Neglect 11 5 3.97 .25 .21 4.43

Language Delay 10 8.5 2.67 .33 .25 3.25

Medical Coordination 2 1.5 3.25 .5 0 3.75

Parenting Support 6 2 2.56 .11 .2 2.87

Toddler Negativism 4 3 2.8 0 0 2.8



in the program are not final and can not be interpreted to
indicate how long children with different diagnoses should
have NSSI services but rather may help interpret figures on
the incidence columns. Finally, the small size of nearly all
the sub-groups means that the averages are highly susceptible
to individual variation. With these cautions in mind, we can
consider what these figures suggest about delivery and utili-
zation of NSSI services.

1. Families in NSSI receive home visits more often than
either respite care or transportation to and support
at medical visits.

2. Families in NSSI are somewhat more likely to receive
transportation and support at medical appointments
than respite care.

3. Families which include children at biologic risk
(Category II) are most likely to receive transpor-
tation to and support at medical appointments.

4. Families may receive a varying amount of service but
overall few families receive more than four contacts
per month.

5. Families c: ..)w different patterns of utilization of
NSSI services but the average overall number of
contacts per month is virtually identical for each
category of risk.

1. Families in NSSI receive home visits more often than either
respite care or transportation to and support at medical
appointments.

When one compares the range of medical contacts families
receive to the range of home visits it underlines the program's
focus on home visits. During the twenty-eight months when this
data was gathered, one family received seventy-six home visits,
eleven families (14%) were visited more than fifty times and
twelve families more than twenty home visits. Only two families
were transported and supported at medical appointments more
than twenty times, three families more than ten but les- than
twenty times, and eleven families were supported at between
five and ten contacts with health providers.

Though there were no families who did not receive home
visits, almost half (48.6%) of the families received no
assistance with medical appointments. Although this group
includes families to whom these services were not offered as
well as families who declined thorn, it does suggest that for
both staff and clients the home visit is seen as the crucial
program unit. For only one family did support at medical
appointments represent more than a third of their NSSI contacts
and for gully two thirds of the families who did receive support
at medical appointments, that support represents no more than



15% of their NSSI contacts and at least 85% of their contacts
were through home visits and respite.

2. Families in NSSI are somewhat more likely to receive
transportation and support at medical appointments
than respite care.

Of the five subgroups (including families whose children
were visually impaired, had a genetic syndrome, had a con-
genital virus, or in which parents needed support with
toddler negativism or with medical coordination and trans-
lation) in which families received no respite care, only
three subgroups (including families whose children were
visually impaired, had a congenital virus, or in which
parents needed support with toddlers) also received no NSSI
support at medical contacts. Two of these subgroups include
only one client.

In the subgroups where NSSI Core Mothers offer trans-
portation and support at medical contacts and also provide
respite, the average number of medical contacts are higher
than the average number of respite contacts in seven of
twelve subgroups. Considering individual families we find
that 59% receive no respite care compared with 49% who
received no assistance at medical appointments.

Staff report that increasingly they see respite care
as an occasional service that is most likely to be offered
to families during episodes of unusual stress whereas support
at medical appointments remains a high priority.

3. Families which include children at biologic risk (Category
II) are most likely to receive transportation and support
(-1. medical appointments.

As indicated in the discussion of coordination of
services we speculate that the uncertain prognosis of
children who fall in Category II increases the number of
contacts these families seek. Children who are at established
risk (Category I) often have a diagnosis at the time oI
referral so that the small number of medical contacts may
be because the child either does not need additional con-
sultations or the parents may have established satisfactory
relationships with health providers independently. In the
category which includes families whose children are at
environmentalrisk (Category III), children are usually not
at medical risk and if support and transportation is pro-
vided for preventive health maintenance, a goal of NSSI is
that parents follow up with their health provider for them-
selves. In addition, the average utilization figures are
lower for this category since we characterized more than



half of the families as "short-term" clients and did not
offer them transportation when they joined NSSI.

4. Families may receive a varying amount of service but
overall few families receive more than four contacts
per month.

The average number of contacts per month for individual
families ranges from one to ten, however only three out of
seventy-six families were contacted on the average seven or
more times each month. The intensity of NSSI's involvement
with individual families varies from month to month but
periods of intense involvement when a Core Mother sees a
family four times in one week are rare.

5. Famines show different patterns of utilization of NSSI
services but the average overall number of contacts per
month is virtually identical for each category.

After only a rinor manipulation' we calculate that,
overall, families whose children are at established risk and
those whose children are at environmental risk (Categories I
and III) receive 3.42 contacts per month and families whose
children are at biologic risk receive an average of 3.38
contacts per month. This similarity was unexpected because
of the variations that appeared between the categories in
total number of respite contacts, home visit contacts and
transportation contacts. This reflects that Core Mothers
appear to equalize their delivery of services to individual
families; however, since these figures combine the work of
inexperienced and experienced Core Mothers, we cannot assess
whether workers become more likely to provide service
differentially. The similarity of contacts across families
also shows that these categories of risk do not clearly dis-
tinguish families.

1 Simply omitting the visually impaired subgrout- from
the category that includes children at established risk (I)
because the mother moved suddenly and without notice after
our only successful contact.

:)



B. The Incidence of "No Shows"

Most NSSI Core Mothers maintained regular contact with
most of their clients; sometimes, however, a home visit was
cancelled. Although we tried to recorl cancellations, we
have not compiled this data because our original forms did
not differentiate between cancellations made in advance by
either the client or the Core Mother or those occasions when
the client was not at home for a pre-arranged appointment,
all of which we designated as "No Shows." Furthermore,
several "No Show" forms were sometimes filled out when a
Core Mother tried repeatedly to see a client even though
her successive attempts were not in the form of pre-arranged
appointments. In other words, we not only did not know the
conditions under which the Core Mother learned that a contact
would not occur, but also our record-keeping did not identify
the reason why the contact had not occurred. For instance,
repeated no shows can be interpreted to mean that a mother
is unhappy, that she doesn't like the home visitor or that
she wants to leave NSSI. She may be depressed, tranquilized
or inebriated. She may have simply forgotten the time or
date of the appointment. On the other hand, perhaps she is
not at home, because she has had to attend to a family emer-
gency. That is, without information about the initiation of
and the reason for the lack of contact, we have no way of
assessing continuation of service.

No shows are disappointing and frustrating to the Core
Mother. Occasionally when a Core Mother had a number of no
shows, we began to wonder whether she was in fact making
appointments with clients or just dropping in. Our impression
is that clients who are referred to NSSI but who are ambivalent
about accepting services are not apt to be at home for their
Core Mother's initial visits. The data that we did collect
shows no significant difference in the incidence of no shows
in each of the three categories of risk.

Our experience suggests that it is important to differen-
tiate this category into cancellations made in advance by staff
person, and by client families, and "No Shows," in which one
of these parties does not inform the other, designating who
it was.

We recommend the recording of No Shows to other programs,
because of the information they provide about the functioning
of individual families, and therefore the value of continuing
services to those families, aid also as a possible measure of
staff patterns of making and maintaining relationships.



C. Individual Patterns of Service Delivery

Because we are interested in learning to what extent
service utilization is a function of service delivery, that
is, the decisions of each individual worker, we have analysed
data by individual Core Mother. Of course, NSSI's initial
difficulties with early record keeping and classification of
services apply as problems with this data. Additionally, we
are combining new Core Mothers, more experienced ones and
Core Mothers who resigned from NSSI after two years.

Overall, most of the variations by Core Mother and by
family "make sense." Not only are there many ways to skin
a cat but administrative staff have learned to appreciate
that one of the luxuries of a small program whose direct
service staff are paraprofessional and functioning responsively
is its ability to support and encourage individua1 styles of
service delivery. High amounts of a particular service
service worried us only occasionally; on the other hand, some
of the variations across Core Mothers seem noticeably large
and have raised concern especially when the incidence of
service delivery is particularly low. The following obser-
vations we can make from our data on individual patterns of
service delivery of Core Mothers seem worth suggesting because
of their implications for both supervision and training in
similar programs.

1. Core Mothers differ most in the delivery of respite
care, second most in the number of times they accom-
pany clients at medical appointments, and least in the
incidence of home visits they maintain.

2. Core Mothers provide frequent respite to families who
also receive many home visits.

3. Recently hired Core Mothers provide more transportation
and support at doctors' visits.

4. The widest variation between the average number of
home visits provided by individual Core Mothers occurs
in families whose children are at environmental risk
(Category III). The widest variation between the
average amount of respite and transportation and support
at medical appointments occurs in families with chil-
dren at biologic risk (Category II).

1. Core Mothers differ most in delivery of respite care.

Delivery of respite is much more individualized than
other services. Variation in service delivery is shown clearly
by contrasting range of contacts; for instance, one Core Mother
provided the highest amounts of respite to three individual
families: one family received 35 respite visits (2.3 per
month) and another received 16 respites (.82 per month). This



Core Mother provided highest amounts of respite to long-term
NSSI families in which isolated mothers clearly stated their
need for relief and had no other source of child care. Three
other Core Mothers provided more than ten of their respite
contacts to just seven individual families. With one excep-
tion,1 the range of average respite contacts is less than
once a month (.5 to .8 per month).

Variation in incidence of transportation and support
at medical appointments reflects the preference and interest
of individual Core Mothers in this aspect of the program as
well as their level of confidence about first, physically
locating the medical facility and, second, talking to the
health provider.

During the period when this data was collected, the
number of medical visits completed by each Core Mother ranged
from 45 to 10 and the average number per client ranged from
one Core Mother's high of 4.5 visits to another Core Mother's
low of .83 visits a month per client. The latter Core Mother
had the lowest average rate of medical visits to families whose
children's risk was established and biologic (Category I and
Category II) so she apparently declined consistently to provide
this sarvice.

2. Core Mothers provide most respite to families who receive
most home visits.

This reflects how, initially at least, NSSI staff did not
differentiate families' needs but rather assumed that high
need families should. have all possible services. Also, it
suggests that both offering and accepting respite services
may require the extra familiarity that comes from many home
visits to a long-term client.

Respite is sometimes requested in advance by a client
mother; more often, however, the Core Mother reminds the
mother of its availability after she has decided that respite
would be helpful to the mother, usually based on an assessment
of changes the mother's ability to cope.

3. New Core Mothers provide more transportation and support
at doctors' visits.

Our impression is that recently hired Core Mothers are
often most confident offering services to families that are
concrete and structured and our further impression is that new

1 This exception aimed to facilitate the client's
attachment to another agency's social worker by providing
regular respite at the end of NSSI's involvement.



families may also request these services. In addition, the
high incidence of transportation and support at medical
appointments is a function of individual client needs and
new workers' particular reluctance to deny clients' requests.

Clearly, this is a service that can be provided with
varying degrees of complexity and intensity, depending on how
much time the Core Mother spends reviewin-r and preparing with
the client for the appointment and whether she participates
in the discussion of the examination with the client and the
provider. A new Core Mother may begin by offering only the
most concrete aspects of this service such as transportation,
help carrying the baby, and help watching siblings and inter-
vene more actively with the health provider as she gains
confidence.

4. The widest variation across Core Mothers in the provision
of home visits occurs to families whose children are at
environmental risk (Category III). The widest variation
in provision of other services occurs with respect to
families whose children are at biologic risk (Category II).

These variations suggest the range of reactions that
individual Core Mothers had to clients in particular categories
and also, perhaps, the range of needs within categories.
Families whom we have characterized as including children at
environmental risk (Category III) may have a variety of problems
that bear on the child only indirectly. For instance, families
in this category are more likely to experience chronic dif-
ficulties with sub-standard housing, recurrent adult hospi-
talizations, as well as trouble finding and maintaining adequate
employment. Individual Core Mothers vary in the extent of
their responsiveness to these problems; while, especially in
the program's first year, some workers were very eager to
provide considerable concrete assistance to families, other
workers have wanted to clarify their role with the mother and
the child and be available as a resource for other problems.

Variation within this group is also a consequence of a
program decision about which services were offered to those
families whom we initially characterized as short-term. We
rarely provided transporatation or respite to these families
because we felt uncomfortable offering many services and then
withdrawing them a few months later. The high incidence of
home visits may reflect Core Mothers' exclusive focus on that
contact as a way of establishing the necessary relationship
with the client mother, or, perhaps, the time limit to their
involvement made each visit seem more important.

The variations in Category II seem to reflect clients'
needs--two families had a lengthy diagnosis, workups involving
several assessments, and who were fascinated by health pro-
viders--and they both had the same new Core Mother who enjoyed



beginning her relationships with families by providing concrete
services like transportation and support.



D. Parent Satisfaction !Measures

In order to learr what families think about NSSI services
we have administered several different questionnaires. At the
end of the first year we mailed out evaluative forms to be
completed by the client and returned to our office; during the
second year we developed a termination questionnaire which
home visitors filled out at their final visit to a family, and,
during the third year, we administered a parent satisfaction
questionnaire after each developmental evaluation of the NSSI
child to help in writing the next Individual Program Plan.
These questionnaires all sought to illuminate any differences
between NSSI's assumptions about services and parent expec-
tations and experiences. We particularly focused on what
parents had liked best and what program changes they would
recommend. Not surprisingly, the most recent parent satisfaction
form for clients who will remain in the program includes the
most specific and concrete questions about service delivery.
Not only had we learned what kind of questions prompted de-
tailed answers, but also, since families were continuing with
NSSI we wanted to respond to their recommendations.

In this section of the final report we will describe
what happened with yet another satisfaction measure we devel-
oped to follow-up the thirty-seven client families who had
terminated their relationship with NSSI as of March 31, 1979.
With these terminated families we wished to learn both what
they had liked and not liked about NSSI, whether client
children were currently enrolled in an educational program,
and when they had last seen a health provider. Although we
risked compromising the candor of the responses, we decided
that it made most sense for the Core Mother who had worked with
a particular family to conduct their interview. If the Core
Mother was no longer employed by NSSI, the family was assigned
to an administrative staff member who.had had some contact with
the family. We considered using staff that were unfamiliar
to families as interviewers but decided against it as we
thought it carried a larger risk of incomplete and inadequate
responses. We hoped that because families no longer depended
on NSSI for services they would be able to share both their
enthusiastic and their less enthusiastic recollections fully.
Most parents were interviewed by telephone, although a few
questionnaires were filled out either at home visits or in
the NSSI office.

We were able to contact 27 (73%) of these former NSSI
families, which included 29 children. Of the ten (27%)
families whom we failed to reach, six had moved away from
Somerville, and four families in Somerville did not have
phones and did not respond to our written requests. We did
also write to four of the families who had moved and received
no response. We did not contact two families in which the



NSSI child had died.

From our telephone contacts, we learned that a majority
of our former clients (seventeen children, or 59%) are currently
in some kind of regular school or day care program. Thirteen
of these children attend school or day care at least four days
a week, and are scattered in seven centers and two family day
care systems in four cities which reflects how hard families
and providers in our area have to look for appropriate child
care. Eight of the children (47%) are in special .-ducation
facilities while nine are in programs that serve both handi-
capped and non-handicapped children. Only two of the sixteen
parents voiced any reservations about their child's school
program. Three children (10%) are currently in temporary
foster care. Nine former NSSI children are at home and not
enrolled in a program.

Most client parents (88%) appear to be fairly satisfied,
regular consumers of local health care facilities. In fact,
twenty-three (85%) were able to recall a sick or well-cnild
visit within the last six months.

Most comments about NSSI services were positive but we
cannot know what per cent of this is attributable to their
Core Mother coordinating the interview. Only four former
clients had distinctly negative feedback and a fifth woman
said she was unable to remember anything about the program.
The most negative comments were from a woman whose child had
been placed in foster care at NSSI's recommendation and against
her wishes; one mother said she preferred the professional home
visitor who had come from the Visiting Nurses Association to
see the younger sibling of the NSSI child, and another woman
said she had found the NSSI mothers' support group boring.

Most mothers spoke positively of the support and compan-
ionship the Core Mothers' visits provided. They liked having
someone to talk to; one mother said, "She helped me as much
as the kids. I could tell her my problems and 1 could get it
off my back." Many mothers did describe watching the child's
development; several who had older children asserted that they
had noticed and understood more about children when they had
an NSSI home visitor. They remembered liking her attention
themselves and they knew it had been good for their children.
Many mothers appreciated the fact that services were home-
based; most mentioned how convenient it was for them not to
travel but one mother also said she liked watching the Core
Mother work with her child.

Three families re-referred themselves to NSSI as we
interviewed them. Two of these three were interested in
developmental re-evaluation and consultation about appropriate
alternative services while the th4d.really wanted on-going
home visit1ng.



Some parents we spoke with said they especially missed
the mother's group while others said they liked referrals to
other agencies. One mother mentioned the program's responsive-ness: "I used to call a doctor but I started calling you.
You answered things right away." Only two mothers specifically
appreciated the instructional aspect of interventions, although
several clients mentioned toys and articles about development.
Although not specific, many parents did feel NSSI had affected
their child's development. "I wouldn't have known what to do
without your telling me. She was just lying on her back and
you got her crawling," said one, while another mother asserted,
"I think she's a lot smarter than if she hadn't been in the
program," and yet another recalled, "You made me look at the
who1 child--not just the disability."



VII. Project Evaluation

A. Assumptions and Strategies

The evaluation process that NSSI has engaged in front
October of 1978 to December of 1979 has rested on several
assumptions. The major one is that formative rather than
summative evaluation is more useful to beginning and/or
innovative programs for two reasons. First, NSSI staff had
finally decided that they would not be able to answer global
questions about impact and effectiveness until they knew, in
some detail, what the program inputs were. Second, the
identified evaluator convinced NSSI staff that formative
evaluation would be most useful to the project. Accordingly,
NSSI's evaluator was regularly involved over a long period
of time and took on a quasi-staff function (Glaser and Becker
call this "observer as participant").1

Formative evaluation requires that an evaluator be very
familiar with a program and its staff. Customarily, the term
formative has been used to describe the evaluation process in
which information is continually fed back into the original
questions to reformulate them and thereby gather new infor-
mation. However, " formative" also applies to the effects the
evaluation has on the program. Theoretically, it would undergo
changes and modifications as it is informed by the evaluation
process.

There are several common objections to this sort of an
evaluation: 1) it is expensive 2) staff at all levels need
to be involved and 3) it may not meet the guidelines of the
funding agency for assessing effectiveness.

As for expense, an evaluator's longterm involvement in a
project can clearly exceed the usual 5% of a total budget allotted
to it in, for example, state funding and can easily reach a
15% level. However, the purposes of formative evaluation and
the uses a program can make of it are not unlike the re:ults
expected from consultation. If budget categories ire concep-
tualized in terms of their functions and services to the program,
the cost of formative evaluatIon services might justifiably be
sought from other sources within the budget. Viewed this
way, formative evaluation can become more possible as a program
option with more potential cost benefit.

As to, the second objection--the involvement of staff, also
an additional cost--its source rests on the assumption that
evaluation is a specialized kind of knowledge wielded by experts
in whom one must place blind faith. Evaluators seek their own
information to which the program has little input, mysteriously
jiggle numbers and as a result make final judgments about program
effectiveness. The staff leaves them alone and they leave the

1
"Participant Observation," Glaser, Edward M. and Becker,
Thomas E., Eval., 1:3/.9/73, p. 47.
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staff alone. In the case of summative evaluation, this may
be described as a proper and necessary relationship between
evaluation and program but in our view it is not applicable
to a program such as NSSI's for two reasons: the program is
new, and it is a human services program.

As a new program transforms a plan "on paper' into actual
operation it makes many rapid adjustments to circumstances,
populations, other inzcitutions, etc., which often cannot
be anticipated in the conceptual stage. it is therefore
difficult to both identify in advance, or even in the first
years of operation, which variables are significant. It is
more useful to try to identify what the program variables may
be. Human services programs, in particular, do not easily
lend themselves to the collection of orderly consistent in-
coming data or quantifiable manipulations. Documenting how
a new program becomes a "service" whose components and staff
share some consistency is a precursor to making any summative
evaluation of the program's ultimate effectiveness. Formative
evaluation requires involvement with the staff because only
they can provide information about what the program is. For
the evaluator to obtain that information hel:the needs to be
trusted which in turn requires contact over time. These con-
ditions car, only be offered by an evaluator who is "local"

sufficiently nearby geographically and who can flexibly
arrange his/her schedule to follow the range of program events
occurring at different times.

In addition, the bias of NSSI's evaluator was that if pro-
gram personnel do not learn from an evaluation, it is a rela-
tively meaningless effort. Evaluation traditionally seeks a
product (answer) in regard to program effectiveness, and
views the general yublic and/or sponsoring agency as the consumer
who will utilize the information. NSSI's evaluator's bias was
that there was relatively little impact on either of these or
on program policy based on her experience with even large scale
evaluation. In her view, evaluation's greatest impact was on
those persons who became involved with asking evaluation
questions. Among those persons, program administrators had
the greatest potential to utilize the "answers," such as they
were. More importantly, it increased their interest in and
ability to ask questions about their work, that is to become
their own evaluator. In other words, NSSI's evaluator viewed
evaluation as an educative process which had as its goal the
improvement of a staff's skills to step back, look at their
own program practices and procedures, and select which to
modify and how. This conceptualization of evaluation views the process
as an investment in persons and assumes they will use evaluation
techniques as they move to other programs and present their
ideas in other contexts.

Happily, NSSI's two aaministrators were responsive to this
view of evaluation and, as a result, the evaluator moved from
a critical, partial and distant role concerned with the past
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events of program history to a more active role which became
more closely tied to program planning and staff development,
As a group, we decided to focus on the task of describing the
home visit Core Mothers make to client families, as we thouqhl
this the crucial aspect of program delivery. The first step
we took was to have the evaluator discuss home visits with the
total staff in an attempt to discover any program requirements
and regularities among them--that is, those behaviors which might
not be forfeited under any except the most unusual set of
conditions. At this meeting, the two most experienced Core
Mothers talked the most and indicated 'family support" as the
priority goal of the program. The form this took varied with
each family, they said. This discussion was followed by the
evaluator accompanying and observing the two most experienced
Core Mothers on home visits. The remaining three Core Mothers
had joined the staff approximately two months earlier and were
reluctant to be observed, because they were new, but also
because the program had not previously engaged in any direct
monitoring or observation of home visits by anyone. After
these initial observati_ms the evaluator discussed them with
the total staff. The Core Mothers expressed the view that it
was important to visit different kinds of families and the
evaluator mode more visits followed again by discussion with the
two most experienced Core Mothers. Finally she accompanied
new Core Mothers on their visits. The evaluator intended to
pursue this strategy to develop a role description of the Core
Mother. She announced working assumptions to the staff: that
she did not know what the program was, that the job of the
Core Mother was a new one, which everyone was in the process of
defining, and we hoped tLat these observations and discussions
would help us arrive at a definition. There was an additional
assumption that was not as clear to the evaluator at the time:
that home visits would contain all the elements of the role.

It began to appear that the evaluator's observations were
somewhat threatening to staff, new staff in particular. An
administrative staff member reported one Core Mother had asked
"Does she (the evaluator) think (the program) is good or bad ?'
An inexperienced Core Mother with whom the evaluator had not
been able to talk immediately following the visit they had made
together called her nervously the same night asking if "I'm
doing it right." These staff members exhibited a typical
response to evaluation which occurred in spite of the evaluator's
stated purpose and behaviors. The feeling of being threatened
and judged negatively is a common response to evaluation often
ignored by an evaluator. We felt it worthwhile to explore
alternative ways we might obtain the information we wanted. At
this point, the evaluator and administrative staff reviewed
their purposes. We wanted to know what the Core Mothers did as
well as what they thought they did. Core Mothers were the only
ones who could provide the information on their role but it was
clear they needed another format in which to do it. In order
to describe the parameters of a home visit, we needed to see
each Core Mother interacting with several different families.
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Who were the other persons to observe who could obtain that
information? Core mothers themselves might prefer to act as
each others' observers, but were not trained for this. Admini-
stration agreed with the evaluator that we could not afford to
los' information. Therefore each Core Mother was observed by each of
the other four Core Mothers and by one of the two administrators.
The observer's assignment was to report what happened on the
home visit. NSSI staff made fifteen observational home visits
and every person on the staff was exposed to every other person's
work and articulation of the role of the Core Mother. We
thought the perspectives of both Core Mothers and Administrators
would provide us with interesting and different information.
These observations were followed, usually immediately, by
one to two hour discussions between the Core Mother, observer
and the evaluator. We thought small group discussions would
provide more information than the large group ones had. Also
they were a more cost effective use of the evaluator's time.
Presumably, she would notice "themes" as she was present at
all discussions.



B. The Role of the Core Mother

The task of producing a description of a role carries with
it the implication that if various people are implementing the
role, it is in some way -<plicable and they must or will share
certain behaviors as a .esult. There is some overlap in the
five Core Mothers' enactnt of their role, i.e., the specific
behaviors in which they en59ge, particularly their presentation
of interventions where there is a goc-1. deal cf duplication of
strategies and goals.

When the behaviors we observed were compiled, they raised
a series of questions. Cne was whether there was any difference
in the behav_or in which a Core Mother engaged which a profes-
sional might not. Intuitively, we thought the answer to this
was clearly "yes" but divided behaviors into categories: those
behaviors shared with professionals, those behaviors which were
usually not shared with professionals, and behaviors which
administration felt were not supportive of the program. The
categories and their behaviors follow.

I. Behaviors which Core Mothers 1 Share with Professionals

a. Contact is usually scheduled and during the daytime.
b. There are limitations on socializing (e.g., no

bowling, shopping, movies).
c. The relationship is assumed to be in the control

of the CM (the CM initiates most contacts).
d. The CM has access to professional records con-

cerning the child.
e. The CM engages in limited, if any, reciprocity

of personal confidences.
z. The CM advocates for the mother.
g. The CM does not express anger toward the mother.
h. CM accompanies mothers as well as advocates and

intervenes for them in many institutions, hospitals,
court, welfare, etc.

i. CMs invite mothers to NSSI soci.1 gatherings.
j. CMs help the mother become aware of those agencies

and services with which she may not have availed
herself (Medicaid, housing, etc.).

k. CM attempts to limit her contact with the father
when alone with him.

1. The CM continuously monitors the child's health;
makes requests for feedback from medical appoint-
ments.

m. The CM investigates, becomes knowledgeable about
child's handicap.

n. The CM (and program) articulates developmental
goals for the child, :lot for parent.

o. The CM resists saying "No, I can't..." (and losing
client friendship) .

1 The title Core Mother will be abbreviated to CM where
it appears in these categories.
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p. The CM is reluctant to enunciate standards of
acceptable mothering and to confront client
re "unacceptable" behavior.

II. Behaviors which seemed more typical of all the Core Mothers
which professionals might not uniformly exhibit

a. CMs accept phone calls from clients at home
as well as calling clients "after hours."

b. CMs bring physical goods to mother both at the
mother's request and the Core Mother's initiative
(e.g., food, clothes).

c. CMs provide babysitting (respite) at the mother's
convenience.

d. CM's provide transportation.
e. CMs (often) plan special treats when the mother

is depressed or when the child has achieved a
particular milestone.

f. The CM expresses physical affection toward the
client child.

g. The CM positions herself physically nearest to
the client infant.

h. The CM talks to the parent through and for the
child ("Oh, Mommy, I'm having fun with this
game.")

i. The CM plans with the family for the program's
periodic evaluations of the child's develop-
mental progress, and often helps administer
the evaluations.

j. The CM is willing to have her own family members
and clients meet.

k. The CM informs and advises beyond the specific
focus of the program (tells client about "good
buys," refers to local repairmen, etc.).

1. The CM cares for other children in a client
family (will take them on errands with her, e.g.).

In addition to these behaviors, there are behaviors which are
exhibited now and then by all Core Mothers which program
administrators (and sometimes other Core Mothers) view as
either ill-advised or unacceptable. These characteristics
were generated by the administrators.

III. Atypical Behaviors

A. The CM may exhibit "unfriendly" feelings toward
clients (e.g., keep her coat on during visits,
never accept coffee, tea, or soda, slip
interventions through the door slot, not make
regular appointments, "preach" to or lecture
parent, complain './.1 the office excessively about
parent's standards.)
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b. The CM becomes lax about requirements for
documentation and general office (job) standards
(e.g., not complete home visit reports, forget
materials for home visit, postpone seeing un-
responsive clients, come in late, leave early,
not plan home visit, not develop interventions).

c. The CM has difficulty ending the home visit.
d. The CM overidentifies with the child, in some

cases rendering her unable to work with a mother
whom she judges unresponsive to the child.

e. The CM encourages dependence by: feeling respon-
sible for solutions to all problems, providing
too much concrete help (food, respite, parties),
providing only hands-on services to child,
listening to and sharing personal information,
trying to solve personal dilemmas).

f. The CM assumes client shares her knowledge and
goals, therefore doesn't explain interventions.

g. The CM hesitates to confront mother about lack
of compliance (if any) with the "contract" she
has made with NSSI.

h. The CM wants program administrators to approve
all decisions.

i. The CM and client are unable to coordinate with
other agency personnel.

j. The CM becomes immobilized (if client mother
responds unexpectedly, Core Mother is unable
to think of an alternative plan).

k. The CM does not ask for help when she feels
confused.

1. The CM withholds information from administrative
staff.

m. The CM feels she is "marking time" in home visits.
is not clear why she says many things (goals).

These behaviors indicate that the administrators have "profes-
sional" kinds of standards for the Core Mothers. Interestingly,
the operation of the program as it existed in 1978-79 acted
somewhat as a deterrent to the enactment of these standards
due to three factors: training, supervisionand the definition
of the administrative role.

Administration's ability to direct, modify, and/or inter-
vene in the Core Mother/Client relationship was dependent on a
frequr_mt but not regularly scheduled one-to-one meeting between
an administrator and a Core Mother. At this meeting, the
Core Mother verbally reported her version of the events in her
assigned families which was administration's only source of
k..4owledge about program for supervision or case management,
with the exception of periodic developmental evaluations,
Administrators never went to NSSI homes and never accompanied
Core Mothers on home visits. Since there was no "on site"
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supervision, there was neither a check on the accuracy of
what was reported nor what was being omittTd from Core Mother
reports. In addition, a Home Visit Report form to be filled
out by the Core Mother did not include any request for self-
reflection about performance. There was minimal training
for the Core Mothers in various forms of reporting: either
in making observations of adults, children, or interactions
and virtually no formal training in oral reporting. Their
only experience with this was a series of infant observations
followed by written comments and discussion.

As is obvious, these particular practices combined to
create a situation in which Core Mother decision making was
both independent of administration as well as frE.cluently
"undiscovered" by it.2 Accordingly, the Core Mother proceeded
on an intuitive basis. The pattern of contact with families
could be either very irregular or quite intense.

In the process of evaluation, the administrators became
involved in making written observations of Core Mothers, as
well as discussing Home Visits. This provided the evaluator,
but more importantly, the staff, with a fuller picture of the
Home Visit and Core Mother behavior during it.

In the course of these discussions between Core Mothers,
administrators and the evaluator, several issues surfaced,
which bore on the program and the enactment of the Core
Mothers' role.

1. The Core Mothers' conception of their job
priorities and responsibilities

2. Self-reported changes in job enactment (in-
cluding the range of demands Core Mothers will
make on clients and their expectations for
themselves and clients around the presentation
and learning of interventions)

3. The location of work and its repercussions

See Appendix

2 For a natural account of this, see PS account of the
C family in the Appendix
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1. The Core Mothers' Conception of their ,c.)b Priorities and
Responsibilities

NSSI's initial plan was that it would offer a program of
assistance to handicapped infants from 0-3 years of age. This
statement of purpose implies that intervention activities
(exercise, play, etc.) are the primary vehicle for "remediation"
and that the child is the direct target of the program. How-
ever, program formulation in this case blurred the fact that
access to the child is dependent upon the parent. Further,
there is an implication that is carried in the notion of
intervention, even in cases of clear-cut physical handicapping,
that their remediating power is in repetition and such regular
practice can only be provided by someone in the home. This
led the program head-on into an issue which all home visiting
programs face: "How is the caretaker to be involved, instructed
and/or to become the 'carrier' of the program?" Or if there
is to be no home carrier, can program benefits exist without
an informed "home" representative, i.e., the caretaker? Core
Mothers, in reviewing the past as well as the present, clearly
place first among job priorities establishing a relationship
with the child's caretaker. If the choice were forced, this
could supersede both attention to or establishing a relation-
ship with the child and certainly any attention to interventions.
Though frequently interventions serve as the vehicle for the
relationship or the rationale for what the program will bring
the parent, the Core Mothers judged that the nature of the
families' multi-problems and the pressing concerns of many
mothers were such that neither interventions nor the child
could tolerably be the focus of the visit. In some cases,
Core Mothers also found that, even in those cases where the
mother and/or the family were not overwhelmed, bringing an
intervention into the home, having an interaction around it
and immediately leaving, was an uncomfortable format. It
seemed awkward, particularly to a newly "trained" paraprofessional,
to walk into a home, request that a mother and child perform a
specific activity, perhaps model it, answer questions and
walk out again after twenty minutes. It smacked too much of
a professionalism that Core Mothers, as parents, were suspicious
of. They were left with a feeling that there was something
partial and uncivilized about such behavior. Core Mothers
stayed longer than that twenty minutes and what was at first
conceived of as "extra" or social time became part of the job
and began to take a certain shape. A typical length of time
to spend in a home quickly became about an hour.

The character of the relationship that has generally
been established between Core Mothers, and their "clients"
seems to be determined by the interaction of three particular
features of NSSI:
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1) The "case load" for each Core Mother is small, no
more than ten cases. A Core Mother is assigned
new cases based on the difficulties her current
families present and individual cases are not
viewed as interchangeable and/or equal.

2) There are many ways in which Core Mothers are
independent and define their own role.

3) There are similarities between Core mothers and
clients: each have handicapped children, are
mothers, residents of the same community and from
low income circumstances.

By preference, the independence of Core Mothers seems to lead
them closer to the category of "friendship" with a client than
the sort of relationship that might characterize that which a
professional worker would have with a client. (The way in which
Core Mothers express friendship and availability varies, prob-
ably more reliably with the experience of the Core Mother than
with her individual personality.) There are relationships
issues which show a difference between first year Core Mothers
and those who are more experienced. First year Core Mothers
seem to have a more difficult time identifying these, and
therefore it is a second year Core Mother who speaks about
them in the greatest detail.

"I don't want to fall into that role of just being a
girlfriend...if we talk primarily about (the child) our roles
are pretty clear." And again: "The client has asked me to
go to a movie. It's difficult to say no thanks, and not
damage the relationship."

The second year Core Mothers see that there should be
some limitations to their role, usually in favor of promoting a
client's independence rather than dependence. They are also
more clear about focusing on the child and his/her development
as the ultimate purpose of the program and it is more difficult
to divert them from that goal. They talk about "coming back"
to the subject in contacts with mothers. Sometimes they refer
to these contacts as "interviews" or by a name that makes their
role more distinct, as well as more distant.

It is a common occurrence for Core Mothers to give clients
their home phone numbers. Some place explicit limits on the
nature or time of calls but seem to do so on a case by case
basis both within and across families. Some Core Mothers
will also call clients. An extreme example at one end of the
continuum is the Core Mother who called a client on the weekend
to tell her that the kind of soup pot she had been looking for
was going on sale at a local discount store. At the other end
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of the continuum might be the more usual and predictable call
from a Core Mother to a client concerning the outcome of a
medical visit.

The relatively small case load allows Core Mothers a
great deal of flexibility to schedule clients both for their
own convenience and the clients'. It also allows them to
focus a great deal of attention on a single client during, for
example, a series of particularly stressful events. This
flexibility and the encouragement it offers the Core Mother
and caretaker in mutually defining need and timing has a cer-
tain number of pitfalls for both, though perhaps because we
talked with and observed Core Mothers more, we found it to
be more of a disadvantage in their case. Coupled with the
lack of prescription for the enactment of the role, the
Core Mother makes many of her judnments about her work as
she does in other aspects of her life. Since she has no
definite set of work expectations to match against her "per-
formance," social relations become a more dominant model
against which to hold and judge the effect of her contact
with clients. In one case, in exploring a first year Core
Mother's feelings that she couldn't help a client and "...was
never going to be a good one for her," it seemed to be
partially explained in the Core Mother's mind by age differences
(the Core Mother is approximately 30 and the client mother, 40),
but also seemed influenced by the mother's being American born
while the Core Mother is foreign born. In defining differences
between clients and themselves, it is also interesting what
ranges of difference Core Mothers will tolerate. One Core
Mother says, making a negative jidgment, "She (the client)
has a different life style. She's not together. I can't
explain it." Other Core Mothers report they can't really
like a mother who doesn't care,for her children. "...they
(a family) might talk about one child--you know, 'This child
is so gunny' -- whatever they say about the child is a downer,
or 'He's so clumsy' or it's never something nice."

The judgments and attitudes Core Mothers have about inter-
actions between parents and children can be quite distinct. One
first year Core Mother says, "My heart aches for the mother.
I don't even focus on the kid, I just go for the poor mother-
that she could have these (negative) feelings." Whereas
another Core Mother's attitude is to compare herself with
her client and find herself wanting. "She (the mother) knows
a lot about things...and I said, 'Gee, she knows a lot about...
and I felt, 'I don't know nothing."'

The issue which keeps surfacing in regard to the Core
Mother role is what the limit of these responsibilities are
and were there requests, either implicit or explicit, that
clients might make which would (or should) be refused. Help
in the case of illness and its attendant complications is
rarely refused by Core Mothers. "If (the mother) had called

J8
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and said she was sick or the baby was sick and had to go to
the hospital, I would have gone over there and taken her.
I would've changed my other appointment."

Again, there is a variety of attitudes found in the
Core Mothers--one first year Core Mother with a large family
said, "I would be more apt to find an alternative with a
client than 'have Iris do it.' And I think in a job situation
that it isn't good--if you have eight clients, to have all
these clients calling you with these different things. I
peronally would not encourage that. Don't get me wrong. I
don'`, mind. I've had people.call and ask me advice. I would
be going to sleep. I would be more apt to say to them, I
would ask, 'When this happened before, who would you call?'
It would be more apt to get thim thinking what they could do.
I think it would exhaust me. I couldn't handle it...I would
find alternative ways to help, but at first, always running...
I couldn't...and function all day...1 couldn't do it. That
would drag me down."

The sensible practicality of this Core Mother who sees
herself as a temporary support, helping families to identify
more enduring past, present, and future supports in their
own environment, especially in relation to a crisis, has a
kind of hearty appeal. On the other hand stands the kind of
exhaustive detailed care of Ruth, whose involvement extends
at times to having clients and their family members sleep
and eat at her house. (See appendix for a report of this
Core Mother concerning her interaction with one family.)
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2. Self-reported Changes

Both the three first year Core Mothers and the two second
year Core Mothers reported changes they had experienced in
their own feelings, perspectives and abilities. All report
an initial feeling of wanting to like and be nice to their
clients, which was translated as not making demands on the
mother, and, at most, only requesting her permission for
their actions in connection with their job. Another feature
of initial CM behavior is revealed in this quote:

"Before, I would be nervous calling. At the phone call
I would say, 'Could I make a home visit today at one?' And
now, an alternative--'I will make a home visit tomorrow at
2 or would the morning be better?'" The appointment to visit
was arranged for on the day of the visit--later, it was
made a day or a week before the visit and the CM invited
the mother to set a time if she wished, though within rather
narrow boundaries. CMs seem to develop the ability to plan
only as their anxieties decrease. Acquiring a more elaborate
sense of their role contributes to this. Both second year
Core Mothers report an increase in their directness with
mothers as they become more experienced. One stated it
became easier to say "We need the infant seat for someone
else" or, in reference to the target child, " I want him
off the bottle by Easter."

With these changes there is growth in conviction about
the purposes of the program. Whereas all Core Mothers realize
that interventions are of positive benefit to the child, and
that it is important to know whether or not they have been
used by the client mother during the period between NSSI
contacts, initial CM behaviors all reduce themselves to a
failure to follow up on these "assignments." At the most,
they mal. ask, "How did the exercises go?" which is predic-
tably answered, "Oh, fine" by the client. A second yeal_
CM reports her change of strategy in regard to this problem
by asking a question such as, "Where do you usually work
with him on the mat?" Asked this way the mother has a more
difficult time hiding the fact that an intervention has not
been practiced. If this particular CM sensed, on the other
hand, that the mother was not interested and/or had not
performed the intervention, she would ask, "Do you want me
to take it back? Do you want to try something else?" That
is, she began to see it might be legitimate for a mother
not to use an interiention and that it might reflect something
about the inadequLcy of the task or a failure in the process
of matching task to mother's perception of her child's needs.
As a strategy, this has the benefit of involving the mother
more in helping her child and introduces the possibility of
her determining the vehicle and/or even the substance of
interventions. While the design and purpose of interventions
in NSSI's program has been approached in a variety of ways,



and is still in an inconclusive state, the presentation
of interventions is one of the areas of greatest duplication
of behaviors among Core Mothers and, as such, is one of the
clearer aspects of their role. All "model" or perform the
intervention task with the target child and then frequently
follow this with a request for the mother to do the task.
many use the technique of talking to the mother through
the child. The most experienced CMs tend to present the
interventions as games which they play, then talk about,
including a rationale for the task.

p
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3. The location of work

As has been made clear in various parts of this report,
it is rare for any Core Mother-client contact to occur in the
program's office. Most contacts occur either in the client's
home or in conjunction with medical visits, i.e., offering
transportation and/or actually accompanying mother and child
.aside a clinic, etc. This changes the rules that govern

worker-client relations in the expected ways. As one CM
says, "I feel being on their turf is a whole different
thing and that...I don't feel I should run into the bedroom
if the kid is in their bedroom. I would hal,e to ask the
parent to go to get him. It's not as easy as being in your
(own) home, being in an office or something--you have to
respect, you know..." On the other hand, for a family
having visits made to their home, while it may offer them
convenience, is also more exposing. The gains for the program
are greater as they have more access to information on
family dynamics and the general envircnment for the child but
at the same time work is subjected to more limitations in
that all the distractions of family life can easily invade and
intrude on the program's agenda. The quality of interchange
is pushed more in the direction of equality as the Core
Mother hasn't the formal protective atmosphere of an office.
Contacts between NSSI Core Mothers and their clients occur
in the following places -nd ways in descending order of
frequency: in homes, at medical facilities, on the tele-
phone, and in public places: parks, restaurants, stores, etc.
With much less frequency CMs may engage in either agency-
sponsored or client-arranged (and usually social) activities.

The importance of distinguishing the locations of contact
was helped by the process of evaluation and again is reflected
in the revision of report forms.' In general, the new home
visit form presently focuses less on interventions and more
on the feelings of the? Core Mother and her assessment of the
interaction between the mother and child and of the presenting
family problems without z:-.king that information be limited to
specific categories.

On the other hand, the medical contact form makes clear
that the requirement for a Core Mother accompanying a mother
to a medical appointment is careful observation of the re-
lationship between her and the health provider in specific
areas. It asks that rigorous attention 'be paid to medical
information, distinguishing what information has been given
to the mother and/or family and what they still need to know,
either because it has been withheld, offered but poorly under-
stood, or neither asked for nor offered. In short, location
determines the focus of work and may also affect its style
to a great extent.

'See Appendix pg ()
L."'OQ
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C. The Repercussions of Evaluation for the Administratrs

The source of this information is notes taken on ongoinq
discussions as well as several discussions limited specifically
to self-reported effects of evaluation on Administrators between
the Administrators and the evaluator. For those who are familiar
with the course of the development of new programs, much of the
following material will be familiar and redundant.

When the Administrators were asked to summarize what they
had learned in the process of evaluation, they listed what could
be called the following "understandings."

1. NSSI is a program for caretakers, or mothers,
in relation to their children, who comprise
the target population, handicapped infants,
0-3 years.

2. Program change is a natural feature of developing
programs and is legitimate.

3. Core Mothers are born, not made.

4. Inservice, in general, is a way of intensifying
strengths, not eradicating weaknesses.

5. There are overlapping needs and/eL: experiences
of Core Mothers which can be addressed by training.

6. It is important for supervisors and administrators
;_n a new program to have substantial direct first-
hand experience with the population served.

Though the first understanding, that the program must work
through caretakers to reach children, may seem a rather obvious
one, conceptualizing the program in this way reallocates staff
time and has the effect of framing and focusing issues differently.
The importance of this issue gradually grew in the course of
our discussions. When the entire staff began to make observations
of home visits, both Core Mothers and Administrators in the
observer role tended to report many more behaviors of the
client mother even though their "assignme"t" was to ols?rve
the Core Mother. The natural consensus seemed to be thc: the
mothers' behavior was extremely important and the "job"
involved attending to and working with that. Core Mothers in
their reports of home visits and/or a series of family contacts
always talked a great deal about the concerns of the mother and
their relationship with her. As this was a common and consistent
phenomena across Core Mothers, it became clearer to administration
that keeping track of the mothers' behavior and designing ways
to attend to the problem of fully "reaching" her were central.
Several specific program changes were discussed in relation to
this. In revising the home visit form, the problem of how to
present interventions was raised--how could a mother's interest
be sparked and how could her participation be insured? What
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language and format should interventions employ? Did a mother
prefer to be active with her baby and so on. Accordingly, if
the relationship with the mother was crucial to program
delivery, attitudes Core Mothers held toward adult women were
at least equally important to those, they held toward children
and needed to be attending in herring, training and/or
supervision.

The second "understanding,' that change is legitimates
is perhaps a corollary of all the others. It was'not formerly
a conscious part of program functioning to think about what
aspects of NSSI's original proposal were undergoing modifications;
why, whether they should be abandoned or integrated and for what
reasons. Evaluation encouraged th:i.s process, but there was
reluctance on the part of administration. The changes which
were made in the course of program development--in particular,
focus on the mother and family--were the predictable result of
incoming data.

However, it is our feeling that administration's reluc-
tance to register this in the form of explicit program changes
can be attributed far more readily to fear of the consequences
of any departure from a proposal where federal money has
been re:::eived for particular purposes than to merely a general
resistance to change. We merely raise the question here as to
whetl,er it would be useful for these agencies funding new
service programs to emphasize their interest in a process
which, in,an ongoing way, seeks to integrate incoming information
for modifying that service, as well as validating the service
as planned.

Report forms are a good example of the formative input
of evaluation into program changes. In Appendix D are three
report forms. The first, entitled Home Visit Report Form,
from the spring of 1978, the second year of program operation,
was a revision, but largely a duplication, of several before it.
It was developed by Administration and it ha.2 three salient
features.

1. It determines what categories of information
are important by asking few open-ended questions.

2. It devotes over half the 2 )rd keeping to
interventi.wis.

3. It requires Core Mothers tk, do almost no writing.

There are several assumptions operating here. The first and
most important is that the program is fully dc-amented and/or
understood and that therefore categories and variables of
relevant information can be chosen for systematic record keeping.
Second, the proportion of the recor-d devoted to interventions
and the title of the Form indicates that interventions in the
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home are the major aspects of the program and its contact with
clients. Third, it carries the implication that Core Mothers
cannot do too much formulating and/or writing. Fourth, that
the information supplied by them will be accurate in spite of
all the above.

The second report form,Idated Spring 1979, entitled
Weekly Contact Report, was devised by Administration, Core
Mothers, and the evaluator. It reflects a number of program
changes as well as process emphases.

1. It emphasizes contacts rather than home visits.
Previously not all contacts were recorded, nor
were they viewed as part of the service Core
Mothers were offering to families. This not only
results in a better record of the circumstances
and frequency of program delivery but is a statement
to Core Mothers that everything they do with a
family is potentially important.

2. Most questions are open-ended. The purpose of
these is to allow the Core Mother to express in
her own terms her view of the content of the
contract. Again, for purposes of documentation,
this provides more information about the substance
of what is being delivered and for purposes of
supervision is more diagnostic of the Core Mothers
level of functioning.

3. The form emphasizes the mother as well as the child.
This aspect merely reflects the changed concept of
the program: that it was expending as many or
more resources on caretakers as it was on 2hildren.

4. It asks the Core Mother to reflect specifically on
her views of what was most import,nt abcut her
work and her own learning. We hoped the effect of
this was not only to provide information about
program salience and Core Mother progress but to
emphasize that the program valued these and Core
Mother judgme'lts about them.

The December 1979 form,? which is in use at this time, is the
result of a staff meeting in which Core Mothers wished to make
a new form themselves and suggested all of the revisions. The
husband of one of them was enlisted to print it because of the
clarity of his hand';:itinj. There are two important as well
as interesting changes in the form. It is perhaps most
significant that Core Mothers themselves devised the form. In
the evaluator's view, this version is tie best one because the
record form has 'che full participation and investment of the
persons that will be usinc it. Liowever, there is a second
reason it a useful document. It is because persons who
are responsible for the work that is being recorded have the

See Appendix 0 , pg. ti
2_

(1r7
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greatest insight into what constitutes the salient aspects of
the work.

This last form prescats, or it could be said, insists on
two things. The first is that Core Mothers must have a plan
when they contact a client; the second is that the program
should not only be interested in what it offers to a mother
and/or child but should also be carefully noting growth and
change in the mother/child relationship.

The third "understanding" for Administrators, that "Core
Mothers are born, not made," is a rather startlingly old-
fashioned statement, and should be qualified a bit further
with "in the light of the amount of supervisory control which
this program believes it can and should exert." If we may be
further indulged to rely on platitutdes, there also seems to
be, on the part of administration, a feeling that if you take
the girl out of the country you will take the country out of the
girl. Administration assumed that the special worthiness of
the program rests on the class match between Core Mothers and
their clients and that too much emphasis on technique, inter-
personal dynamics, personal development Id other such training
foci would create a fatal amount of distance between Core
Mothers and their clients and ruin their "touch."

Another piece of information that seemed to bring the
administrators to the "born not made" conclusion was the
qualities which Core Mothers demonstrated, some of which
could not be taught, trained, or exacted by any set of rules
or principles. 'The two most experienced Core Mothers were
very exceptional people--one, Joan, unusually mothering and
nurturant, whose husband, she reports, says about her, "you
have an overactive maternity gland," and tho second, Ruth, is
very giving. No expenditure of energy too much in the
service of a relationship (i.e., she has; a woman friend she
drives 11/2 hours one way to have a cup of coffee with for an
hour). We talked with these two women about their patterns
of behavior in friendship and in their families in order to
try to y _Jerstand i: their relationship with clients bore any
similarity or difference and in these two cases there was a
great deal of similarity. We feel such a discussion around
an application interview r-puld be a helpful diagnostic tool
in determining who might be a successful worker with families
under stress.

The assumption that paraprofessionals can "naturally"
perform some jobs without training is an interesting one which
would bear worthwhile study. However, the belief tilat there is
an inherent alignment between program goals and particular women
who can be hired to be Core Nothers effectively means that the
time, energy and dollars which might be allocated to training
in other programs would be allocated to hiring strategies in
a program such as this one.
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The insight that "Inservice is a way of intensifying
strengths rather than eradicating v.,=knesses" was the result
o' several pieces of information coming together. In reviewing
tLe past, it was the impression of Administrators that training
and supervision had not altered some important qualities of Core
Mothers. When they considered the two cases of tne only Core
Mothers who had resigned from the program; some significant
differences between those and the Core Mothers currently
employed were clear. Those currently at NSSI were each married
and had had extensive work or community volunteer experience.
Of the two who had left, both had described difficult relation-
ships with their own mothers and unsatisfactory encounters with
institutional representatives about their own children. One
asserted thEt she had never been helped by any agency. Both
Core Mothers who left were divorced.

We are fully aware of the potential danger of these
observations biasing other programs in favor of hiring para-
professionals who have intact marriages as workers in high
stress situations. We wonder if our few cases may not rather
suggest that front line workers in programs dealing with
stress need a great deal of reliable support both in the job
situation as well as outside of it. While it is clear that
there is not necessarily a one-to-one correlation between
being married and receiving emotional support, we suspect
the quality and quantity of a worker's outside support may
be the important addition to insure effective job functioning.

Core Mothers talk a good deal about the effect on them of
the amount of stress in some of their client families. For
example, the necessity of keeping their caseload balanced
between difficult and easier families. Usually this means
allotting these descriptive categories 50-50 but occasionally
an experienced worker had a higher percentage of "difficult"
cases. They report that scheduling the "nice ones" at the
end of the day allows them to go home feeling "up," apparently
a common practice among Core Mothers.

A second issue inservice had always attempted to adaress
was the multiple complications presented by the issue of
handicapping. The original hiring guidelines suggested that
another characteristic Core Mothers should possess was to have
a handicapped child of their own. The implicit assumption was
that therefore issues about handicapping would have been iden-
tified, handled, and integrated by these women. Again, the
home observations during evaluation uncovered some areas pre-
viously unmonitored and relatively untouched by training.
They were:

How does the Core Mother assess the clarity with
which the family understands the child's problem
and how does she deal with this as a result?
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What is the Core Mother's definition of success
and failure in learning?

How aware are Core Mothers and program staff of
their own feelings about handicaps?

Taking the last first, a wide range of tolerance toward and
understanding of any human phenomenon involving damage or
deficit is displayed among this staff as it would be in any
other, in spite of their own experience with handicaps. The
basic question handicapping presents is "how much should the
client know?" For instance, when reports of home assessments
were given to parents, developmental ages were rarely reported
if they were far below the actual age of the child. The ethics
of this decision had not been discussed among staff nor had
any decision ever been made about how to handle this issue.

The fifth insight is that "there are overlapping needs
and/or experiences of Core Mothers which can be addressed by
training." In the case of any new program, it takes time to
discover what its real purposes can be and what its real limi-
tations are, as compared to those that were planned and predicted
for it before its population collided with its proposed services.
NSSI, after three and a half years, is not in a position to better
understand the assets and deficits of its workers, the scope
of the program and the needs of its clients. As is all too
clear by this page of the report, the families' needs were not
limited to their handicapped infants but spread into many areas.
Both the Core Mothers and the Administrators responded to this
on an intuitive basis by focusing on other problems as well as
the. child's handicap. NSSI, in considering the lessons their
program offers to new ones, suggests that a program with child
progress as its focus requires a broader response to the
family and environment in order to achieve progress with
the target child. The training issues raised by current
program functioning can be divided into those that address
the specific interaction with the target child and issues that
go beyond this. Specifically with regard to interventions,
they cover:

1. The Design of Interventions
What are the range of goals that are appropriate for
interventions? (Remediating practice for physically
handicapped child to encouraging interaction between
mother and child.)

What are the materials that can be used?

What possible uses of these materials can there be
outside of the intervention?

Who is the subject of the interventions and why?
2. How to Present Interventions

What strategies can be used? (Modelling, telling,
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reading, demonstrating without the child.) What
are their advantages and disadvantages in general?
with specific families?

Who should be involved and why? The caretaker
(mother, father, day care mother), other family
members?

Common Handicaps

What are the most common handicaps and what are
their attendant physical and psychological
complications?

How to Talk to Doctors

Obtaining information; how to ask, who to ask.
How to identify what information you are not
receiving (consultation, medical resources).

As for the sixth and last outcome of the evaluation for Admin-
istrators, it was the bias of the evaluator that Administration
should participate in service and her express intention to
,support and encourage them to do so. One clear reason for this
is the credibility it lends supervisory staff to have done or
be doing similar work to those who are engaged in front line
service. In a new program it is doubtful that administrators
will have had past experience with all program elements. NSSI
was working with a largely uninvestigated population and set
of experiences--the at-home life of handicapped very young
children and their families. As it turned out, many families
were also poor and/or disorganized. In addition, as we have
said, many times previously in this report, the nature of the
service to be delivered and to what extent it could be confined
to a few areas, either in'±erms of the families' needs or the
workers' abilities, was unknown. The real life pressures and
dialy existence of these families needed both extensive explor-
ation and reflection for intelligent. decisions to be made about
the nature of the services which would be suitable, the form
of their delivery, and the characteristics of personnel who
might be most successful. It was the evaluators'. feeling
that gleaning this only from the reports of front line workers
was perhaps limiting to its true topography and time consuming
as well. It was the program change which has the lengthiest
incubation period, but from the evaluator's view was the most
important and gratifying to have achieved.
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SUMMARY'

A close reader of this report will have noticed that several
pieces which we had anticipated completing and which relate to rep-
lication of this project are not included. We have not developed nor
can we deliver at this point a satisfactory curriculum for training
Core Nbthers. We have concluded instead that attention to hiring
and supervising workers is more practical than the development of
a standard preservice or inaervice curriculum. We are increasingly
confident at identifying those experienced mothers who have learned
to tolerate ambiguity and uncertainty, who are empathetic but who
suggest they can maintain same distance from clients. We seek can-
didates whose enthusiasm allows them to accept dependent relationshipsbut who value and support families' independence. We hire women who
can describe responding differently to their own children's individual
needs and who understand that parents as well as children may be at
different points on a developmental continuum.

The basic skills that we nurture in Core Nbthers help them gather
and report information relevant to their work with individual-families.By careful observation and questionning workers assess what a client
needs, learn what a health provider thinks about a child and see haw
a child responds to new exercises. Formulating effective questions
requires confidence, persistence, and willingness to risk exposing
what is unfamiliar. Since questions to clients may be threatening,
workers nest time_ their inquiries carefully. Through written and
oral reports Core Mothers inform NSSI administrative staff about
changes in the lives of their clients so that they can discuss their
program together.

Core Mothers were hired to support client families as peers
but initially some families seemed surprisingly unfamiliar to them.
With experience, NSSI workers have learned to distinguish crises a u
unusual behavior that is characteristic of an individual's lifestyle.
Since tills is uncharted territory with few sure guideposts, Core
Mothers need access to all NSSI staff when one of "their-families"
is under particular stress although one administrative staff person
is identified as the Case Manager and is responsible for supervising
the Core Mother's work with the family. We had not anticipated how
often legnthy discussion would precede NSSI intervention and unfor-
tunately we are not able to document how much staff have learned
through such discussion about infants, family and intervention but
we are persuaded that federal funds have supported as much change
in staff knowledge as in child progress. More often learning occurrdd
in the context of work with particular families than in planned in-
service training.

Although differences exist between Core Mothers and clients, most
families are particularly receptive to non-professional home visitors
and Core Mbthers seem both more willing and more able to become
profitably involved with a variety of problems in a family than home
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visitors who are professionally credentialled. Our impression is that
training and credentialling lead to a more circumscribed role although
we are aware that anyone working in clients' homes may function more
flexibly and informally than they would in a clinical setting. Until
other investigators are able to observe and compare professional and
non-professional staff as have visitors our impressions remain informed
hunches. It would also be useful to learn about families who wanted
professionals as have visitors as to whether their inclination .re-
flected the educational background of the adults or the provisional
diagnoses given to the child.

We have described how NESI's responsiveness to community institutions
effected the character of our caseload. With a different staffing pattern
including more workers with professional training as special educators
or therapists we might not have been so open to families whose young
children were at high risk for delayed development because of their
environment. Although working only with families who are chronically
overwhelmed would be unsatisfactory for a Core Mother, it has been
worthwhile for NSSI to include some families in which children are
understimulated and some who have been identified as at risk of abuse
or neglect. Since the goals of early intervention should be preventive
as well as remedial, we assume that BEH will continue to support models
that demonstrate delivery of services to infants and toddlers who are
at risk of handicapping conditions as well as those who are certifiably
handicapped. Our experience suggests that while clinicians are same -
tines reluctant to identify disability and predict delay, the risks of
withholding intervention are substantial and the potential impact of
increasing positive interaction between mother and child is great.

Although we support early intervention programs enrolling infants
who are not yet at established risk we are aware that limited resources
support services for children under three and we know also that an
individualized focus limits workers to a small caseload. Consequently
we have had to set priorities and, occasionally defer referrals to
a waiting list. Balancing the concern of the referring source, the
apparent needs of the child, and the expressed interest of the parent,
we assess haw appropriate the family is for NSSI. The parent's
motivation to accept intervention influences our decision since our
experience with families whose referral to NSSI is court mandated or
based entirely on another provider's assessment has not been encouraging.
We hope that by keeping the criteria that mandate involvement general
we lessen the likelihood that a potential client will feel stigmatized
Ley a referral to our program.

Data from our evaluation suggests that the relationship Core Mothers
establish with their clients has more characteristics of a friendship
than of a client-worker alliance. The Core Mother is seen as reliable,
responsive, supportive and sensitive even though the relationship is not
reciprocal and most often is not maintained after NSSI terminates.
Because the role is new and flexible and perhaps also because. he
whole program is small, Core Mothers are experienced first as individual
women whose assistance is'practical and whose concern is genuine.

1 j_
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Clearly the outcomes of this kind of support are hard to
measure. In the evaluation section the impediments to summative
assessment are detailed so here we want to summarize the gains from
the evaluation weidid undertake and suggest that for a program like
NSSI child progress data may not be the relevant index of program
effectiveness. Not only are the instruments problematic but de-
velopmental change is particularly rapid and vulnerable to so many
other influences that assuming progress to be a consequence of program
participation is simply presumptuous. The educative perspective of
our evaluator meant that she encouraged staff to accept NSSI's
flexability as an appropriate functlen of its youth and its services
and, furthermore, as an asset in the work of reviewing what existed
in order to define. the limits of the program's responsiveness. The
process by which staff articulated their assumptions about all
elements of NSSI's operation in the context of discussions about
individual home visits had significant implications. Certainly we
expected that individual interpretations of the role of the Core
Mother would be exposed but in addition administrative staff ex-
posed their lack of familiarity with many details of home visiting.
Our impression is that in spite of same concern about lack of time
and focus, all participants felt they learned information that
was only accessible through discussion. Although new home visit
forms,Which were an unintended outcome of the evaluation, improved
reporting about individual famillies, staff discussion continues
to be the legitimate way to consider general questions that affect
program development. Administrative staff and Core Mothers work
more openly together as a result of these discussions, the devel-
opement of the Case Manager role and because administrative staff
have each assumed direct service responsibility for a few families.

Staff attitudes toward evaluation have changed and if our
federal funding had continued we would have gathered more data
about program impact. Specifically, we would have interviewed
selected client parents and we would have tried to differentiate
NSSI's impact on parents and children frail those of the other
early intervention programs in our area. We might have pursued
an intriguing reccmmendation to examine changes in staff attitudes
toward their own children. Scrutinizing what NSSI provides to
families with handicapped children under three has raised many
questions about education, relationships and intervention and it
has generated commitment to change as a consequence of innovation
and to support for the continuation of NSSI's services.
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VIII Appendix
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EMILY D: A CASE STUDY OF NSSI INTERVENTION

1. Initial Referral

In December of 1977, Mrs. D. called the NSSI office to refer her daughter
Emily. Mrs. D. stated that Emily had her first birthday in November, that she was
quite small and slow for her age. She had been born prematurely due to placenta
previa.

2.. Family History and Initial Developmental Evaluation

Marti, an occupational therapist, and Sheila, an early-childhood specialist,
planned to begin a developmental evaluation on this initial visit. Mrs. D. was
waiting for them in her two- family house in a well-kept neighborhood. She looked
older than her 43 years, and she had a prominent scar accross her face. Emily was
lying on her back in a playpen, surrounded by toys, but did not alert or respond
to the strangers entering the room. She rolled her head rhythmically, and did not
look at the objects or people near her.

Mrs. D. answered questions about Emily and the family only briefly and asked
few questions herself. She and her husband, George, 46, had grown up in Somerville.
They each came from large families. Mr. D. has worked as a trucker for 17 years.
Their eight other children, ranging in age from 20 to 2, live at home. Mrs. D's
parents live in the first floor apartment and are in their 60's.

Mrs. D. described her pregnancy with Emily as initally not different from
her others. She gained only eight pounds and had a fall in the fifth month re-
quiring an x-ray of her knee. At seven months however, she began to have some
bleeding and an ,ultrasound revealed placenta previa. Emily was delivered by
Caesarian section, six weeks prematurely, weighing 2 lb. 2 oz. She was transferred
to Children's Hospital because of breathing difficulty. She required a transfusion
because of jaundice and remained in the hospital for one month when her weight
reached 4 lbs. 8 oz. Mrs. D. thought Emily was an "easy" baby because she preferred
to be in her crib, away from the commotion of their large family. Dr. Z. the
family's pediatrician, had warned her that premature babies are often slower,
so she had not become concerned about Emily's development until she refused all
out one bottle and had to be forced to accept strained baby food. She accepted
only bland ceral and potatoes. Mealtime had become a battleground.

Her discussions with Dr. Z. led to a referral to Dr. J., a neurologust at
Kennedy Memorial Hospital. After a brief examination, Dr. J. told Mr. and Mrs. D.
that at 12 months Emily was behaving like a 2 month old. Perhaps she had some
hearing loss. He was not inclined to do a full workup immediately, but preferred
to see Emily in six months, as she "might catch up." He recommended finding an
infant stimulation program for Emily; Mrs. D., through the social services depart-
ment referral, sought out NSSI.

Marti evaluated Emily using the Bayley Scales of Infant Development and the
Sewell Early Education Development Evaluation (SEED). Emily was quite small for
her age, 13 lbs. Her eyes were large and deeply set, with a prominent forehead
and low-set, elf-like ears. She protested being picked up and threw herself
backward when placed in sitting. On her stomach she lifted her head for a moment,
then rolled on to her back. When left alone, she watched the writhing movements
of her hands or kicked her feet. Emily withdrew her hands when presented with
toys but would contact an even search them out with her feet. Emily laughed uld
patted Marti's throat, when Marti made a vibration sound. Emily appeared to be
delayed in all areas of development and most of her behavior was directed toward
shutting out stimuli. Emily's willinahess to contact toys only with her feet,
difficulties her mother described with feeding, dressing and bathing, and her
acceptance of vibration suggested that she was especially sensitive to tactile
stimuli.
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Mai'i remarked that Emily seemed especially sensitive to touch and Mrs. D.
agreed, adding that had she only recently been able to cuddle or rock Emily when
whe was distressed. As Emily fell asleep in her lap, Mrs. D. agreed to participate
in the program and learned that a visit by the Core Mother, Coreen, the nurse
practitioner, Donna, and the physical therapist, Jodie, would complete the initial
evaluation.

During this evaluation process, it became clear to NSSI staff that beginning
a stimulation program without adequate medical/niurological investigation had
serious drawbacks. First, we wanted to be sure that Emily did not have a treatable
disorder, e.g. a metabolic problem. Second, we wanted to be aware of any contra-
indications to stimulation, e.g. cardiac status; and third, without clear, non-
ambiguous information to the family, we doubted the effectiveness of the inter-
vention program. Despite our concern, NSSI was unsuccessful in convincing Dr. Z.
to order a full workup. Mrs. D. deferred this decision to him and would not make
an independent referral. Dr. Z. felt that it was "a waste of money" to find out
that Emily had "a syndrome," and told us that if the D's heard a diagnosis of
retardation, they would neglect her. He agreed that Emily was seriously delayed,
but believed that at least in part, the delay was due to lack of stimulation. He
based his opinion on the fact that Emily came in for check-ups with her aunt or
father, rather than her mother.

3. The First Individual Program Plan, January, 1978

As a result of our inability to secure the cooperation of Emily's pediatrician,
the first Individual Program Plan /,IPP) reflected a more tenative, "information
gathering" type of approach. We agreed that Emily was a complicated child, requiring
long-term observation and that our relationship to Mrs. D. would be complicated
as well. Emily appeared to Pe significantly delayed, at the 3 1/2 4 1/2 month
level, and she generally withdrew from most changes in her environment, into crying,
sleep, or self-stimulation. There was a great deal of concern about Emily's
weight, 13 lbs. at 14 months, and her ongoing feeding problems. Emily would only
take one bottle in the morning, and resisted most spoon feeding during the day.
Mrs. D. was shy and reticent about discussing how Emily's problem affected her
family or herself. Although she agreed verbally to try out suggestions, she never
became animated or aske' questions. This situation was aggravated by the fact
that one of Mrs. D.'s e, s turned in, giving the impression that she was not
making eye contact. It was predicted that forming a relationship might be difficult
especially under the circumstances of an unclear diagnosis. We planned to introduce
other possible sources of support, i.e., Headstart, Supplemental Security Income
(SSI), and respite provided by the Core Mother because referring families "to"
community services tends to increase the chance of engaging them in the relationship
with NSSI. Second, we requested all pertinent medical records and in turn sent
our evaluations and recommendations to Dr. 2., in hopes of gaining some cooperation
from him. Third, we planned a short-term periodof observation of Emily's response
to different types of stimulation. This required Marti to work closely with Coreen,
andthe Core Mother, both in planning interventions and observing their effects on
Emily's ability to organize herself and explore the environment.

Coreen began regular, weekly home visiting in January, 1978, bringing several
interventions to each visit. They emphasized sensory stimulation, especially deep-
pressure to Emily's hands, movement stimulation and vibration. Activities were
also designed to increase head control and reaching for objects. Mrs. D. reported
that although she often didn't have time, her other children carried out the inter-
ventions. Coreen felt frustrated, first by feeling that Emily's
mother was not as involved with Emily as she should be, and secondly by her feelings
of "failure" to reach Emily who fussed, cried, or slept through most of her visits.
In supervision we discussed how Coreen's reaction to Emily's negative feedback
may in fact mirror Mrs. D's experiences. With some understanding of how difficult
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it must be to "mother" and play with ah infant who is "rejecting," Coreen wasable to be more sympathetic. After several months, Mrs. D. began taking pictures
of Emily doing the interventions successfully, ano she reported that it usually
took Emily several days to try anything new. She seemed to be trying to protect
the Core Mother from feelings of Frustration with Emily's apparent lack of respon-
siveness. Coreen also encouraged Mrs. D. to accompany Emily to her next checkup
with Dr. Z. In March, she did so and reported that Dr. 7. was pleased with Emily's
progress devel4mentally, but concerned about her weight. The doctor recommended
a regimen of chocolate bars. As Emily would not eat solid foods, finger feed, or
eat anything new at that time, it was an impossible plan to carry out.

4. The Second Evaluation and the Second IPP, April, 1978

The NSSI re-evaluation in mid-April showed that Emily had made some progress.
She was now sitting, reaching and transferring objects. She laughed when swung
or tickled and responled to her name. Emily continued to retreat into self-stimulation
cry, or fall asleep when given new activities or toys.

The second IPP included specific developmental goals in all areas, because
we felt more comfortable about our understanding of Emily's patterns of development,
and because the home visits needed the structure that these kinds of objectives
provide. The second area of focus was on the family's awareness of Emily's special
needs. Although there had been some improvement in the rapport between Coreen and
Mrs. D., especially since Dr. Z. noted Emily's progress, Coreen felt especially
uncomfortable about the unspoken issues of Emily's diagnosis and future. In order
to support Coreen in this objective, a parent meeting was planned with Mrs. D. and
Marti, Coreen , Sheila and Donna, to discuss the recent NSSI evaluation and to get
her feedback about the program. Mrs. D. told the staff that she felt the inter-
ventions had helped Emily progress and that she especially liked them because they
were not things she would have thought of herself. However, she added that she
found,it hard to do many of them because Emily cried. Frequently her other children
wnuld complete the interventions. Although Mrs. D. did not use this meeting to
share her concerns about retardation. at Coreen's next home visit Mrs. D. remarked
that "Emily's brain was slow." Mrs. D. finally seemed to be opening up. It may bedifficult for a Core Mother to confront uncomfortable issues when she has a peer
relationship with her client, and we have found that occasional family-staff meetings
lead to more open discussion.

In May, Coreer accompanied Mrs. D. and Emily, now 18 months old, to a check-
up with Dr. Z. He found that she had lost 6 oz., weighed only 13.33 lbs., and was
anemia:, and scheduled an admission to the Boston Children's Hospital Medical Center
for a failure-to-thrive workup (full range screening, blood work, TORCH titers, CAT
scan, EEG, sweat and chromosomal testing). All tests proved negative. Evalt!ation of
Emily's behavior indicated a 5-6 month motor development and 6-12 month cognitive
development, a gain of 2-6 months.. '4irsing staff and members of the feeding clinic
found that feeding Emily was difficult. She seemed to become full very quickly, and
then locked her mouth shut, or vomited if pushed to eat more. Hospital notes indicate
that although Mrs. D. visited only occasionally, she interacted warmly and appropri-
ately with Emily. Discharge diaonosis was failure to thrive of uncertain etiology;
delayed motor and cognitive development. A referral was made to the Developmental
Evaluation Clinic at Children's Hospital for follow - up.

Dr. Z. contacted the NSSI nurse practitioner to discuss the hospitalization and
lack of clear findings. He offered to share any new findings and supported the NSSI
home program. He asked that the home visits he increased to twice a week. He and
Mrs. D. decided that the Developmental Evaluation Clinic and physical therapy at
Children's Hospital would be repetitive of NSSI interventions. Several home visits
after the hospitalization, Mrs. D. shared her frustration about the hospitalizatior
with the Core Mother. She felt she had been kept for a long time answering questions
and had been given little infromation. She felt compelled to "stuff" food into
Emily, so she would gain weight.

1 c;
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5. The Summer Program - A Turning Point?

Mrs. D's commitment to NSSI's program grew during the summer of 1978, despite
a change in home visitors. Ruth the new Core Moteer, and Marti, each visited
once a week and remarked to each other how e'eenged Mrs. D. seemed. She was more
involved, asking more questions, beginning each visit with photoe or descriptions
of Emily's progress. Soon she began to modify interventions and generalize their
concepts into her own activities, demonstrating them herself with Emily on the
floor. Emily was outgrowing her clothes and responding with lots more eyecontact
and smiling.

Marti visited weekly, providing a sensori-motor program of deep pressure and
fast-vestibular stimulation, followed by adaptive motor activities. Marti especially
wanted to respond to Mrs. D's reaction to Emily's crying during interventions.
She allowed Mrs. D. to comiort Emily whenever she cried during treatment, increasing
the opportunities Mrs. D. had to successfully soothe Emily. Together tncy worked
on "reading" Emily's cries, and on increasing reaching out and eye contact during
fussing. Mrs. D. was delighted when Emily finally turned, reached out her arms and
looked into her face, "asking" to be picked up and soothed.

Ruth then visited later in the week and had Mrs. D. show her what she had been
doing. Ruth was vigorously affectionate with Emily and became an ally of Mrs. O.
very quickly. Ruth discovered that, until Emily was hospitalized, Mrs. D. had
never had more than an hour or two away from Emily. Although Mrs. D. believed
that Emily would cry the whole time, she reluctantly agreed to allow Ruth to take
Early for several hours each week. Despite the fact that Emily's grandmother lived
in the same house, she had never been able to feed her, so she was unable to take
Emily for very long. Mrs. D. was able to go away to a friend's wedding and even
brought her tc Maine to see her other grandparents for the first time, because she
had evidence that Emily could finally handle new situations and different care-
takers.

6. The Third Evaluation; Plans for an InFant Group, September, 1978

Changes were apparent in Emily's development in her re-evaluation in September.
Progress was especially observed in the social-emotional area. Emily would now
consistently turn and reach out to her mother when she needed comfort or help. She
made apporpriate eye contact. She tolerated a greater variety of toys and she
could switch from one to another she could imitate simple actions such as banging
and squeezing. Mrs. D. was also more confident in her interpretation and handling
of Emily's behavior. A well-baby visit to Dr. Z. aesummer's end confirmed NSSI's
view of Emily's progress. The nurse practitioner from Dr. Z's office called to share
her pleasure in Emily's development - Emily had gained four pounds, and the nurse
agreed to pursue a PKU screening and vision test, recommended by Marti.

In September , Emily began attending an infant group at the Cambridge -
Somerville Mental Pealth and Retardation Center's Pre-School Unit, was Mrs. D. had
rejeceed this notion in the spring, only to change her mind after speaking to a
friend with a retarded daughter. Marti accompanied Emily for several of the first
sessions, demonstrating sensori-motor techniques and acquainting Emily and the
teachers. Emily settled in well with the routine, and blossomed again when she got
her glasses in November. She tolerated them well, and took particular pleasure in
watchina herself in the large mirror on the wall of the classroom. She also began
to watch other children more intently.

Mrs. D. also enrolled Emily in the NSSI infant swim program held at the local
"Y". She came with her oldest sister and became the "star" of the group, laughing,
bubbling, and exploring the k.ater. Mrs. D. remarked that now bathtime was her
favorite and most frequent activity with Emily, as she seems the most "normal" then.
Mrs. D. remark reinforced our earliest concept of intervention, that we needed to

,

1 11reduce Emily's negative affect in order to increase mother-infant stimulation.
One year later, at 32 months, Emily continues to make steady progress. Presently

she walks independently and crawls up stairs, babbles, empties containers, and will
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finger feed and use a cup. She rarely falls asleep or tantrums when in a new
situation, but instead looks at the adult angrily. She understands simple
gestures, but uses none at this time.

Mrs. D. makes use of services more readily. She requests respite when needed
and enrolled Emily in a summer program at the Pre-School Unit. She has discussed
the future in terms of Emily's delay and is aware that Emily will probably never
be independent. Mrs. D. and the Core Mother initiated an evaluation at the Department
of Mental Health's Community Evaluation and Rehabilitation Center (CERC). As a
result of this evaluation, Emily will be receiving twice weekly treatment by an
occupational therapist in addition to her program at the Pre-School Unit.

Discussion

Perhaps the most important role NSSI served was as advocate for the D. Family
in obtaining adequate medical diagnostic services. Because of the D's total faith
in their pediatrician, coupled with his apparent misreading of Mrs. D's style,
Emily's problems were largely ignored. NSSI intervened at this point, encouraging
Mrs. D. to meet with Dr. Z. herself. Perhaps her increased interest prodded Dr. Z.
into ordering a full evaluation, which subsequently underlined the need for treat-ment.

NSSI helped Mrs. D. understand the tests and interviews that were done at
Children's Hospital. Until the results in the records were shared with her Mrs.
D. believed that she was largely responsible for Emily's problems. Neither the
hospitals, nor Dr. Z. had explained to her that the lack of positive medical findings
did not mean that there was no organic reason for the delay. She was greatly
reliever to hear that the hospital had believed her to be a !good mother".

NSSI provided individualized, developmental services. Emily, and infants
like her, rarely follow expected patterns of response. without home visiting
and weekly monitoring of the effects of activities, appropriate treatment would
have been impossible. The CERC team corroborated this view, stating that if
Emily had begun in a tenter based program, she might now be more withdrawn and
delaycd

Finally, the NSSI Core Mother served as a listener for Mrs. D. Mrs. D. felt
that since she had wanted this baby, she was totally her responsibility. Despite
her large faMly, she was unable to share the physical care or discuss the concerns
about Emily with them. She protected herself and Emily from negative or embarrassing
situations by withdrawing. When the Core Mother took such an obvious caring role
with Emily, Mrs. D. was able to relinquish some of the responsibilities and
worries to both her family and professionals. It_is tempting to speculate that
if a professional had worked successfully with Emily at first, the mother-infant
bond might have been further weakened. We have been impressed by Mrs. D's growing
ability to ask questions and a,A in her daughter's behalf, and we believe that the
Core Mcther, as a peer-helper, fostered those strengths.



Individual Program Plan 01 :ram 12-19-77 to 2-19-73

Name: Emily .

Date of Birth:10-10-76
Age: 14 months, 9 days
are Mother: UyegAl

precautions: Be wary of effects of stimulation. Avoid overloading(she might cry,
pull back, speed up, react negatively, ir hour after stimulation).

Present Functioning:

Emily explores objects with her feet and shows an understanding of cause and
effect in the way she repeats actions with toys. She visually follows, reaches
using one hand, and holds toys briefly. Emily localizes sounds and vocalizes pleasure an
displeasure. Emily moves on her back, rolls in her play pen, and sits supported
in a chair with sides.

Areas to reinforce: Mother's low-key patient style seems very appropriate with
E . Support emerging social skills.

Goals and Objectives:

Goal 1: Coordinate medical and developmental servicesle9
- Objective 1.1: Send for records from Dr. Zisskind, Dr. Joseph, from

Kennedy audiological7,2ceee
Objective 1.2: Secure Adie's PT evaluation and recommendations

1, -Objective 1.3:CS.S.I.? Headstart? Corefn will call for applications:
-"'"-!'-''-"-"" Objective 1.4: Evaluate family's need for respite, transportation. N-

Goal 2: Evaluate effects of specific sensory stimulatio /

Ob'ective2.1: We will know which stimuli (i.e. vibr ion, movement, temperature;:
pressur etc) has the effect of increasing exploratibni----

a. manual D. mobility
Objective 2.2: We will set SEED goals in 2 months. --C,
Objective 2.3; We will have complete evaluation of ADL(dressing, bathing,
feeding, sleeping) within 2 months.

9
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Indivicual Program Plan #2 From 4/12/78 to8/12/78

Name: Emily
Date of Dirth: 10/10/76
Age: 18 months 2 days
Core !lother: Coreeo

Precautions: Overstimulation/understimulation

Present Functioning:

Emily is now sitting with aood enough balance to reach forward. She reaches
readily with either hand and transfers to explore objects. Emily can hold two
objects for a long time. She has some awareness of how things work-she shakes a
rattle and looks for a dropped toy. Emily laughs when moved or stimulated by touch.
She responds to a pick-up gesture, enjoys patty-Cake and stops her activity when
her name is called.

Goals and Objectives:

Goal 1: Coordinate medical and developmental services.
Obj. 1.1: Send written request to Dr. Ziskind for well-child medical records.

,.Obj. 1.2: Consult with Jodie Kiser re: developmental questions.
Obj. 1.3: Send written evaluation reports to Dr. Joseph before Emily May visit.

Goal 2: Support mother's rareness of Emily's special needs.
j. 2.1: Mother will ask one question about each intervention ,.

,Abj. 2.2: will encouraae mother to take Emily to Ma.y4eisit to Dr. Joseph.
,/Obj. 2.3: Family meeting with mother will happen in early !lay.

Goal 3: Increase Gross motor functioning. Emily will:
vebj. 3.1: net to a crawl position:with stomach on floor, lifts chest and brings
one knee forward."

s'Obj. 3.2: support entire body weight on feet briefly, when held by hands in standing
position.

Goal 4: increase fine motor/adaptive functioning. Emily will
t.; Obj. 4.1: begin to grasp one block with tips of thumb and first and second fingers

--Obj. 4.2: successfully pick uo pellet: between thumb and side of curled index
finger, other fingers do not curl.

..:Obj. 4.3: deliberately but awkwardly let no of one block.

..4bj 4.4: watch toy being hidden under cloth and uncover toy.
,-Obj. 4.5: bring blocks together, one block in each hand, with or without hannino.
;Abj. 4.6: touch a block dropped in cup by examiner.
,,,Obj. 4.7: grasp bell by the handle and ring purposefully.

Goal 5: Increase Social/Emotional functioning. Emily will:
4Obj. 5.1: initiate contact with adult by smilinr or making sounds.
40b.i. 5.2: reflect facial exmression of adult; mimic.

Goal 6: Increase Language functioning. Emily will
bbj. respond with the correct gesture to words like Q bye.
Obj. 6.2: use sounds other than crying to express feelinas of pleasure and displeasure
VObj. 6.3: initiate making sounds directly at people.
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Dion, Emily
DOB: 10-10-76
Age: 23 months, 5 days
Core Mother: Purl,
Case Manager: Marti

IPP #3 9-15-78 to 1-15-79

Precautions: Overstimulation/understimulation: avoid light touch and "gentle4
handling; use quiet, rhythmic sounds. Help Emily get used to unfamiliar objects
and experiences through repetition.

Present Functioning: Emily is beginning to pull to a standing position and cruise
on the couch or playpen. She changes directions, negotiates corners, and steps
over obstacles (in a familiar place). She can get on her hands and knees with
assistance and tolerates this handling.Emily holds and explores a variety of
objects with her fingers. She enjoys objects that she can spin, bang and shake
and can imitate a simple action on an object. She plays patty cake and makes eye
contact during "games." She seeks eye contact with her mother and gestures to
be picked up. Emily now holds her own bottle, brings an empty cup to her mouth
and will occasionally tolerate lumpy foods.

Goals and Objectives

Goal 1: Coordinate medical and educational resources

Pursue PKU screening (Marti)
W.2 Send current IPP with cover letter to Dr. Ziskind, Pre-School (Marti)
.47.3 Determine appropriateness of following through with DEC referral made

in 5-78 (Dr. Margaret Siber X2101)
J.4 Evaluate pre-school placement in 4 months.

Goa; 2: Family Support

v.e1 Mother will attend Pre-school Mother's group
2.2 Find ways for Mrs. D' 1' to share -her -ideas about handling Emily with

NSSI/other parents, i.e.,1<aking pictures of successful activities,
keeping a list of Emily's favorite games, sharing feeding techniques
with another parent.

2.3 Familiarize Emily with other care-takers.
2.31 Emily will have 1 or more available people with whom she can

stay for 2-3 hours.
Goal 3: Gross Motor Emily will :

pull self up to knees, pulling on furniture
go easily from sitting to creeping and back to sitting

3.3 sit, move in a circular manner, swing around on buttocks

Goal 4: Fine Motor/ Adaptive Emily will:

4.1 grasp one block with tips of thumb and first and second fingers(radial
digital grasp)

v4.2 reach for pellet; index finger straightens (con't p. 2)
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-2- IPP #3, Dion, Emily

t,4%2 pick up pellet between thumb and tip of index (or middle )finger,
hand rests on table (inferior pincer prehension)

\./16(.3 ring and string on table; pick up string with fing rs .

--4.4 with demonstration: release block into cup k
--4.5 with demonstration: try to stack blocks
Ar..6 with or without demonstration independently dangle' ring by holding

string
4.7 with demonstration: try to insert pellet into bottle

Goal 5: Social/Emotional Emily will:

--'511 show off, repeats performance if laughed at
--5.2 give toy to examiner spontaneously

wave bye-bye

Goal 6: Language Fmily will:

v<X.1 stop her activity when she hears "no" (100% of the time)
..6:2 look at simple pictures for 1 minute, if they are named
\-67.3 says "Mama," "Dada"(without specific meaning)

Goal 7: Self-Help Skills Emily will :

4.1 mouth objects 7-''118
--7.2 bite a cookie
7.3 be in a sitting position for dressing

.}14AJAct tz

_\\
cc}2- r

,vto-kt ri

)



- 101 - IPP *1 10-31-78 to 2-31-79

Bonnie
DOB: 5-2-78
Age: 5 months
Core Mother: Jean
Case Manager: Donna Karl

Present Functioning: Bonnie follows a rattle in a 180 degree arc as it is rattled.
'Fie turns her -h--6-ad to the sound of a bell or rattle. She reaches toward a rattle
and holds it briefly when placed in her hand. She brings her hands together at midline.

Bonnie prefers lying on her stomach according to her mother's report, and
is able to lift herself onto her hands. She turns from stomach to back. In her
infant seat she makes an effort to sit and when pulled to sit keeps her head in line
with her back.

Bonnie smiles at herself in the mirror. She makes sounds in response to
being talked to and squeals to show pleasure. She watches her mother across the room.

Goals and Objectives :

1. Increase mother's confidence in caring for Bonnie
1.1 Jean will assist Judy in bathing Bonnie. 661./.
1.2 Jean will suggest ways of playing with Bonnie when she's out of the

infant seat.,i. ihkf w 644, or &vv-v,a,y-e (ikpul Jr. v- fv,I,
%

2. Insure nutritional needs. C 04-, c vv. ,114-D

2.1 Donna will send for appropriate health records..
2.2 Encourage iron intake in diet. e(-41-
2.3 Jean will work with Judy on Bonnie's calorie intake. -I-

3.Fine Motor/ Adaptive--maintain developemntal progress
3.1 Bonnie will begin to reach for objects with one hand at a time. T-
3.2 " hold rattle for a long time. +
3.3 " pick up one or more blocks when one is placed in each

hand and hold them more than momentarily. -- up ii/eck
3.4 " " attempt' to pick uo a pellet.-4-
3.5 " " transfer objects from hand to hand. 4,

4.Social- Emotional --maintain developmental progress
4.1 Bonnie will reach and pat mirror image. 4-
4.2 " enjoy frolic play.

5.Gross Motor
5.1 Bonnie will sit steady on firm surface 10 minutes unsupported.-1
5.2 11

" push body up to knee-hand position.' crawl

6. Speech and Language

6.1 Bonnie will respond with correct gestures to words like "up," "bye-bye.',..4-
6.2 " play pat-a-cake and peek-a-boo irith or without speech. 4.-

-1
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Bonnie
DOB: 5-2-78
Core Mother: Jean
Age: 9 months 24 days
Case Manager: Donna Karl

IPP #2 2-26-79 to
6-26-79

Present Functioning. Bonnie is responsive to people. She smiles often and laughs
aloud when rough housing. She loves peek-a-boo and prolongs it by showing her
pleasure and carefully watching for the appearing face. She squeals, grunts, and
her mother reports she says "dada" and "meme

Bonnie' is beginning to drop objects on purpose and look for a fallen spoon.
She reaches for and grasps a block with each hand bringing it to her mouth and
transferring from one hand to the other.

Bonnie crawls on hands and knees and gets from crawl to sitting positioneasily. She supports her full body weight in standing and prefers an upright position
to lying down. She is beginning to finger feed soft foods and tolerates them very
well, according to her mother though she still primarily eats strained baby foods.

lody, her mother, was present throughout the evaluation and offered a greatdeal of irformation , demonstrating her awareness of Bonnie's activity, likes and
dislikes.

Areas to Reinforce: Brine to Judy's attention the ways she's doing a good job
with Bonnie.

'=oafs and Objectives

1. Maintain contact with other agetcies
1.1 Jean will go with Judy to meet Bonnie's day care mother and bring

a copy of the IPP to her. -t-
1.2 Donna will send evaluation report and copy of IPP to Mary Ann Lewis and

call her as needed.4
1.3 Jean will go to court with Judy and Doug on March 16. 4
1.4 Donna will call Sherri Mallory about the Tufts Medical Center group

which is working with the family. 4.
2.Support mother's e.joyment of Bonnie

2.1 Jean ,-!"!1 suggest ways Judy can enjoy holding Bonnie -C
2.2 Jean will bring activities to help Bonnie "talk" more to her mother...

3. Plan for Bonnie's getting outside with gbod weather
3.1 Jean and Judy will plan way, for -.Judy to get out of the house with

Bonnie e4-- -4- "It 6 4 Lt., u r c. C. -Z. 1. ft_:.
..,

4. Maintain developmental progress in feeding;Bonnie will: -1A4"11-'14 ")
4.1 finger feed herself 2 meals a day--
4.2 be off oficqnined bahy foods-4- has wse ftWi ct-cci;
4.3 be weaned from the bottle-f-
4.4 drink from a cup at each meal + ha441..nncm-6:

5. Fine Motor/Adaptive Bonnie will:
5.1 play with blocks (drop one, pick up another)-r
5.2 remove round shape, look at round hole-t
5.3 with demonstration, put round shape into board4 tqc,&01-4;
5.4 pick up pellet between thumb and tip of index or middle finger; hand

held slightly above table (neat pincer prehension)-*
5.5 release one block into a cup vacace5

114



Bonnie Burpee (con't)

6. Gross Motor Bonnie will:
6.1 holding furniture for support, walk sid ays by moving hands and feet
6.2 stand alone momentarily, no support -4-1 cf rvt,t , LoktA benritt I 4E L. Vt.6.3 walk forward with one hand held --
6.4 walk few steps alone (13 months)--

7. Social/ Emotional Bonnie will:
7.1 wave bye-bye appropriately without imitation i-
7.2 squeak doll imitatively .1-

7.3 enjoy putting in and taking out (lames -f-
8. Speech and Language Bonnie will:

8.1 say her first real words with meaning- mama, dada, bye,bye -t V-
8.2 look at the ball when asked, "whey l ?" k botwres"oqcrnA
8.3 initiates speech gesture games like pat-a-cake, peek-a-boo



SELECI'ED INTERVENTIONS

The following, selected from a voluminous resource file, were written
by six different Core MOthers between March, 1977 and November, 1979. In
the interest of legibility, several have been typed although in fact inter-
ventions are almost always handwritten. They were chosen to illustrate in-
dividual Core Mother's writing style as well as general changes in attitudes
about writing interventions during NSSI's early years.

Interventions are reviewed by Case Managers prior to bare visits and
are frequently planned during case management meetings. The Occupational
Therapist is sometimes consulted infoLlocilly during these discussions or at
IPP meetings. She might suggest specific activities or materials, refer
the Core Mother to reference materials, or locate past interventions from
the resource file. A. copy is left with the parent.

Unless NSSI develops a system for a parent, such as a note-book, they
rarely save interventions for more than a few weeks and they often do not
fill in the response blanks. Core Mothers feel that except in cases of
handicapping conditions requiring specific "therapy", interventions prim-
arily serve to orgaPizetheir teaching strategy at the home visit. Most
parents, on the other hand seem to rely on their memory rather than -writt-
en instructions.



.'SST Intervantion c.Laet

Child's name Julie

Goal:
Increase .Re.ceptive Language'

105

Otective:

Julie will have regular time in day
to look at books. Julie will have
her own-boOk.

;Materials:

Book

- ACTIVITY:

1. Have Julie look at the book
with Mom.

2. Pick out particulir pictures
such as dog, cat or shoe.

3. Let her look at as many pictures
as she wants but keep going back
to the "dog" and say "look at the
dog".

4. Let Julie turn the pages if she
wants to.

1-(Jr of 3/13/78.

Core ,thEr RArharA _

Parent's Comments about f'.ctivity:

Did you rake any additions?

you save ary protlens?

Nmher oftimr?s activity ccnpleted:

rl T TH F SA (.1

1

1

1

5. Repeat I/3 to see if Julie will point to the dog when you say "where is the dog Julie?

6. Praise any attempt at pointing or turning the pages.

This intervention contains several skill objectives:
pointing to a named picture, turning pages, and visual att-
ention. For this disorganized parent, however, establishment
of a "quiet time" for herself and-her child was emphasized
as the primary objective. This style has been developed by
other BEN Oojects and was used extensively in the first year.
Core Mothers found that writing a step-by-step activity helped
them to organize the components of an intervention but felt
that in the client home it was artifical and wordy, especially for
parents who were poor readers. Educated Parents were insulted
by the simplicity of the instructions.

Referring Diagnosis: Multiple Congenital Anomalies
sP



IntErv:fn!ion ShNlt

Child's name Jackie

106

For Yac:' of 111177

(-off, AsthEr Barbara

Goal: Improved grasp (Fine Motor)
Parent's.Comments about t.ctivity:

111

Ofjective:

Jackie will use radial digital
grasp

materials:

ACTIVITY:

1. Let Jackie get the wallet.

2. She may have a little trouble
opening the clasp but she can
do it.

3. Let her pull out the papers and
put them back in if she wants to.

4. When she looks at the pictures say
"See the baby" "See the puppy"

Did you make any additions?

you have any prolle!ls?

Pue:er of times activity ccnpleted:

T TH F SA

1 1

5. If she opens the snap on the-change purse don't worry, all that is in there she can play'

INTERVENTIONS DEVELOPED DURING RESPITE

CM's often try out new activities during respite. Then they
can feel confident that the parent and child will succeed at the
intervention.

Referring Diagnosis: Orthopedic Handicap
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Interventions are often desicnsd for a specific child following a
home visit. Here the CM observed play with favorite toy and built
an intervention around it. Our purpose is to teach Parents to expand on their
children's play and to downplay tie use of special "educatonal" materials.

Referring Diagnosis: Muscle weakness, unknown etiology

-)
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activity
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about
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Did you
make add-
itions ?
Bave any
problems ?

T S S

ir

PICTURE FOR NON-READERS

"..

Pictures and single block printed words.were
used for this parent with minimal reading skills.
Whereas this mother lost written interventions ..,hr

whung these on her kitchen wall to remind her to
play with her son.

Referring Diagnosis:

Failure to thrive, delayed development



SSI IntErvET.tion 'Thcfet

Child's name Eric _

Goal:

Parent concerns

Otiective:

Discuss with parents any questions
they may have.

- 109

For 1.1,c:. of 12/ajja

Coro -othEr Cathy S

Parent's Coments about fctivity:

Did you rake any additions?

naterials:

ACTIVITY:

1. I arranged to come at a time when
Eric's dad would be home. you '.)ave ary pro!-lcyls?

2. I talked with both mom and dad about
Eric's progress.

3. I tried to encourage them to verb-
alize any questions they may have.

4. Since my visit was so close to Christ-
mas the parents were not into future
plans or needs at this time; however, I
hope to approach the subject in sub-
sequent visits.

!'Llather of tirw?s activity coipleted:

1 Ti F SA

INTERVENTION FOR PARENT OBJECTIVES

CM's plan their visits in accord with parent objectives
set in the IPP. Some CM's record their plans as interventions
for themselves and attach these to interventions aimed at par-
ents and organizing, thinking before a home visit.

This intervention, however, is not given to the parent.

Referring Diagnosis: Down Syndrome, .eukehia
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Child's name

Titi10:-Or'.

"' 111 Core "other V-40 ciV-\

Date Li I tip-,

Goal:
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Objective:

1/..:

1.;: '2: cr. I

laterials:
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lc --=-r Comments about activity:
r, 1)..e,; c) Did you make additions?

09)

(b)

nid you have any problems?
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r
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Dot oC Lo h

Pictures are used to illust-
ate Positioning for physicall_
handicapped infants. Handlin.
the CP Child At Home.* has
been our most used resource.

This particular intervention
was used after a weekly
physical therapy visit to
illustrate the therapists in
structions about handling.

*by £ancie R. Finnie, E.P.
Dutton N.Y. 1975

Referring Diagnosis:

Athetord Cerebral Palsy



Intuvntion

Child's name Karla

Goal: Gross Motor

- 110

For 1.73c1. of11/20/79
Donna

Core sther

(English) OlAective:

While standing at furniture Karla
will turn and pick up a toy placed
beside her on the floor.

(English) naterials:

A ballon or favorite toy.
a

ACTIVITY:

:English)

I. Have Karla stand holding onto a
chair (adult-size) .

! Sit on the floor behind her and
put a toy on the floor on either
side

3. Encourage her to reach down and
pick it up.

SPANISH/ENGLISH

Parent's Comments about tttivity:

t,

(Spani-sh)

Quando esta 5e pie cerca de las muebles,
Karla traera uma juguete que estg al suelo

(Spanish)'

Un jugueta favorito o un glovo:

(Spanish)

1. Karla esta de pie al suelo asiendo se a
unksilla grande.

2. SiCntese al suelo detras de ellay ponga
un jugute-iT-iiielo a un lado o el outro
de ella.
Di gal e, "Mua el juquetti! Vengatrael".

1 I V TH F SA SI.'

nterventions are written in Spanish for
Ipanish speaking clients. The English ,;erson
s filed as a resource to other CM's.

i

.
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one....

ball _. '-and ask child to "Find theother ball." Repeat fOr dollildradually increase theniimber.
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.. . .
. - -

7."' 1- : .- ; - .

USING OTHER FORMATS

Interventions from a variety of curricula are copied without being revised into the
NSSI style. We have found that occasionally changing format keeps both CM's and clients
interested interventions.

Referring Diagnosis: At risk subsequent to newboh"ffidningitis
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Photographs have been helpful when we suggest
actiVities-tlitat-may-seenr-lis-a-e-to a parent.

-Core-Mothers have commented that notes added..,
by the prafPciOnal staff add credibility to the
interventions. Their purpose is to help both CM-ts
and parents generalize beyond a specific_ activity___:
sequence. -

--"
Referring Diagnosis: Prematurity, Motor Delay -
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:!SSI Interv2ntion

Child's name
John

114

7-

Goal: Improved Language

Otjective: Now will continue
to help John build on his
receptive language.

ACTIVITY:

1. Your child will learn words more
easily if, as he can hear the word,
he can see it, feel it, and perhaps
smell, eat or drink it.

2. In the normal course of your day's
activities name things in the house
or yard, slowly one at at time and
have him touch them.

,1 T 1-! TH F SA Si'

1 I

3. Start with parts of the body. "Where
I 1

is John's knee?" putting his hand on hi kne
i

1

,

.

i

if necessary.
1

"This is a banana" Put.it undtr his nose
to smell. Have him take a bite.
"This is the light" Lit him turn it off and on as you say "light".

Tor t of10/9/78.

Core A,thrr

Parent's Comments about P.ctivit.y:

..

Did you make any additions?

7:id you :lave aryprollens?

Pumher of ,times activity co7oleted:

CM's developed this style of intervention
writing as they became more experienced.
It begins with a theoretical statement and
proceeds to describe general and then specific
activities. Monitoring accomplished by
asking a parent to keep a "running" list
of words understood by her child.

Referring Diagnosis:Language Delay

4



NSSI

Child's name

# of Visit

115

HOME VISIT CHECK LIST

Core Mother

Form # ID 3/23/79

Report for week of (Monday's date)

Dates and Times of Home visits

Was parent home?
To keep better track of our different contacts with families, please separate "regular"
home visits from respite or doctor's appointments, etc. "# Of visit completed" means
regular home visits.

This form should be completed weekly by Monday of the week following the home visit. Even
if you make more than one visit/week, you should fill out only one check list. This
form should be filed in the Case Manager's box.

A. Greeting
1. Did you suggest a place to work?(set conditions for conversation) Yes No
2. Did you have tea or coffee? Yes No
3. Where did you meet?
4.' Who was present

B. Discussion of Previous Week's Interventions:
1. Did the parent complete the interventions? Yes No
2. Were there any problems? Yes No

If yes, explain

3. Did the parent modify the planned intervention? Yes__No

If yes, explain:

C. New Interventions
1. Did you explain the rationale for the new intervention? Yes No
2. Oid you introduce and explain use of new materials or equipment? Yes No
3. How did you present the new intervention? Check all that apply.

a. presented paper instructions
b. discussed instructions
c. modeled interventions with parent in the role of learner
d. Core Mother presented intervention by modeling with child
e. Parent modeled intervention with Core Mother
f. Parent modeled intervention with child

4.How did parent react to instructions of new interventions?
a. Looked at you while you were talking and/or asked questions?
b. Did other things while you were explaining interventions (examples:

housework, watched TV)
c. Walked out of the room while you were talpip.9
d. Laughed .at or scoffed at instructions j"
e. refused to do intPrvpntinn
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5. Was the client able to repeat the interventions?
a. she could repeat interventions that Core Mother had explained.
b. she could do part of the interventions but needed Core Mother's help
c. she could not repeat interventions

6.What kinds of interuptions were there on the visit?
a. mother had to care for another child
b. the phone rang
c. visitors came
d. the baby had to beefed
e.the baby had to be put to sleep
f. other

7. How did the child react to the interventions?
a. he/she was interested and attentive
b. he/she was hard to motivate
c. the intervention was too difficult
d. the intervention was too easy, he/she did it very quickly and was bored

e. other

8. Did you and parent review the child's 'PP? Yes No
9. Did you confirm the next visit? Yes No For when?
10.Did you make appropriate program announcements? Yes No Which ones?

11. Subjective rating of home visit. How do you feel the home visit went? Since
everyone has their own criteria, please five one example of what happened that
made you arrive at that rating.

Highly successful Moderately successful unsuccessful
5 4 3 2 1

D. Respite Care
Date Hours i of children

1. What did you do?

2. How did the children react?

E. Other contacts with parent during the week: (Green form for Dr. visit)

1. phone conversations
dia.te 04 ho 0411M who ,was toile (V I SSA c, c`.
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2. Did you provide other transportation (to parent groups, DPW,etc.)
Please describe.

3. Contacts with other agencies about this client:

4. Is there any other information that you think is important?

1
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PLCbre Mother's Report on Crisis Intervention with One Family

Friday June 29: Sandy called, Chuck beat her and she wants out. I gave
her Transition House and Respond numbers; told her to call me when she
needs me.

Sunday_ July__ 11:30 p.m. Sandy called. Chuck had gone out and she wanted
to get out. Again I had her call Transition House but when she didn't call
me back I thought she had gone. I was away till late Tuesday July 3.

Wednesday July 4: Sandy called from her mother's. She said Chuck came home
at 3 a.m. Monday morning and then left again. He returned at 9 a.m. and
said he had been arrested for drunk driving and had paid $100 and had been
released. She said she saw the receipt from the clerk. He fell into bed still
half drunk and very tired from being up all night. She tells me she then
packed up the kids and walked to her mother's with nothing but the clothes
they were wearing. She says she now wants to get Chuck out of the house so
that she can move back in with the kids and still be assured of her safety.
I tcld her to go to court and get the 209A restraining order and then demand
that sle get the police to remove him. She will call me 7/5 to let me know
what she has done.

Monday July 9: I called Sandy and she said she had gone to Somerville Court
and Judge Tampone had made very light of the 209A and put a return date of
7/23 on it. I suggested she call Lorraine (MSW from Massachusetts Department
of Public Welfare.) At 3 p.m. I saw Lorraine Monreale in Union Square. She
had brought Sandy to the Police Station to report that Chuck stole her checks
and the rental car which was rented in Sandy's name.

Tuesda Jul 10: I picked Sandy up at 8:45 to take her to Cambridge and
omervi e egg Services to get help on a restraining order (209A). After
depositing her in the proper place, I told them I would be in probate section
of old court building. Lorraine Munroe (the legal aid) and Sandy met me
after going to Judge McGovern. The return date is 9:30 Friday July 13. Sandy
asked if while we were out could she stop at Cambridge Hospital and get a
prenatal check. (We went and after four doctors and two nurses saw her, we
were told that the baby is breech. She has to have a B-scan 7/16 and return
on 7/17. We then went to Somerville Police to leave their copy of 209A and
write out report of stolen check and food stamps. From there we went to Gil
Riberio, the notary public, to have him serve the warrant for 209A.) It was
noticed by his secretary that the address, 85 Central Street was not on the
restraining order. I hope that doesn't screw anything up. From there we went
to Welfare to get A&P for-food stamps and her social worker, Arian Reeves,
said nothing could be done without a letter from Police of stolen report so
I pulled rank -and went to Ann Lenihan, the director. She called Sgt. Rickey
of Somerville Police and then ordered Arien Reeves to give up the A&P and
Identification papers for food stamps. I took Sandy home at 2:50 I wasn't able
to get Lorraine Monreale to give her an update.

Friday July 13: I took Sandy back to court and she got the fully authorized
209A.

Sunday July12: 10:30 p.m. Betty C. called. Sandy had her baby, a boy, Saturday
morning at 5:55. He weighed 7 lb. 9 oz. and is named Michael Christopher
Connelly. Betty's concern was that Chuck had been to the hospital on Sunday
and caused a rumpus and security had refused to remove him. He also sent home
all her company.

Monday July 16: I arranged with Beltizto pick up. Patty and Chuckie at 7:45
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Monday morning and keep them rs Patsy had been drinking again and therfore
couldn't be counted on as a sitter. I arrived and took Chuckie and Patty
to my house and drove Betty to work. I went directly to Cambridge Hospital.
The desk didn't want me to be admitted and I said I was from NSSI and they
could call Sheri Atkinson-Mallory if they had questions. I then went to see
Sandy and she beamed and said I was the first person she had seen since
Saturday that she was happy to see.. She asked if I knew about Chuck being
in the hospital and bothering her. She cursed Security for not removing Chuck
and I said I would go and straighten it out. I spoke to the nurses and they
didn't know what t,-; do. I went in to see Sandy and told her I would go to
Security Office and Sheri Mallory. I had no luck at either place and returned
to the floor. Just after I arrived in came Chuck The nurses told him to wait
at the desk, he couldn't come in yet. He said "I am her husband and I can
stay". He thereby said he had a .45 (gun) and would get me. He left and
security sent him out of the building and told him not to return. Sandy will
be discharged today after the baby is circumcised, and I will take her to
her mother's but I will keep Patty and Chuckie at my house till she is feel-
ing better. Dr. Osier saw the baby and said he wants to see the baby tomorrow
morning. I left at 10:30 and had Security escort me to my car and the hospital
will call when Sandy can leave.

Tuesday July 17: I went to pick up Sandy and Michael and took them to Dr.
Osler's office fo a check up then I returned her to her mother's. At 4 o'clock
in the afternoon I lay down with little Chuckie and he felt warm. When I
took his temperature it was 103.8 and I called Somerville Pediatrics and
took him right up. Dr. Osler said he had two ear infections and put him on
Amoxicillin 1 tsp. 3 + 1p. Sandy called in the evening and said she wanted
the kids home. I took them home at 1:30 p.m. Wednesday.

Wednesday July 17: Betty called me. She returned from work and found Sandy
and the kids gone, Patsy and Lynn weren't around and she was nervous. I went
for a ride by Sandy's house and there was a window open a little. I didn't
stop but I then went by Chuck's mother's house and he was sitting in the
yard. He yelled something threatening at the car but I never stopped. I then
went home and called Betty. She said she had called Sandy's house and Sandy
told her she had gone back to Chuck and for everyone to stay out of her life.
Both Betty and I were concerned because she had taken little Chuckie out with
a fever and she had not taken his medicine.
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TEST SCORES* OF NSSI CHILDREN

ON BAYLEY SCALES OF INFANT DEVELOPMENT

SUB-GROUP NUMBER OF EVALflATION

A

Abnormal
Muscle Tone

2.

1 3 4 5 6 7

67/91 90/98
6 mos.** 11 mos.

91/107 94/90 104/94
18 mos. 24 mos. 33 mos.

3. 62/61 50/50 52/50
2 mos. 6 mos. 9 mos.

4. 91/106 130/119 100/125
5 mos. 8 mos. 12 mos.

5. 104/97 74/NA 101/95
5 mos. 11 mos. 15 mos.

6. 79/57 119/NA 126/80 109/NA 110/NA
7 mos. 12 mos. 15 mos. 21 mos. 26 mos.

B

Congenital
Anomalies

2.

3.

4.

5.

F

Failure to
Thrive

86/117 88/NA 92/NA 66/NA
7 mos. 11 mos. 15 mos 19 mos.

92/64 100/60 50/NA 83/50 100/50
8 mos. 12 mos.

84/NA 79/102 86/NA
19 mos. 26 mos. 30 mos.

113/114 NA NA 98/88 97/NA 94/79
4 mos. 18 mos. 21 mos. 25 mos.

80/97 101/104 109/98
5 mos. 3 mos. 11 mos.

109/118 110/NA 145/NA 124/143
15 mos. 20 mos. 24 mos. 29 mos.
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TEST SCORES* OF NSSI CHILDREN
ON BAYLEY SCALES OF INFANT DEVELOPMENT

SUB-GROUP NUMBER OF EVALUATION

F_ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Failure to
Thrive (cont)

2. 70/83 64/75 70/82
5 mos. 9 mos. 13 mos.

3. 50/NA 50/NA 59/NA
14 mos. 22 mos. 27 mos.

4. 98/102 65/81 74/NA 53/70 72/70 85/78 97/104
9 mos. 14 mos. 17 mos. 21 mos. 25,mos. 29 mos. 33 mos.

* Scores reported are those for children in three sub-groups
who had at least two evaluations. Includes terminated and
current clients.

* Mental score/motor score
Age at evaluation
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UTILIZATION OF SERVICES IN NSSI BY CLIENT, 12/1/76 to 3/31/79

LOT - length of time in program if client is current LOT is length of
time between entry and 3/31/79.

HV - home visit
DR - doctor's visit
R - respite

NS - no show

Clients are organized by category and sub-groups.

Category I Established Risk (B,D,G,J,K,)

Sub- GroupB: Congenital Anomalies

1. N.B. hemangioma, deaf
Age at Entry: 5m
LOT: 4m terminated
26 HV - R 6 NS - DR

2. J.C. metatarsus abductus
Age at Entry: 4m
LOT: 9m terminated
54 HV 12 R 2 NS 9 DR

3. S.F. congenital heart problem
Age at Entry: 7m 28d
LOT: 23m current
76 HV 16 R 9 NS 20 DR

4. S.L. cleft lip and palate
Age at Entry: ly 5m
LOT: 17m terminated
52 HV -R 1 NS 4 DR

5. J.M. multiple congenital anomalie5
Age at Entry: lld
LOT: 28m current
65 HV 9 R 10 NS 13 DR

6. J.MCK. cleft lip and palate
Age at Entry: ly 10m
LOT: 25m current
1 HV R - NS DR

7. T.S. cleft lip and palate
Age at Entry: 4m 22d
LOT: lm current
3 HV -R -NS -DR

Sub-Group D: Visually Impaired

1. T.G. undiagnosed
Age at Entry: 7m
LOT: lm terminated
1 HV - R 4 NS DR
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Sub-Group G: Cerebral Palsy

1. J.G.
Age at Entry: 3m
LOT: 18 m terminated
23HV 12 R 1 NS 6 DR

2. Rd
Age at Entry: 1 y
LOT: 12 m current
23 HV R 2 NS 1 DR

3. J.M.
Age at Entry: 11 m
LOT: 15 m current
40 HV - R 4 NS 22 DR

4. J.V.
Age at Entry: 2 y 2 m
LOT: 9 m terminated
18 HV 13 R - NS 12 DR

Sub-Group J: Genetic Syndrome

1. E.L. Down's syndrome
Age at Entry: 2 1/2 m
LOT: 9 m current
26 HV - R - NS 1 DR

2. J.V. Hurlers syndrome
Age at Entry: 2 y
LOT: 1 m terminated
5 HV - R - NS 1 DR

Sub-Group K: Brain Dysfunction

1. T.A. blind microcephaly
Age at Entry: 1 y 9 m
LOT: 18 m terminated
53 HV 1 R - NS 8 DR

2. F.B. acortical brain damage
Age at Entry: 11 m
LOT: 15 m current
40 HV 14R -NS 8 DR

3. E.D. congenital brain dysfunction
Age at Entry: 14 m
LOT: 15 m current
47 HV 3 R 11 NS - DR

4. N.Z. brain damage due to jnteruterine stroke
Age at Entry: 8 m
LOT: 9 m terminated
13 HV - R - NS DR

Category II Medical Risk (A,C,E,F,H,L,N,)

Sub-Group A: Abnormal Muscle Tone

1. A.B. increased tone, lower extremities
Age at Entry: 6 m
LOT: 9 m current
15HV - R - NS ii np 1 ;--9
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2. M.G. femoral abductus, increased tone
Age at Entry: 1 y 7 m
LOT: 16 m terminated
18 HV - R 3 NS - DR

3. A.H. scoliosis
Age at Entry: 2 m
LOT: 9 m current
28 HV R 1 NS 6 DR

4. S.M. increased tone, alternating strabismus
Age at Entry: 2 m
LOT: 5 m current
16 HV 4R -NS 9 DR

5. C.N. hypotonicity in shoulder girdle, bulging fontanel
Age at Entry: 4 m
LOT: 5 m current
20 HV - R C NS 3 DR

6. T.N. tight hips
Age at Entry: 6 m 12 d
LOT: 2 m current
63 HV VO R -NS 8 DR

7. D.S. increased tone, upper and lower extremities
Age at Entry: 7 m
LOT: 18 m current
63 HV 10 R - NS 8 DR

8. T.W. hypotonicity
Age at Entry: 3 m
LOT: 1 m terminated
2 HV - R NS DR

Sub-Group C: Prematurity and Related Complications

1. E.L. occipital encephalocele
Age at Entry: 3 2/3 m
LOT: 1 m current
3 HV 2 R - NS - DR

2. E.L. hyaline membrane
Age at Entry: 3 2/3 m
LOT: 1 m current

HV 2 R - NS DR
3. R.P. prematurity, asthma/chronic pulmonary condition

Age at Entry: 3 m
LOT: 19 m current
53 HV 4 R 8 NS 3 DR

4. S.P. retrolental fibroplasia, bronco-pulmonary displasia,
hydrocephalus

Age at Entry: 4 m
LOT: 4 m current
9 HV - R - NS - DR

Sub-Group E: At Risk Secondary to Neonatal Complication

1. S.C. post viral/meningitis
Age at Entry: 4 m
LOT: 4 m current
60 HV 23 R 2 NS 5 DR

1 ±o
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2. T.T. small for gestational age, high risk
Age at,Entry: 29 d
LOT: 4 m current
6 HV R 3 NS - DR

3. J.W. apnea-on monitor (cardiac)
Age at Entry: 4 m 18 d
LOT: 2 m terminated
3 HV R 2 NS -DR

Sub-Group F: Failure to Thrive ,

1. ,R.B. failure to thrive, overactive
Age at Entry: 15 m
LOT: 15 m terminated
44 HV 35 R 1 NS 1 DR

2. B.B. developmental delay
Age at Entry: 1 m 4 d
LOT: 10.m current
17 HV - R 5 NS 7 DR

3. G.M. psychomotor retardation
Age at Entry: 16 m
LOT: 12 m current
36 HV R NS 1 7 DR

4. E.M. developmental delay
Age at Entry: 9 m 13 d
LOT: 17 m current
73 HV 3 R 14 NS 4 DR

Sub-Group H: Motor Delay Undetermined Origin

1. E.MC.
Age at Entry: 9 m
LOT: 17 m terminated
50 HV 14 R - NS 4 DR

Sub-Group L: Congenital Virus

1. K.A. rubella, visually handicapped
Age at Entry: 10 m
LOT: 24 m termina
38 HV -R 14h - DR

Sub-Group N: Seizure Disorder

1. B.C. seizures
Age at Entry: 6 m
LOT: 6 m terminated
6 HV R 4 NS - DR

2. M.C. infantile seizures
Age at Entry: 6 m
LOT: 18 m terminated
28 IN 7 R - NS 1 DR
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3. T.F.

Age at Entry: 2 y 3 m
LOT: 6 m current
9 HV 9R 4 NS

4. K.J.
Age at Entry: 7 m 2 d
LOT: 4 m current
10 HV 6R -NS

Category III Enviromental Risk

Sub-Group I: Language Delay

- DR

2DR

(I,M,O,P,Q)

(Etiology may be unknown and
presumed environmental, but
may also present with suspicious
medical history.)

1. J.G.
Age at Entry: 2 y 2 m
LOT: 6 m current
18 HV - R 1 NS 1 DR

2. L.G. behavioral problems
Age at Entry: 2 y 7 d
LOT: 5 m current
14 HV 4 R - NS 4 DR

3. S.G. speech delay, eye problem
Age at Entry: 32 m
LOT: 4 m terminated
12 HV 3 R - NS 2 DR

4. P.H. delay speech motor, hyperactive
Age at Entry: 1 y 7 m
LOT: 16 m terminated
68 HV 10 R 1 NS 2 DR

5. D.K. language delay, min. brain damage
Age at Entry: 19 m 16 d
LOT: 16 m current
34 HV - R 4 NS 2 DR

6. M.M.
Age at Entry: 2 y 3 m
LOT: 9 m terminated
30 HV 2 R - NS 12 DR

7. T.M.
Age at Entry: 23 m
LOT: 6 m terminated
10 HV - R 1 NS 12 DR

8. B.O'B.
Age at Entry: 30 m
LOT: 7 m terminated
4 HV - R - NS - DR

9. J.P. language delay, disCipline/parenting
Aye at Entry: 1 y 10 m
LOT: 3 m terminated
12 HV - R 2 NS - DR

112



10. R.P.
Age at Entry: 2y 3m
LOT: 13m terminated
23 NV 1 R 1 NS 1 DR

Sub-Group M: Abuse/Neglect (May be present with current 51A or
historical, wit!? foster placement.)

1. M.B. parenting/neglect
Age at Entry: 5m
LOT: lm terminated
10 NV - R 2 NS - DR

2. S.B. parenting/neglect
Age at Entry: 19m
LOT: lm terminated
10 HV - R 2 NS DR

3. D.B.
Age at Entry: ly llm
LOT: 6m terminated
14 HV 1 R 6 NS 5 DR

4. J.B.
Age at Entry: ly llm
LOT: 6m terminated
14 HV 1 R 6 NS 5 DR

5. S.C. suspected abuse/neglect
Age at Entry: 2y 3m
LOT: 3m terminated
11 HV - R 1 NS - DR

6. G.F. possible abuse/neglect, language delay
Age at Entry : 2y 4m
LOT: 7m terminated
21 NV 3 R 6 NS 4 DR

7. J.G. parenting discipline abuse/neglect
Age At Entry: 2y 3m
LOT: lm terminated
4 NV - R 3 NS DR

8. L.G. parenting support
Age at Entry: 15m
LOT: 5m terminated
10 NV 1 R 2 NS 2 DR

9. S.P.
Age at Entry: birth
LOT: llm terminated
29 HV 8 R NS 5 DR

10. R.P. parenting
Age at Entry: 2y lm
LOT: 13m terminated
53 HV 10 R - NS 7 DR

11. A.Q.
Age at Entry: 2y 4m
LOT: 3m terminated
6 HV R - NS DR
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Sub-Group 0: Parenting Support

1. M.F. discipline
Age at Entry: 4 m
LOT: 2 m terminated
6 HV - R 2 NS - DR

2. J.L.
Age at Entry: 16 m
LOT: 35 m current
1 HV R - NS - DR

3. Pi", parenting, hyperactive
Age at Entry: 14 m
LOT: 2 m terminated
9 HV - R - NS - DR

4. M.MC. prematurity/at risk/abuse/neglect
Age at Entry: 25 d
LOT: 1.5 m current
1 HV - R 1 NS 1 SR

5. T.O'B.
Age at Entry: 2 y 7 m
LOT 1.5 m current
1 HV 2 R 1 NS 1 DR

6. S.R. allergy work up
Age at Entry: 10 m
LOT: 3 m terminated
8 HV 2 R 1 NS - DR

Sub-Group P: Focus on Parent Toddler Negativism

1. S.A. normal toddler/parenting difficulties
Age at Entry: 21 m 12 d
LOT: 5 m current
1 HV - R - NS DR

2. D.D. parenting activity level
Age at Entry: 11 m
LOT: 5 m terminated
9 HV - R 1 NS - DR

3. J.L. parenting discipline/ allergy
Ace at Entry: 2 y 9 m
LOT: 1 m terminated
6 HV - R - NS - DR

4. J. MC. discipline/safety issues
Age at Entry: 15 m 9 d
LOT: 6 m terminated
8 HV - R 5 NS -DR

Sub-Group Q: Medical Coodination and Translation for Non - English
Speaking Portugese Families

1. P.B.
Age at Entry: 3 m 1 d

LOT: 2 m current
5 HV - -NS 2 DR

144
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2. M.M.
Age at Entry: 3m
LOT: 5m current
5 HV - R - NS 2DR

145



NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976.1979

YEAR ONE

PAGE 1

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT CONTENT

SEAS0N &

YEAR LENGTH

WHO

TAUGHT

WHO

ATTENDED COMMENTS

COUNSELING FOR

NON-COUNSELORS 1

Presentatior

& Discuss-

ion

Fall 1976 8 2 hr.Commun-

sessionsity

* All Core

Tra- Mothers

ining

Resource

(CTR)

Core Mothers felt it was too

long, also felt valuable in

helping them to know themselves

better.

Bunker Hill Community College

(BHCC) Credit

Conference of The

Seminar in the

Developmentent of

Infants h Parents

ecture

,

Fall 1976 2

ays

bi

variety Practitioner

of doc-

tors &

child

psycho-

logy

research

Information on mother-infant

bonding especially useful

INFANT & TODDLER

GROWTH AND BEVEL-

OPMENT

Presentationlormal

and discuss-development

ion

growth and

from peri-

iatal period to 36 mts.

Fall 1976 6 half

Jay and

10 2-

lour

sessionsbr

NSSI *All Core

director Mothers

Nurse

oraction

Designed by administrative staff

as a basic framework for working

with children. BHCC Credit

Developing Short

Term Goals for

Children

Presentation

&

Discussion

Winter

1977

2 days Connie * All Core

Smiley, Mothers

TADS

Consult-

ant

Core Mothers felt comfortable

talking with her about what they

did not understand and from this

inservice began writing program

plans for children.

An Evaluation

Plan for NSSI

discussion 1,,Inter

1977 2 days

Neil * Director/NP

Schort- Occuoilional

inghuis, Therapist

TADS

consult-

ant

Provided better understanding of

amount of evaluation needed and

emphasized need for more structur

and clearer goals in all areas

1. Shaded inservice

as opposed to cther

or to make contacts

* NSSI Staff alcne

146

signifies that NSSI first defined a particular trairinp

inservices which it participated in for other reasons

etc.

participated in this particular inservice

need and then sough~

(eg ) because it was

.

out a source of that training

relevent and available

1i7
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NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR ONE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT CONTENT

SEASON &

YEAR LENGTH

WHO

TAUGHT

WHO

ATTENDED COMMENTS

PRACTICUM AT

MEDFORD PEDIATRICS

ASSOCIATES

1

Observation

of Patient

visits/dis-

cussion with

NP

Medical background Winter

information on child- 1977

ren whose visits were

observed

8 thou 'ediatri:

session urse

'ract-

oner in

urivate

'roup

iractice

* NP NSSI sow few benefits from this

inservice. It did not produce the

hoped for referrals from Medford

nor did NP get much relavent

medical information on special

needs children. She was most

impressed with the severely

limited role played by NP in this

irivate 'ractice.

ADMINISTERING THE

BAYLEY SCALES OF

INFANT DEVELOPMENT

Classroom

observation

of Bayley

assessment

Developmental back-

ground on children

assessed, description

of Bayley item task

and scoring

Winter

1977 2 hou

essions

'hysical

herapis:

onsult-

;nt

* Director,

NP

Of limited value because it was

not done in a home setting with

family members present and only

profoundly involved children

assessed. Also only individual

items were demonstrated rather

than complete Bayley's.

TADS Conference

(Lakeland, Florida

lecture/

workshop

Two separate tracts in

conference: one offer-

ing a variety of in-

formation from nutrit-

ion counseling to oral-

motor dysfunctions, the

other programming for

CP children.

Winter

1977

3 days TADS

onsult-

;nts

Director/

NP

4rmal contacts with other

participants especially important.

Ahuse and Neglect

Forum (Sponsor:

Mass, Office for

Children)

lecture/

workshop

Information on inter-

vention, remediatian

and legalities of

abuse and neglect

Sorina

1977

3 days 2 Core

Mothers

One of the Core Mothers who

attended requested going to this

forum after seeing information on

it in the office. This was an

early example of Core Mothers self,

selection of inservices.

The Importance of

the First Three

Years of Life

148

lecture Normal growth and

development in the

first three years

Spring

1977

1 day Ir.

turton

hite,

Jsitino

ho

°liege
r

3 Core

Mothers

Participants agreed they were

exposed to disappointingly little

not already covered in NSSI's

internal Infant and Toddler

Development training.

119



TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES 1976-1979

YEAR ONE

CONTENT
I SEASON &

YEAR

%GE 3

LENGTH WHO

TAUGHT

WHO

ATTENDED COMMENTS

Fifth Annual

High Scope

Conference (Ann

Arbor, michioan

lecture/

workshop

Trainina, supervision,

and evaluation of

paraprofessional

homevisitors

Spring

1977

2 days

Introduction to

Down's Syndrome

(Children's

Hosn. Medical

Center)

The High Risk

Neonate

Irrarib

lecture Sprina

1977

2 days Develop-

mental

Evalua-

tion

Clinic &

Social

Service

Staff

Director

Di rector/OT

A few training video taps

developed at High Scope and

discovered here were later shown

to Core Mothers during internal

training sessions.

lecture Definition of the high Spring

risk neonate and the 1977

issues that surround it

including early inter-

ventions in the Neonata'

ICU

1 day Neonato-

logists

Pedi-

tricia

Di rector/

OT

Oral-motor Dys-

function (Sponsor

Physical Therapy

Dent, of univers-

ity of North

Carolina, Chapel

Hill)

DEATH AND DYM

150

lecture/

workshop

Spring

1977

3 days Univers- OT

ity of

North

Carolina

faculty

She gained skills in evaluating

feeding and learned move about a

developmental aporoach to assessing

feeding problems.

discussion

presentation

Spring 2 2 hr.

1977 session

* All Staff This inservice arranaed to give

Core Mothers insight into working

with families of terminally ill

children and simply dealing with

the loss of their hoped-for normal

child. One Core mother better

understood the denial of a mother

of a severely-involved child in

her case load. And she became

convinced of the need to prep4A1

his siblings for his probable"'
tk24.1.1



NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR ONE'

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON &

YEAR

LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

Language Develop-

ment Seminar (Meet-

ina Street School,

Providence, RI)

lecture/

workshop

Spring 1

1977

day

F

t,cing Street Director,

School Staff Core

2 The

Mothers ence

seemed

yresentations.

value of the Confer-

to Core Mothers

to derive from

the confirmation it pro-

vided that they were

capable of understanding

and evaluating academic

NORMAL "MOTOR DEVEL-

OPMENT IN THE FIRST

THREE YEARS AND

ABNORMAL DEVIATIPS

Presentation

Information on nor-

mal development,

cerebral palsy, &

Down's Syndrome

Spring/

Summer

1977

3 2-hour

sessions

Physical Ther

apist, Pre-

School Unit

* All Core

Mothers

Designed to acquaint

Core Mothers with abnorm

al development which

they had already or were

likely to encounter with

client children.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

INSERVICE

Presentation/

Discussion

On-going inservices

internal to NSSI

dealing with a var-

iety of issues from

presentation about

a disease entrty

like rubella syn-

drome to instruction

about writing inter-

ventions to trainin,

film viewing,

Spring/

Summer

1977

12 2 hour

sessions

NSSI Admin-

istrative

Staff

* All Core

Mothers

Begun as an on-going way

to build training into

NSSI. In retnpspect see

that many of the present

ations done by adminis-

trative staff was too

abstract and not enough

related to Core Mother's

day to day work,

Workina With

Family Members

Presentation/

Discussion

Wing

1977

8 2 hour

sessions

Community

Training

Resources

(CTR)

2 Core Mothers Core Mothers felt the

cot)* was too brief but

were pleased to have be

shown a new approach to

family interventions thi

set specific goals for

individual family ;!embe

BHCC Credits

Advancer! Seminar

On Infant Develop-

ment

1 2

Presentation/

Seminar

Spring 1977 10

sessions

Weelock

College Facul-

ty

Director

(Audited)

Taken in order to hear

presentations by clini

cians chociA 4(av;k. Of.

1c



NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 197F-1979

YEAR ONE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT CONTENT

SEASON &

YEAR LENGTH

WHO TAUGHT w; ATTENDED COMMENTS

he relENence of their

artc:..,1,ar expertice to prac-

ioners in the field of early

intervention to present the

SSI -del.

Introduction to lecture Summer 2 days Meeting Street nT She fr,,Jnd it of such value

Neuro-Developmental 1977 School Staff that sr,e applied to attend a

Treatment of Young
10-ne, course on the subject.

Children With

Cerebral Palsy

14
155
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NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEW; TWO

TRAING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT CONTENT

SEASON g

YFAR LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED 271PITS

?MEETING THE

NEEDS OF TWO

YEAR OLDS

Presentat-

ion /

Discussion

Normal behavior

and needs of the

two year old.

Fall 1977 2 2 hour

sessions

Preschool Unit

Consultant,

Dorathy Sang

* All Core

Mothers

Designed '..3 help Core Mothers

with procramming for client

children 1B to 30 months.

As a result of it Core

Mothers.became more out-

spoken and oersistant in re-

minding carents "that's just

typical two year old be-

havior."

HOME VISITING

SKILLS

Description of

the homevisit

structure, in-

itiating and

setting-up a con.

tract with a

client, defining

your role, sett-

ing goals and

termination.

Emphasis on lis-

tening skills

Fall 1977 8 sessions Community

Training

Resources,

Suzanne Pratt

* All Core

Mothers

This course was unavailable

during year one and NSSI was

uncertain that the informa-

tion would be helpful to

Core Mothers with 9 months of

homevisitino experience. This

experience, in fact, made the

course even more relevent,

Core Mothers felt in retro-

spect, because they had

concrete mstions to present

BHCC Credit,

An Introduction

to Alcoholism

'resentation

/Discussion

Discussion of

attitudes about

alcoholism

amo no partici-

panti, a defin-

ition of the

problem in cli-

ent families

and the first

steps of refer-

ral, anecdotal

presentations

from AA and Al-

anon members,

Fall 1977 4 2 hour

sessions

plus 4

Alanon &

AA meeting

Cambridge &

Somerville

Program for

Alcohol Rehab-

ilitation. .

(CASPAR)

Director and all

Core Mothers

This inseriice was offered

to NSSI by a local agency.

Because c: the anticipated

benefits cf contact with

this agency as well as its

addressir7 a problem common

to the NSSI copulation, the

offer was accepted.

Core Motne,s found it helpfu'

in workinc with certain

client mothers with wh,..1 the,

suspected alcohol abuse. And

they used the CASPAR staff a

on-goinc consultants around

problems cf this nature.

BHCC Cre:lit 4

1



NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR TWO

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT CONTENT

SEASON &

YEAR LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

IMPROVING rIUR

WRITING SKILLS

Present-

ation/

Discussion

Practice with fill *Fall

inq out forms,

keeping a journal

about client work.

Emphasis on appli-

ed job skills.

1977 R 2 hour

sessions

Cece Landoli

CTR

3 Core Mothers Three Core Mothers who felt

they needed to improve thier

writinc skills elted to

take this course. Core

Mothers reported more ease in

organizing their record

keeping and more self- con-

fidence in their writing

skills,

Treatment of

Children With

Developmental Dis-

orders- Conference

lecture Focus on interven-

tion with seyerly

notorically involv-

ed children.

Fall 1977 2 days Professionals

brought toaet-

her by, NICEDC,

National In-

stitute for

Continuino

Education in

Developmental

Disabilities

Nurse Practioner Practitioner was impressed

with the developmental

approach to disabilities. She

felt h',,..,ever that it was most

useful to ohysical therapists

working with institutionaliz-

ed children of all ages and

was of only overview value

to her.

Parenting- Consid-

ering it within a

Developmental

Framework

lecture/

seminar

Fall 1977 Wheelock

College

Faculty

Director/ OT Most material presented was

too general to be useful to

NSSI staff but they did meet

useful contacts involved in

parent education,

Seminar in the

Development of

Infants and Parents

2nd Annual Confer-

ence

lecture, Current research

findings concerning

parent and child

interaction

Fall 1977 1 day Physicians &

Researchers

in Early

Childhood

Development

Director/ OT A paper about positive effect

of peer interactions on todd-

lers presented by Dr. Judith

Robestein stimulated NSSI to

plan the childcare portion of

Mothers' aroul.

Family Interactions lecture/

seminar

Vinter 197 1 Weelock

semester College

Faculty

Director

,, 158
.159



NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR TWO

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASov &

YEAR LENGTH

Meeting the Needs Presenta-

of Disabled Infant tion/

and Their Families Discussion

General overview

of skills and

knowledge needed

in meeting the

needs of this

population,

Miter 1978 5

Sessions

Independent Consul one to one

tantion: "Death discussion

and Dying"

Discription of Serino 1978

work with family

to get specific

suggestions for

crisis and long-

term goals

1

session

WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMUJS

Project

OptiM us

Staff (an-

other 1st

chance Pro-

ject in Quin

cy, Mass..)

CTR Trainee

of "Death

and Dying"

2 Core Mothers These Core Mothers were part-

icularly interested in the

opportunity to compare services

provided by Project OptioNS

with NSSI services and talk with

other homevisitors.

1 Core Mother

This Core Mother needed more

specific consultation around

a family with whom she worked

who was in crisis about the

guarded prognosis of one of its

children,

Perinatal Factors

and Developmental

Disabilities

(Ostern Mass

Medical Center)

lecture/

workshop

Spring 1978 1 day Jniversity of

lusachusetts

ledical Cente

Faculty, &

Visiting Lec-

turers

All Core Mothers This was elected by all Core

Mothers because of interest in

the subject and a day out of

the office to reet other people

doing work similar to theirs,

Project Evaluation

TADS Small Grouo

Meeting University

Of Massachusetts

medical Center

Presenta-

tion/Work-

shop

Spring 197E 1 day TADS Di rector/OT This inservice consultation

clarified the program's emerging

conviction that a complete dis-

cription of each project com-

ponent was a necessary prel imin-

ary to any evaluative effort

Oral-Motor Dysfun-

ction- Conference

16

lecture Concentration on

early, normal oral

development and

the importance of

it as a basis for

understanding ab-

normal, Suzanne

Evans Morris pre-

sented her films

of normal. & ab-

Spring 1978 2 days Oral Motor & OT/NP

Nutrition

Professionals

Normal oral-motor films were

especially impressive because

of the depth in which they

looked at this development in

young infants.

181



NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1879

YEAR TWo

GRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

tSEASON

CONTENT

normal oral motor

development

&

YEAR LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENT

"MONTHLY ALL-STAFF Presenta-

INSERVICE tion/

Discussion

Variety of topics

including writ-

ing interventions

,or introduction

to parent infant

interaction

scales

Spring

1978

12

weeks

Administra-

tive Staff

* All Staff Phis inservice for-id part of the

impetus for administrative

offers to seek `ether inservice

to improve their skills in teach-

ing adults.

INTRODUCTION TO

SKILLS AND CONCE-

PTS IN SELECTED

ADULT EDUCATION

TEACHING MORES

Presenta-

tion/Dis-

cussion

Concentration on Spring

an adaptation of 1978

Ialcolm Knowles

(Boston University)

technique of adult

education included

material on under-

standing and mo-

ti students

driting goals and

objectives

4

*essions

CTR * Director/

OT/NP

Designed by the ':1 director and

CTR instructor to improve admin-

istrative staffs skills in

teaching Core Mothers as well as

growth and development courses

offered as well to community

child care workers. It was most

useful in goal an: objective

writing practice.

Recordkeepinq-

TADS Small Group

Meeting

Presenta-

tion/Work-

shop

Sprir,r)

1978

2 days TADS Director ')eveloped a new ,T-evisit form

which was longer and which was

later completely revised.

Winston ProUty

Center, Brakebero

VT,

Discussion

Observation

Observed class- poring

room assessment 1978

met at length

with Director Dr,

Robert DeVoid

1 day Director, 3

experienced

Core mothers

Discussion with teacher, speech

Therapist and director very

useful. Although ,ermont Staff

had very differr: experience

home visiting.

Giving and Re-

ceiving Feedback

162

Discussion Detailed discuss- Sprino/

ion of administ- Summer

rative work roles 1978

with appropriate

reassignment of

working relation
1 4.

4 2 hour

sessions

Pat Papperno

Educational

Consultant

through CTR

*

Director/OT/NP The most valuable ntcome

inservice was its design

Case Manager role,

1

of thi!

of the

3
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NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON &

YEAR

LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

INTRODUCTION TO

PROJECT HOPE

Presentation

/Discussion

Variety of infor-

mation to acqua-

int staff with

Project HOPE goals

and objectives,

curriculum, and

recordkeeping as

well as the re-

lated issues of

adolescence,

adolescent parent

ing and neonates.

Fall 1978 1 week NSSI Administ-

rative Staff

and outside

professionals

All Staff This inservice was not only

an introduction to Project

HOPE, but for the two new-

ly-hired Core Mothers' was

an introduction to the pro-

gram and their jobs as well.

Feedback from all Core

Mothers, especially those

just-hired,was that there

was too much information

presented to thoroughly

digest. And an on-going

orientation to project HOPE

was still necessary to

clarify this extension of

NSSI to all Core Mothers.

GROWTH AND REVEL-

OPMENT IN THE -,

FIRST WEE YEARS

Presenta-

tion/Dis-

cussion

Normal growth and

development begin-

nine with prenatal

issues and includ-

Inc bonding, motor,

cognitive emotion

development, safe-

ty needs, nutrit-

ion, appropriate

toys.

Fall 1978'0 2 hour

sessions

Administrative

Staff

3 Core

Mothers

(newly hired)

This course was one of three

growth and Development

Courses taught by the NSSI

administrative staff for

Core Mothers' and other

Community Child Case Worker

Some sessions were done by

outside professionals, EG.

the nutritionist of the

local WIC Program.

The three Core Mothers who

took the course were newly-

hired and inexperienced.

They used the course as pat

of their basic inservice.

WORKING WITH

DIFFICULT FAMILIES

., 164

PresentatiolFocused

/Discussion

on case

studies presented

by students for

group discussion

and problem solv-

Inc

Fall 1978 5

session3

CTR * 4 Core

Mothers

(including 3

inexperienced

Core Mothers)

Inexperienced Core Mothers

f Zit that course was to un-

structured and that the

case study approach did not

offer enough instructioni 1

They, however, did not ftii



NSS1 STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON &

''EAR

LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

1

comfortable making construc-

tive suggestions to increase

the course's usefulness to

them, This experience result-

ea in the program's attempt

to have an administrative

person take outside courses

along with Core Mothers to

work with them in keeping

courses responsive.

AlOoholism: Explo-Presentat-

ration of the ion/Dis-

Issue and Attitude ussion

See page (11 of

this appendix

Fall 1978 4 Session

plus re-

auired

AA and

Alanon

Meeting

CASPAR 3 Core Mothers

(inexperienced)

A repeat of the Course Offerec

in the Fall of Year Two,See

page of this appendix.

INTRODUCTION COM- Presentat-

POSITION ion/Discuss

ion

Practice in writing

resumes, case stud-

ies, and reports.

Students encoureged

to incorporate

NSSI paper work

into the course

work.

Fall 1978 8 session CTR * 3 (inexper-

ienced) Core

Mothers

_

NOMEVISIT observation

OBSERVATION /discussion

Newly hired Core

Mothers observed

experienced Core

Mothers' homevisits

then discussed it

with them.

Fall 1978 6 home-

visits

Experienced

Core mothers

* 3 1nexperie-

need Core

Mothers

Evaluating Child Dresentat-

Proaress, TADS ion/Work-

Small Group meet- shop

ilia (Nashville,

Kentucky)

1 gfi

Fall 1978 3 days TADS Director NSSI director was most inter-

ested in the notion of setting

qualitatively different goals

in different groups of client

children, according to both 1
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NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

[RAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON &

YEAR LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

the nature and severity of

their disabilities ,

Seminar In The

Development of

Infants and Paren4

3rd Annual Confer.i

ence

lecture Current research

findings concerning

parent-child inter-

action,

Fall 1978 2 days )rofessionals ]irector/Administ-

involved in rative

research

Asst,

Preventing Burn-

Nit

PresentatiorTechniques designed

/Discussion to aid people in

service work keep-

ing themselves from

becoming overwhelm-

ed and burnt out,

Fall 1978 1 day OT/1 Core

Mother

Infor-ation about this in-

service was circulated in

the 1:1551 office and it was

elected by those staff

members who felt they could

lersonall benefit from it,

USING ROLE PLAY

WITH CLIENTS

PresentatiorTechniques of direc

/Discussion tness with clients,

Role Play giving and receiv-

Practice ing feedback, con-

frontation, compro-

mise,

Fall/

Winter

1978-1979

4

sessions

Educational

Consultant,

through CIR

* NP/All Core

mothers

)esicned by Administrative

Staff and consultant to give

:ore mothers a positive ex-

)erience with role play as a

learning technique. Core

iothers discomfort with "pre-

tendir: to be someone else"

lad kept them from using it.

:ore mothers were all very

Jositive about this inservice

The 2-session original design

was expanded to 4 sessions

't their urging. Role play,

iowever, continued to be a

lifficult technique for them

to use.

NORmAL MOTOR DE-

VFLOPMENT Im THE

FIRST YEAR

168

Presentatio Discription of nor-

/Yith Audio mal reflexive and

Visual Aid motor skills devel-

opment using slides

of normal infants t

illustrate how thes

stages looked.

Winter

1979

hour

essions

Pre-School

Unit, Physica

Therapy Con-

sultant, Mary

Lou Jani

* All Staff Seen as review for administ-

rative and experience Core

Mother staff. Useful to firs

first year Core Mothers as i

comprehensive introduction

to motor development,

i 0



NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING'

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON &

YEAR LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

PROGRAM EVALUATION Observation Discussions based Fall 1978 Ann Coolidge, *All Staff This evaluation was seen as

of homevisit on homevisits fo- to Spring Program Evalua- participated inservice because it not only

by evaluat- cused on the role 1979 tion Consultant comprehensively evaluated

or, administ-of the Core Mother NSSI but in doing so provided

rative staff Program evaluatior the Staff with insight into

and Core discussions exhaus- the program which led to

Mothers of tively covered all changes being made. Client

each other/ facets of the pro- contact forms for instance,

discussion

of those

gram's functioning

,services, philos-

were improved and inservice

during the final year focused

homevisits

and program

itself.

ophy, staff level-

opment, etc.

more on the parent, once this

evaluation revealed that it

was the Mother rather than the

child that this program was

directly working with. Iso-

lating the role of the Core

Mother was seen as a key task

for this evaluation. In the

process what became clear was

that the hiring was as if not

more important than training,

ie. no amount of inservice

would prepare a Core Mother

who did not already have the

strengths and attitudes nece-

ssary for the job.

Visit to Boston Observation/ Description of th Fall 1978 1 day Director of Pro-Director/NP/2 Staff was struck by the diff-

City Hospital Presentatior program's services gram, Margaret Core Mothers erence between this program

Early Intervention

Program

and observation of

a clinical staff

meeting and staff

working with chil-

dren in program

Smith and NSSI, EG. Work went on in

one roor and the staff was

primarily professional.

playroom.
------

81-WEEKLY STAFF Presentatior Description of Winter 4 2 hour Core Mother & *All Staff This was started to encourage

CASE STUDY /Discussion family by Core 1q79 sessions Case Manager Core Mothers to not only

.170
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NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

RAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT CONTENT

SEASON &

YEAR LENGTH WHO TAUGHT' WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

Mother and Case

Manager including:

medical, social &

developmental his-

tory and current

status, goals and

objectives in work-

ing with the fam-

ily, and listing

one or two problems

present case studies but also

clarify most important prob-

lems they were having with

a family which they could

throw out for the staff to

problem-solve together, It

proved to be hard for Core

Mothers to ask for help by

presenting problems which

they needed suggestions,

to which suggestiors

sought,

Group evaluation had just

gotten to the point of

selecting only families for

case study who were present-

ing clear difficulties when

other variables made contin-

uing this training impossibl,

USE OF "PARENT PresentationiDiscription in use Winter 1979 2 days Rose Bromwich * All Staff The staff gave up a holiday

BEHAVIOR PROGRESS-

ION"

Discussion of PBP and group

scoring of client

families (mothers)

using the tool,

Developer of

PGP andTADS-

paid consul-

tant

to come in for this workshop

While the administrative

staff feltbhilerated by it

and thought the discussion

useful in looking at familie

Core Mothers were in general

less positive. They did not

like sitting and talking for

two days straight. The PBP

itself was not adopted for

wide use in the program but

did help in writing behav-

ioral objectives for some

Mothers having difficulty

interacting with their child

172

173



TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

PAGE 15

NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

CONTENT

SEASON &

YEAR LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

WRITING APPROPRIAT

INTERVENTIONS FOR

CHILDREN

Present-

ation/Dis-

cussion

Thinking system-

matically about

what goes into

writing an inter-

vention: appropri-

atness of toy or

activity, skills

of child and par-

ent, desired goal.

Winter/Spri-weekly 2 Occupational

ng 1979 hour sess,Therapist

ions for

6 weeks

* All inexper-

ienced Core

Mothers

This inservice was set up

at inexperienced Core

Mothers request for help

with intervention writing

both in being able to gen-

erate their own ideas and

develop activities that

were fun for the child.

Core Mothers liked the

sessions and interventions

because more numerous as

well as creative.

Managing Seizures lecture

(Children's Hosp-

ital - Development,

al Evaluation

Clinic Series)

174

Information about

etiology, clinical

picture, diagnosis

and treatment of

seizures.

Winter 1979 2 hour

sessions

Neurologists NP/2 Core

from Children sMothers

Hospital

This was not found partic-

ularly helpful by any of

the staff who attended,

Core Mothers felt the in-

formation was to technical

for their understanding.

And the nurse practitioner

felt it was focused mostly

on school aged children.

One of the Core Mothers

who chose to go to this did

so because one of her own

children in the past had

had seizures about which

she had known very little.

And the other Core Mother

had a child in her caseload

with a seizure disorder.
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NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON 8

YEAR

LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

Improving Home- ,Presentation/

visiting Skills Discussion

Role Play

Participant intro-

ductions of experi-

ence with homevisit-

ing and goals for

course, role play of

situations in home-

visiting with feed-

back often words.

Spring l97c4 2 hour

sessions

CTR NP/3 inexper-

ienced Core

Mothers

Pa jpants felt the cour-

se was somewhat too un-

structured and did not

offer enough concrete info-

rmation though they learned

from the role play exper-

ience. The nurse practition

er took the course along

with Core Mother's as with

program decision to give

Core Mothers help in mak-

ing inservices useful to

them. She was, however not

able to help restructure

th. course, because it was

too short (witii only four

sessions) and because other

course participants with

less homevisiting exper-

ience found it appropriate

for their needs.

PrematUre Parents

Program, Lowell

Mass.

Visit Discussion with

Program Staff

Spring

1979

1 day PPP Staff Administrative

Assistant/

Director

Useful information about

outreach to potential

client.

FAILURE TO THRIVE

176

Presentation

with ouestionsical

and answers

Information on clin-

definition of

failure to thrive,

prognosis, and fan-

ily treatment.

Spring

1979 2 hour

sessions

Dr, an Rosen

Clinician and

researcher in

failure to

thrive

* All Staff This inservice was arrang-

ed by the program's parent

coordinator in response to

a number of informal offic

discussions abolt the

issue and case studies

around client families.
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NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON A

YEAR

LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

4orking with Young

Children (Mass

Department of Public

Health Sponsored)

lecture Sessions gave infor-

mation on prenatal

risk frtors. Assess

ment of the newborn,

abuse and neglect,

seizure disorders,

congenital heart

disease, Normal dev-

elopment in the first

two years.

Spring 197c 4 weeks Nurses and

2 hour Professionals

sessions

NP The nurse practitioner

took this series because

she felt there would be

medically based infor-

mation that she could

apply to NSSI services.

The course geared to part-

icipant public health and

school nurses who had

little experience with

children under age 3, And

she found information on

the medically at risk

child most useful, the

ncrmal growth and develop-

ment information not in

depth enough for her needs.

Youville Series lecture Highly specific med-

ical information

about cardiac anom-

alies visual and

hearing problems

Spring

1979

5 2 hour Local Medical

sessions Specialists

Diector/NP Individuals presentations

of interest with little

carry over to program

implementation,

Parent Aide

Conference (Mass

nffice for children

1 R

lecture/

workshop

Discription of a

number of parent aid

programs in this

state and others,

workshops covering

related issues like

funding, philosophy,

etc.

1 day Director of

Parent Aide

Proorams,

State and pri-

vate sector.

Professionals

with interestr,

in Parent Aide

Programs,

Director/NP Because NSSI's continua-

tion fuodiny would be un-

likely to come from early

intervention monies, the

program had to make fund-

ing contacts in related

networks. Parent Aide

Programs seemed appropri-

ate, A film of parent

aides from a program in

Syracuse, New York was

particularly exciting and

the administrative S gf.,,

1.
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NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON &

YEAR

LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

who attended and saw it

felt NSSI Core Mothers

would have identified wit

and enjoyed it.

Western Mass

Training Consort-

i um Annual Sympos-

ium

Lecture Information on a

variety of issues

including: Abuse

and neglect, lead

paint poisoning,

infant temperment,

and the Denver

Developmental Scru

ing Test.

Spring

1979

1 day Physicians,

including Eli

Newberger,and

William Carey

Director/NP/

Administrative

Assistant/1

Core Mother

Well presented and inter-

esting information, least

enjoyed by Core Mothers

who found the lecturing

difficult to sit through,

William Careys' present-

ation on his infant tem-

perment scale was especial

ly interesting and it was

worked at more closely

though not instituted in

NSSI.

ADMINISTERING THE

BRAZELTON NEOWTAL

BEHAVIORAL ASSESS-

MENT SCALE

180

Observation of

test being ad-

ministered by a

Brazilton Unit

Trainer

Bulk of learning

went on through

practice of admin-

istering the scale

to neonates at

Cambridge Hospital

Spring

1979

Brazilton

Unit trainer,

Kevin Nugent

Director/NP The purpose of doing this

rather unique inservice

was threefold. One to

gather credentials and

skills. Two, interest in

neonates and better under-

standing of them for

application to NSSI client

And three, to establish a

presence at Cambridge

Hospital to encourage re-

ferrals from hospitalper-

sonnel to NSSI. The end

goal of this training was

to become certified in ad

ministering the scale.

1St



NSSI STAFF TRAINING ACTIVITIES, 1976-1979

YEAR THREE

TRAINING ACTIVITY TEACHING

FORMAT

CONTENT SEASON &

YEAR

LENGTH WHO TAUGHT WHO ATTENDED COMMENTS

CONVERSATIONAL

PORTUGUESE

one to one

tutoring

Elementary conversa-

tional Portuguese

concentrated around

practice with simple

role play of talking

with a mother about

her infant,

Spring 1979 10

2 hour

sessions

Portuguese

Immigrant and

Teacher

NP

.

The primary purpose was to

improve the nurse practi-

tioner's spoken Portuguese

to aid her in d scribing

the Brazelton Scale to

Portuguese immigrant

mothers to get their per-

mission to perform it on

their neonates.
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Referral Sources for Accepted Cases, NSSI
12/1/76 - 6/31/79

Somerville Hospital, Division of Community Health
(Most referrals came from Somerville Pediatrics,
but several came from the Women's Clinic and
from neighborhood-based satellite clinics. All
were out-patient.)

Self-referrals

Cambridge Hospital, Division of Social Services
(All referrals were in-patient.)

21

19

6

PreSchool Unit, Somerville-Cambridge Mental Health 6

and Mental Retardation Association

Massachusetts Departn.ant of Public Welfare, 5

Somerville Office

Somerville Mental Health Association 4

Catholic Charities Bureau of Cambridge and Somerville 3

Children's Hospital Medical Center (Boston) 2

Helping Out in the Parenting Experience (HOPE) 2

Somerville Headstart/Daycare 2

Somerville Portuguese-American League 2

Boston Family Services 1

Brockton Multi-Service Center 1

Cambridge Family and Children's Services 1

DARE Multi-Service Program, Somerville 1

Floating Hospital, Intensive Care Unit 1

HELO (Helping Exceptional Little Ones) 1

Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare,
Central Office 1

Massachusetts General Hospital, Dept. of Social Services 1

Medford EMOC (Eastern Middlesex Opportunities Council) 1

Medford Pediatrics 1

RESPOND 1

Tri-City Early Intervention Program 1

11.34


